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ABSTRACT 

Our lives in modern society are easier in many ways due to the ongoing revolution 
of robotics. Robots perform endless tasks in assembly lines and in factories making 
our work lighter and decreasing the need for human labour. To repeat these precise 
and heavy tasks millions of times, the robots—including actuators, sensors, and 
control and power units—are made of hard and tough materials. The hard robots 
are needed in factories but at the same time the hardness of the robots limits the 
safety and the comfort while working near humans. The research in soft materials 
has opened new possibilities in robotics, creating a new field called soft robotics. By 
shifting from the hard robot materials to soft ones, the robots can be 1) made safer: 
they cause less damage, even in collision; 2) made to conform to objects; and 3) made 
to feel comfortable against the skin. 

Many of the manufacturing methods of soft robots have been adapted from the 
field of microfluidics. Silicone casting has been widely used to fabricate chips with 
detailed small structures. The method is efficient for replicating small features. 
However, complex structures, such as overhangs and buried channels, are 
particularly difficult to fabricate since the elastomer piece must be removed from the 
mould. In soft robotics, these kinds of structures are often desired for creating 
moving actuators and grippers. An efficient and fast way to fabricate fully three-
dimensional soft structures is still needed. 

Grippers made of soft materials can conform to objects, which can enable the 
picking of fragile objects without damaging them. However, it can limit the holding 
forces while carrying the object. During the object transport it can be beneficial if 
the gripper material is stiff or even rigid. Materials and mechanisms with controllable 
stiffness could be used to achieve this effect. 

In addition to the soft body of the robot, the sensors need to also be stretchable 
and soft. One of the most important types of sensors used in soft robots is the strain 
sensor which in different configurations can measure exteroceptive and 
proprioceptive information. Many methods for fabricating soft strain sensors have 
been proposed, such as liquid metals and ionic conductors. However, many of these 
methods involve multiple fabrication steps or materials which are difficult to handle, 
so they are not suitable for mass manufacturing. Additionally, these sensors are 
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usually electrical, unlike soft actuators which are often pneumatic. Using pneumatics 
also for the sensing would simplify the overall structure of the robot.  

This thesis explores different methods of designing and fabricating soft robots 
and sensors for them. First, we studied whether sacrificial 3D printing was a suitable 
method of fabricating soft devices moulds with overhanging structures. We were 
able to demonstrate that the proposed method is straightforward and can be used to 
fabricate buried channels in soft silicone elastomer structures. Second, we developed 
soft robotic grippers. We fabricated two different 3D printed suction-based grippers: 
a pneumatic one and a magnetically switchable hydraulic one. 3D printing was found 
to be a suitable method for soft gripper fabrication. We also found that the grippers 
outperformed commercial suction grippers with small, unevenly loaded and fragile 
objects. We propose using magnetorheological fluid, embedded inside a soft robotic 
gripper, to control the stiffness of the gripper. Last, the sensors were fabricated and 
integrated into soft robots. Two different approaches were proposed for strain and 
curvature sensing: screen-printed stretchable sensors and soft pneumatic strain 
sensors. We propose that screen-printing is a low-cost method suitable for mass 
manufacturing electric strain sensors, whereas soft pneumatic strain sensors are a 
step towards fully pneumatic soft robots.  

To conclude, this dissertation describes new methods of fabricating soft robots 
and sensors for them, aiming at simpler ways to fabricate smarter soft robots with 
perception. 
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TIIVISTELMÄ 

Elämämme modernissa yhteiskunnassa on monin tavoin helpompaa kuin ennen, ja 
yksi suuri syy tälle on robottien nopea yleistyminen. Ne ovat täyttäneet tehtaat ja 
valmistuslinjat ja työskentelevät siellä taukoamatta tehden työstämme fyysisesti 
kevyempää. Jotta robotit voisivat toistaa pikkutarkkoja ja raskaita liikkeitä miljoonia 
kertoja, täytyy robottien sekä niiden toimielinten, antureiden, ohjausyksiköiden ja 
voimalähteiden olla kovia ja kestäviä. Tällaisia kovia robotteja tarvitaan tehtaissa, 
mutta toisaalta kovuus rajoittaa niiden turvallista ja miellyttävää käyttöä ihmisten 
lähellä. Pehmeiden materiaalien tutkimus on avannut uusia mahdollisuuksia 
robotiikan alalle luoden uuden alan: pehmorobotiikan. Kovista materiaaleista 
pehmeisiin siirtymällä 1) roboteista tulee turvallisempia: ne eivät vahingoita, vaikka 
törmäisivät ihmiseen, 2) robotit mukautuvat pinnan muotoihin ja 3) ne tuntuvat 
mukavammilta ihoa vasten. 

Monet pehmorobottien valmistusmenetelmistä on otettu mikrofluidistiikan alalta, 
jossa on käytetty silikonivaluja pienien ja yksityiskohtaisten mikrofluidististen 
testausalustojen valmistukseen. Tämä tekniikka mahdollistaa erittäin pienien 
rakenteiden tarkan kopioimisen muotista lopputuotteeseen, mutta monimutkaiset 
rakenteet, kuten ulokkeet ja upotetut kanavat, ovat haasteellisia valmistaa, koska 
muotti pitää saada irrotettua pehmeän rakenteen ympäriltä. Pehmoroboteissa tällaisia 
monimutkaisia rakenteita kuitenkin tarvitaan liikkuvien toimielinten ja tarttujien 
aikaansaamiseksi, ja siksi tarvitaan valmistustapa, jolla voidaan tehdä tehokkaasti 
aidosti kolmiulotteisia rakenteita. 

Pehmeistä materiaaleista tehdyt tarttujat mukautuvat kohteen muotoihin, mikä 
mahdollistaa hauraiden asioiden poimimisen vahingoittamatta niitä. Pehmeys voi 
kuitenkin rajoittaa sitä, kuinka suuria voimia tarttujat pystyvät käsittelemään. 
Tarttujan kovuus tai jäykkyys voi kasvattaa sen kykyä käsitellä suuria voimia 
kappaleen kuljetuksen aikana. Materiaalit ja mekanismit, joiden jäykkyyttä voi 
kontrolloida, voisivat mahdollistaa tällaisen säädettävän tarttumisen ja jäykkyyden. 

Pehmeiden runkojen lisäksi roboteissa käytettävien antureiden tulee olla venyviä 
ja pehmeitä. Yksi tärkeimmistä pehmoroboteissa käytetyistä anturityypeistä on 
venymäanturi, jonka eri kokoonpanoilla voi mitata robotin ulkoista ja sisäistä 
informaatiota. Venymäantureiden valmistamiseen on ehdotettu monia erilaisia 
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menetelmiä, kuten nestemäiset metallit ja ionijohteet. Monissa menetelmissä 
tarvitaan kuitenkin useita valmistusvaiheita tai niissä käytettyjä materiaaleja on vaikea 
käsitellä, joten ne eivät sovellu massavalmistukseen. Tämän lisäksi ehdotetut anturit 
ovat usein sähköisiä toisin kuin toimielimet, jotka ovat usein pneumaattisia. 
Siirtymällä pneumaattisiin antureihin voitaisiin robotin kokonaisrakennetta 
yksinkertaistaa. 

Tässä väitöskirjassa tutkimme eri menetelmiä pehmorobottien tarttujien ja 
antureiden valmistamiseksi. Ensiksi tutkimme, voiko uhri-3D-tulostuksella valmistaa 
pehmeille materiaaleille valumuotteja, joissa on ulkonevia rakenteita. Näytimme, että 
tapa oli vaivaton ja että sillä pystyttiin valmistamaan upotettuja kanavia pehmeisiin 
silikonirakenteisiin. Toiseksi me kehitimme pehmotarttujia. Valmistimme kaksi 
erilaista 3D-tulostettua imukuppitarttujaa: pneumaattisen sekä magneettisesti 
ohjattavan hydraulisen tarttujan. Totesimme 3D-tulostuksen sopivaksi tavaksi 
valmistaa pehmotarttujia. Huomasimme myös valmistettujen tarttujien suoriutuvan 
haasteellisten kohteiden, kuten pienien kappaleiden, epätasaisten kuormien ja 
hauraiden esineiden, poimimisesta paremmin kuin kaupallisten imukuppitarttujien. 
Ehdotamme myös, että magnetoreologisen nesteen käytöllä tarttujan jäykkyyttä 
voidaan säädellä. Viimeiseksi valmistimme ja integroimme antureita 
pehmorobotteihin. Ehdotimme kahta erityyppistä ratkaisua venymän ja käyryyden 
mittaamiseen: silkkipainettuja resistiivisiä venyviä antureita sekä pneumaattisia 
venymäliuskoja. Esitämme, että silkkipainotekniikka on edullinen ja 
massavalmistukseen soveltuva valmistustapa sähköisten venymäantureiden 
valmistukseen, kun taas pneumaattiset venymäliuskat ovat askel lähemmäs kokonaan 
pneumaattisia pehmorobotteja. 

Kaiken kaikkiaan tämä väitöskirja käsittelee uusia pehmorobottien tarttujien ja 
antureiden valmistusmenetelmiä. Tavoitteena on löytää yksinkertaisempia tapoja 
valmistaa älykkäämpiä pehmorobotteja. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, autonomous machines, robots, perform various tasks in assembly lines of 
the factories and other repetitious well-defined jobs like weaving clothes. For other 
kinds of tasks human labour is still needed, for example lifting elderly people in 
nursing homes, operating patients in operating theatres and giving physiotherapy to 
paralysed people. These tasks consist of several sub steps, with several alternative 
ways to complete them and still they are often heavy for the humans executing them. 

The automatization of such complex tasks has been predicted to become reality 
since the 90s, by then newly developed moving field robots, which were not 
stationary machines anymore. The development and fast progress of artificial 
intelligence and machine learning in the 2000s made the hopes of automated 
healthcare even more realistic, as the robots took first steps simulating human 
interaction.1 Nevertheless, to make the robots suitable for working near humans, the 
robots should be not only intelligent, but also safe and comfortable to use. 

To address this, the materials of the robots should be examined. Traditionally, 
the robots have been built by soldering hard electronic components, injection 
moulding thermoplastics, welding steel parts together or by using carbon fibres. By 
shifting from these hard materials to soft, the robots can be made safer: even in 
collision, they produce less damage, they conform to target objects and feel 
comfortable against the skin. 

Manufacturing of these soft robots is not straightforward since the previously used 
manufacturing methods do not apply anymore: soft parts cannot be milled and 
joined with gears. Since many animals are entirely or partly soft, the inspiration was 
sought from nature; how plants grow,2,3 animals move4,5 and grasp objects,6 and 
respond to different stimuli?7 For example, an octopus can move nimbly, grasp 
objects and squeeze through confined spaces8 even with an entirely soft body. 

Many of the proposed soft robot fabrication methods have been adapted from 
the field of microfluidics.9 There, silicone replica moulding has been widely used to 
manufacture chips with detailed small structures. Although the method is efficient 
for replicating small features, complex structures—overhangs and buried channels—
are particularly difficult to fabricate since the elastomer must be removed from the 
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mould. In soft robotics, these kinds of structures are often desired for creating 
moving actuators and grippers. Thus, an efficient and fast way to fabricate fully 
three-dimensional (3D) soft structures is needed. 

The soft materials conform to surface they are pressed against which can simplify 
the grasping.9 However, while the compliance simplifies the picking, the achieved 
maximum gripping forces can be smaller in comparison with hard grippers. After 
the object picking and transportation, the objects should be able to release 
controllably. A gripper with adhesion and stiffness switching would conform the 
surface shapes, be stiff during the transportation and release the object in a 
controlled way. 

To create a soft robot with perception, sensing needs to be added to the soft 
body. For preserving the soft nature of the robot, the sensors must be also soft and 
stretchable. These kinds of soft sensors have been used in wearable electronics and 
many sensing methods have been transferred from there into soft robots. One of 
the most popular sensors being a strain sensor, which in different configurations can 
measure exteroceptive or proprioceptive information. Many methods of fabricating 
soft and stretchable strain sensors have been proposed, such as liquid metals10 and 
conductive nanocomposites.11 However, many of these examples involve multiple 
fabrication steps or materials which are difficult to handle, so they are not suitable 
for mass manufacturing. Additionally, these sensors are usually electrical, unlike the 
often-used soft pneumatic actuators. To shift the sensing also from electrical to 
pneumatic, would simplify the overall structure of the robot.  

The aim of this thesis is to develop faster and easier fabrication methods for a 
soft robot, a gripper, and a sensor manufacturing, allowing more complex designs 
and easy integration. First, we studied if sacrificial 3D printing was suitable method 
for fabricating soft devices with overhanging structures. We were able to 
demonstrate that the proposed method is straightforward and can be used to 
fabricate soft silicone elastomer structures with buried channels. Second, we 
developed two types of soft robotic grippers. We fabricated 3D printed suction-
based grippers: a pneumatic one and a magnetically switchable hydraulic one. 3D 
printing was found out to be suitable method for soft gripper fabrication. We also 
found out that the grippers outperformed a commercial suction gripper with small, 
unevenly loaded, and fragile objects. Additionally, we propose using 
magnetorheological (MR) fluid, embedded inside a soft robotic gripper, to control 
the stiffness of the gripper. Last, the sensing functionality was integrated into soft 
robots. Two different approaches were proposed for strain and curvature sensing: 
screen-printed strain sensors and soft pneumatic strain sensors. We show that 
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screen-printing is a simple, a low-cost method suitable for mass manufacturing of 
electric strain sensors. Whereas soft pneumatic strain sensors are a stable, non-
hysteric way to capture small and large strains, leading the way towards fully 
pneumatic soft robots. 

The key novelty of the Publication I is the comprehensive comparison of the 
suitability of different commercial 3D printing materials for sacrificial mould 
fabrication. In Publication II, the novelty is the shift from elastomer casting to 3D 
printing which enables higher pull-off forces and simpler fabrication. The principle 
to use MR fluid for stiffness switching in a suction gripper is novel in Publication 
III. In Publication IV, the key novelty is to demonstrate that different inks can be 
used to fabricate curvature sensors. We also prove that the sensor is measuring the 
curvature, not pressure by decoupling the pressure from the sensor output. In the 
Manuscript V, the principle of the pneumatic resistance is a novel approach to be 
used in the strain sensing. 
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2 SOFT ROBOTICS 

Soft robots have been defined as 1) machines made of compliant, soft materials or 
2) hard actuators that operate in concert, having soft material properties.12 In this 
thesis only soft bodied robots are discussed. Figure 1 shows the softness of some 
common biological (blue) and engineering (pink) materials. The biological materials 
tend to be softer than commonly used materials in robotics like steel and fibreglass. 
The robots, which primarily consist of materials which softness is close to soft 
biological materials, such as skin and fat, are considered soft robots in this thesis.9 
 

 

Figure 1. Mechanical properties (Young’s modulus) of some common biological (blue) and 
engineering (pink) materials, modified from Rus and Tolley.9 

The soft robots consist of the same key components as hard robots: logic, power 
source, actuators, including end-effectors, and sensors. In traditional hard robots, 
these components are usually rigid and electrical. In soft robots, the components 
should be soft, or they should be placed outside the robot. For the soft logic, soft 
pneumatic circuits have been proposed4,13,14 in addition to traditional electrical logic 
circuits. The power source type depends on the used actuators, logic, and sensors. 
One of the most common actuator type in soft robots is the fluidic elastomer 
actuator which moves in response to pressure change.15,16 Thus, the power source is 
often pneumatic. In addition to traditional pneumatic power sources, untethered 
solutions, such as combustion,17 have been developed. 

In addition to soft actuators, robots also need grippers for picking and handling 
objects. Soft and compliant grippers allow the robots to conform to the manipulated 
objects, which makes it easy to grip objects of varying size, material, and shape. Soft 
grippers based on different physical principles such as adhesion and grasping have 
been demonstrated,18 each gripper type having its own advantages, like high holding 
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forces19 or adaptive sealing.20 However, there are still several not fully solved 
challenges, such as switchable adhesion or easy integration into robotic body. Thus, 
there is a need for versatile grippers, which are easy to integrate into the soft robot 
bodies. 

Forth key component of the robot is the sensor which gives feedback from the 
posture of the robot and its surroundings. These sensors must be also soft since they 
are located inside the robot body. Different sensors technologies have been 
proposed for soft sensing, but they are often complicated to manufacture, include 
materials challenging to handle (e.g., liquid metals) or cannot be fully integrated into 
soft robot body. 

In this chapter literature related to soft robots is discussed, followed by the next 
Chapter 3 about stretchable sensors for soft robots. 

2.1 Fabrication of soft robots 

Many of the fabrication methods of soft robots have been adapted from the field of 
microfluidics,9 where structures have been manufactured by casting soft elastomers 
into moulds. The chosen fabrication method of the soft robot depends on desired 
material and design. Table 1 shows some materials commonly used for fabricating 
soft robots.  

Table 1. Common materials and suitable fabrication methods used in soft robots 
manufacturing 

Soft body materials Fabrication into soft actuator Selected  
references 

Silicone elastomers Casting, 3D printing 6,15,21,22 
Hydrogels Casting, 3D printing 23,24 
Polyurethanes Casting, sculpting 25 
Printable elastic resins 3D printing 17,26 
Liquid crystal elastomers Casting, Laser cutting 5,27 
Protein-based materials Casting, Laser cutting 28 

 
Soft silicone elastomers and polyurethanes are traditionally cast into computer 
numerical control (CNC) milled or 3D printed moulds to create different shaped 
actuators,15 grippers21 and logic4,13 for soft robots. The silicone elastomers are usually 
two component materials, other one being the curing agent.29 Initially, the 
components are liquids, which enables degassing (the removal of air bubbles) and 
pouring the silicone elastomer also into narrow moulds. However, the designs of 
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parts that can be moulded at a time are limited: for example, a part cannot contain 
cavities inside. 

Silicone elastomers are not the only castable materials that have been used in the 
fabrication of soft robots.30 Hydrogels have also been cast into moulds, to make soft 
actuators. Hydrogels are hydrophilic crosslinked polymer networks that also contain 
water molecules. The polymer network mesh size is ~10 nm, which is much larger 
than the water molecule size. Thus, the water molecules maintain the same chemical 
and physical properties as in liquid water.31 Some hydrogels are extremely soft 
(Young’s Modulus ≈ 10 kPa 9) and biocompatible32 which could allow the 
fabrication of biocompatible soft robots.  The actuation of hydrogels is usually based 
on the uptake or release of water which causes the actuators to either swell or shrink 
in response of different stimuli, such as pH or humidity. However, this actuation 
method is often relatively slow.30 In respond to that limitation, Yuk et al.33 proposed 
a cast hydrogel actuator that is hydraulically driven providing faster actuation speed 
and higher forces.  

Other materials that are cast to create soft robots include liquid crystal polymers 
and protein-based materials, both recombinant and natural ones. Liquid crystals are 
materials that can have the properties of liquids and solid crystals. The liquid crystals 
can be loosely crosslinked with elastomers to form elastic materials that are 
responsive to different stimuli like light7 or temperature.34 Recently, recombinant 
protein materials have been also introduced to soft robotic fabrication. Pena-
Francesch et al.28 reported synthetic biomimetic squid ring teeth material that can 
self-heal micro and macro scale damages. 

Another fabrication method proposed for soft robot manufacturing is sculpting. 
Argiolas et al.25 proposed a method for creating a sculptable material, by mixing 
silicone elastomer with salt. The sculpting was done freely by hand, so it is more 
suitable for demonstrations and fast prototyping. 

All the fabrication methods can be used to create the entire soft robot body or 
just parts of it, which are later bonded together. The bonding method depends on 
the materials used. Some silicone elastomers, especially polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS), can be bonded by cleaning the surface with oxygen plasma and pressing 
the treated parts together. This method is widely used in the field of microfluids.35 
The attached surfaces must be smooth and clean to achieve a durable bond. One of 
the limiting factors for the use of plasma bonding is the softness of the elastomer. 
The reason is likely the silicone oils which soften the silicone structure but interfere 
with the plasma bonding.36  Such elastomers are usually attached by wet bonding, 
where a thin layer of uncured elastomer is spread between the parts and let cure.12,15,21 
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Recently, 3D printing has become more versatile with different material options 
and better resolution. Many 3D printing technologies allow direct printing of soft 
and stretchable materials. They can be used to 3D print the whole soft robot in one 
run.14 Filament based 3D printers, often called fused deposition modelling (FDM) 
printers, use thin filaments which are extruded through a heated nozzle and printed 
layer by layer to form a 3D object. The filaments are often thermoplastics which 
melt in the nozzle and, while still partly melted, bond well to the previously printed 
and cooled layer. Many manufacturers offer different flexible filaments, but 
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) has been the most successful (Young’s 
modulus ≈ 10 MPa). In FDM printing, the printing resolution is determined by the 
nozzle diameter, but due the heterogeneities in the print, the wall thickness should 
be triple the nozzle size.37  

In resin-based 3D printing techniques, like in stereolithography (SLA) and in 
digital light synthesis (DLS), the resin is photosensitive and solidifies in ultraviolet 
(UV) or near-UV light. In SLA technique, a near-UV beam scans two-dimensional 
(2D) cross-sections on thin resin layers and the 3D structure is formed layer-by-layer. 
The DLS technique is similar but uses a digital projector to illuminate the entire 2D 
cross-section at once, resulting in faster 3D printing time.37 Flexible and elastic resins 
are available for both methods, such as Elastic 50A, Formlabs Inc. and EPU 40, 
Carbon Inc. 

Custom built SLA printers have been also proposed for printing soft and 
stretchable materials. Patel et al.38 developed UV-curable elastomer, which was the 
mix of monofunctional monomer consisting of epoxy aliphatic acrylate and a cross-
linker consisting of aliphatic urethane diacrylate diluted with isobornyl acrylate. They 
were able to achieve up to 1100% strains and 3D print different structures. 

3D printing of silicone elastomers22 and hydrogels23 have been also proposed. 
The soft silicone elastomers were 3D printed with direct ink writing technique and 
by adding nano silica to the elastomer ink.22 Mishra et al.23 proposed SLA printing 
technique for the printing of hydrogels to create hydraulically actuated hydrogel 
actuators, which had autonomic perspiration ability. 

In conclusion, casting is a suitable fabrication method for the variety of the soft 
materials. High replication resolution can be achieved and the method is suitable for 
mass manufacturing. The 3D structure of the cast part is limited since the part must 
be demoulded after curing, limiting overhanging structures and buried channels. If 
the robot is assembled from many parts, the bonding of the soft elastomer pieces 
can be challenging. For plasma bonding, the surfaces must be clean and smooth to 
achieve a strong bond. If wet bonding is used, the adhesive (e.g. uncured elastomer) 
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can block the small and thin structures. 3D printing allows the fabrication of the 
whole soft robot at once. Complex structures such as overhangs and buried channels 
can be fabricated but they might require supporting structures during 3D printing. 
Removing the support structures can damage the surface of the 3D printed object. 
3D printing of soft materials has developed fast recently, but the resolution is not 
yet as high as with cast parts. In layer-by-layer 3D printing (FDM and SLA), 
delamination between layers can occur where the material strength is not the same 
as by using casting. 

2.2 Actuation of soft robots  

The actuation method of a soft robot depends on the robot design and the desired 
robot tasks such as locomotion, manipulation or human-machine interaction.9 One 
of the most common actuation methods is to use pneumatic or hydraulic 
actuation39,40 because it can achieve high grasping forces, fast operation speeds and 
the control is relatively simple. However, the power units tend to be large and heavy 
so miniaturization can be difficult.  

The main idea is that the generated pressure difference expands the compliant 
robot material, while the asymmetric structure or strain limiting parts causes the part 
to move in a desired way. Pneumatic and hydraulic actuation-based robots have been 
proposed for locomotion (e.g., crawling,15,41 and jumping17), manipulation,21 and 
human-machine interaction.42,43 One example of the linear pneumatic actuators is 
the pneumatic artificial muscle, also known as the McKibben actuator, developed 
already in 1950’s.44–49 They consist of a soft inflatable elastomer tube and a strain 
limiting mesh sleeve around it, fixed from both ends of the tube. When the soft 
elastomer tube is pressurized, it expands but the sleeve restricts it and forces the 
actuator to shorten (Figure 2a). 

Another widely used actuator type is the fluidic elastomer actuator which is 
usually made of silicone elastomer and driven by pneumatics or hydraulics. One of 
the most popular fluidic elastomer actuator type is the pneumatic network actuator. 
It consists of soft elastomer with a fluidic network and/or chambers, attached to a 
strain limiting layer.15,16,23,50,51 When the chambers are pressurized, they expand and 
push each other away. The strain limiting layer limits the expansion and elongation 
of the actuator forcing the actuator to bend instead (Figure 2b). These fluidic 
elastomer actuators have been used to build various soft walking robots15,50 and 
manipulators.12 For instance, Shepherd et al.15 proposed a completely soft crawling 
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robot built of five pneumatic actuators, which was able to navigate through difficult 
obstacles. 

Another type of the fluidic elastomer actuator is a fibre-reinforced actuator.52 It 
consists of an extensible pneumatic chamber attached to a strain limiting layer. The 
soft and stretchable chamber is covered with fibre mesh for limiting the expansion 
in the radial direction. When the chamber is pressurized, the stain limiting layer 
forces the actuator to bend, similarly than with the pneumatic network actuator. 
Fibre-reinforced actuators have been used in various manipulators, for instance in a 
soft robotic hand.53 Wang et al. 54 combined pneumatic networks and fibre-
reinforced actuators for developing a robotic hand with a human-inspired soft palm. 

In addition to positive pressure actuation, negative pressure can be also used. 
When negative pressure is applied, vacuum chambers in the soft elastomer collapse 
which causes a linear actuator to shrink (Figure 2c).55,56 Fatahillah et al.57 combined 
both negative and positive pressures on their soft actuators and demonstrated that 
this increased the overall blocking force of the actuator. 

Another widely used way to actuate soft robots is integrated tendons, where a 
cable is integrated into the soft body of an actuator. They can achieve high operation 
speed and accuracy, but the external motors add the overall size and weight of the 
robot. The cable is connected to an external motor. By withdrawing the cable, the 
length of the tendon inside the soft actuator shortens forcing the actuator to bend 
(Figure 2d).6,58–60  

Different actuation methods based on materials that respond to external stimuli 
(active materials) have also been proposed. These include shape memory materials 
such as shape memory alloys and polymers.61 The shape memory materials response 
to external stimuli (often heat) by returning to their initial shape. In soft actuators, 
shape memory materials are often used as springs and wires (Figure 2e). Simone et 
al.62 built a three-fingered prosthetic hand by using shape memory alloy wires (nickel-
titanium) as tendons. Villoslada et al.63 used shape memory alloy wires in a wearable 
soft robot wrist exoskeleton. The limitations to shape memory materials are the low 
response speed (seconds) and hysteresis.18 

Polymers that react to electrical stimulus are called electroactive polymers. The 
most common ones are dielectric elastomers and ionic-polymer metal composites.18 
Dielectric elastomer actuators consist of a soft elastomer film sandwiched between 
two electrodes forming an elastomeric capacitor.64 When a high voltage is applied 
between the electrodes, they attract to each other (Maxwell stress). This squeezes the 
elastomer dielectric while its area expands (Figure 2f). The actuators have typically 
fast response time and are light weighted but they cannot pick heavy objects and 
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need a high voltage for actuation.40 Actuators based on this phenomenon have been 
used for example to build soft robotic grippers64 and swimming soft robots.65 

 

 

Figure 2. Actuation methods of the soft actuators. a) Linear pneumatic artificial muscle actuator b) 
bending pneumatic network actuator, c) linear vacuum actuator, d) bending tendon driven actuator, 
e) bending shape memory alloy wire actuator and f) linear dielectric elastomer actuator. 
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Ionic-polymer metal composites are also capacitors but here the dielectric layer is an 
electrolyte-swollen polymer membrane. When a low voltage is applied, anions and 
cations start to migrate towards an anode and a cathode, respectively which leads to 
swelling of the actuator on the other side of the structure.18 Bending actuators using 
this phenomenon have been proposed, 66,67 but the method has limitations with slow 
response speed and produced forces.18 

There are various other materials that are responsive to different stimuli. One big 
group are different gels and hydrogels. They can be actuated for example by light,68 
pH change,69 temperature change,24 and magnetically and electrically.70 In addition 
to gels and hydrogels, liquid crystals5,7 and nature based materials71 have been 
proposed. 

2.3 Soft manipulators 

One crucial task for soft robots is the manipulation—picking, carrying and placing—
of target objects. For soft manipulators, variety of different grippers have been 
proposed.18 One way to categorize the grippers is by the grasping method they use. 
The first approach is to use the bending soft actuators: gripping by grasping the 
object (Figure 3a). These grippers can be fluidically actuated,12,72,73 tendon driven,6,58 
or the material can be externally actuated: grippers made of electroactive polymers,64 
hydrogels24 and shape memory alloys,62 as discussed in Chapter 2.2. The grasping-
based grippers can typically handle heavy loads and pick different shaped objects, 
but flat and deformable objects can be difficult for them.18 One of the first soft 
fluidic grippers was proposed in 1992 by Suzumori et al.74 They fabricated fluidic 
elastomer actuators with seven degrees of freedom and combined them to build a 
four-fingered gripper. 

In addition to tendon driven grippers, external motors are also used in fish fin 
deformation inspired grippers, called Fin Ray grippers.18 The gripper has a passive 
structure that bends conforming the object when in contact, and external motors are 
used to provide the movements of the grasping parts. Tawk et al.75 combined the 
Fin Ray structure with fluidic elastomer actuators to build gripper that can handle 
different shape and size objects. 

The other proposed grasping method is to control the stiffness of the gripper 
(Figure 3b). This can be made by using shape memory materials,76 granular 
jamming,19 low melting point alloys77 or electrorheological (ER) and MR fluids.78 
Granular jamming is familiar phenomenon from the vacuum sealed coffee packages: 
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they become soft once they are opened. This is due the pressure-change between the 
granules inside the package. This phenomenon has been used to fabricate universal 
soft grippers 19,79,80 which can be actuated rapidly. However, the target object must 
be smaller than the diameter of the gripper for the gripping to succeed. Thus, also 
flat objects are difficult for this gripping method.  

Low melting point alloys respond to heat (47-62 °C) by changing from solid to 
liquid. In soft grippers, such alloys can be encapsulated with soft silicone elastomers 
or foams. They have been also combined with dielectric elastomer77 and fluidic 
elastomer81 actuators to create a switchable stiffness structure. The main limiting 
factor for the usage of this phenomenon is the slow response speed (30–40 s).18 

ER and MR fluids are also used in the stiffness switching grippers. These fluids 
change their stiffness under electric or magnetic field. ER fluids consist of dielectric 
fluid (often oil) and polarizable particles (0.1-100 μm), which form chains under 
electric field.18 This chain structure leads to an increase in the stiffness of the fluid. 
MR fluids are also oils and they contain ferromagnetic particles (3-5 μm).82 Grippers 
made of soft silicone elastomer with a cavity filled with MR78,83 or ER84 fluids have 
been proposed. Both of these have been also mixed with soft silicone elastomer to 
create stiffness switchable grippers, but the stiffness change is greatly decreased.18 

The gripping can also be produced by controlling the adhesion between the 
gripper and the target object (Figure 3c). These grippers do not have the limitation 
of the target object being too large to grip since they do not envelope the object. 
First way to control the adhesion is to mimic the controllable adhesion in gecko’s 
foot (dry adhesion). Geckos can climb up the walls without falling due to the special 
microfibrillar structures on their feet. The microfibrillar structures are responsible 
for the ability of geckos to adhere to walls: each tiny fibre adhering to the wall 
contributes a small force (van der Waals and capillary forces85), yet together millions 
of these fibres provide strong enough adhesion for a gecko to even hang upside 
down from the ceiling. This structure has been mimicked in the geckoadhesive 
grippers. These grippers86–88 can pick loads multiple times their own weight but 
struggle with wet, dirty and complex shaped surfaces. Song et al.86 proposed gecko-
inspired film attached to the suction based gripper allowing controllable load sharing. 
The method allows to control the gripping strength during the picking process. 
Ruffato et al.89 proposed hybrid gripping technique where they combine an adhesion 
controlled surface with a grasping based gripper. 

Another method of controlling the adhesion is called electroadhesion. This 
gripping method is based on the Coulomb force: the attraction between positive and 
negative charges. In soft gripping, a high electric field is used to control the electric 
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charges on the gripper and the object surfaces. Shintake et al.90 proposed a soft 
gripper which combined electroadhesion (adhesion switching) and dielectric 
elastomer actuators (grasping). Guo et al.91 reported a soft wall climbing robot, which 
used electroadhesion to attach to the wall. Overall, electroadhesion can have 
challenges with dirty surfaces since this can reduce the adhesion force.18 

 

Figure 3. The different gripping methods commonly used is soft manipulators. a) Gripping based on 
object grasping, b) gripping based on switching the gripper stiffness and c) gripping based on 
switching the adhesion between the gripper and the object. 

Finally, suction based soft grippers have been proposed. The inspiration for these 
grippers can be found in the nature: octopi can handle various objects and attach 
different surfaces due to their multiple suction cups in their tentacles. Those are fully 
soft but can generate strong adhesion to the target objects. The principle of the 
suction cup gripper is based on the pressure difference between the ambient pressure 
and the pressure under the suction cup. This difference can be created by two ways: 
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passively by pressing the cup against a surface (Figure 4a) and actively by using an 
external vacuum unit (Figure 4b). 

 

Figure 4. Actuation of the suction-based gripper. a) passive method: negative pressure applied by 
pressing the suction cup manually and b) active method: negative pressure applied by using an 
external vacuum unit. 

Researchers have proposed many grippers based on the suction principle.92 Horie et 
al.93 proposed a miniature size octopus inspired gripper for picking medical 
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). However, the masses the gripper could 
handle were relatively small compared the pressures needed. Takahashi et al.94 
presented an octopus inspired suction gripper with a film underneath it, which used 
a combination of vacuum and jamming phenomena for gripping. They fabricated 
14 mm wide gripper which had glass beads inside the gripper body (for granular 
jamming) and the film included multiple suction cups. They reported a maximum 
pull-off force (the force needed to separate the object from the gripper) of 2.1 N. 
The same group also reported the enhancing effect of liquid on the surface95 with 
the same gripper design. Mazzolai et al.6 presented an octopus inspired actuator with 
suction cups. The suction cups had three different designs (without a film under the 
body, with the film under the body and with the curved film under the body) 
depending on the desired function. They reached 3.3 N pull-off forces with the 
gripper combined with the tentacle shaped soft actuator. Recently, Iwasaki et al.92 
reported a suction gripper with an attached magnet which enabled the magnetic 
control of the gripper. 

In our previous work20, we used the design of a controllable load sharing gecko 
gripper by Song et al.86 but without the gecko-inspired film. We found that the flat 
film without microstructure adheres better to rough surfaces. Table 2 lists the 
examples of previously proposed soft grippers and their properties. The results from 
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Publications II and III are also presented in Table 2 and will be discussed in detail 
in the Results section and comparisons will be made in the discussion. 

Table 2. Selected soft grippers and their properties, adapted from Publications II and III 

Gripper type Ref. 
Max. 

Preload 
(N) 

Gripper 
Diameter 

(mm) 

Max. 
Pull-
off 

force 
(N) 

Max. 
lifting 
ratio 1 

Diameter 
ratio 

limits 2 

Surface 
Conditions Max. Surface 

Roughness 
tested Rz 

(μm) 

Time to 
acquire 
grip (s) 

Power 
required to 
maintain 
grasp (W) Dry Watery Oily 

Fluidic elastomer 
actuator gripper 

12 - 9-14 - - < 0.7 Yes - - - - 3 

Granular 
jamming 

19 150 86 100 - 0.1-0.85 Yes - - - - 3 

 
MR fluid 
jamming 

96 40 108 50 1.7 0.2-0.4 Yes - - - < 0.1 75 

 
Bioinspired 
suction gripper 

6 0.5-1 9-14 3.3 3.9 > 2 4 Yes Yes Yes 36.5 20 5 - 

Soft suction 
gripper 

20 0.5 18 2.7 476 6 - Yes - - 1.6 7  0 
 
Magnet-
embedded 
suction cup 

92 0.3 10 0.9 - > 3 Yes Yes - - 140 8 0 

 
Same size 
commercial 
suction cup for 
uneven 
workpieces 

97 - 20 11 ~ 48 > 1 Yes Yes 9 Yes 9 - < 0.110 3 

 
Gecko-inspired 
gripper 
 

87 - 180 11 43 200 > 0.5 12 Yes - - - < 0.1 0 

Pneumatic 
suction gripper 

Publication 
II 1 20 7.4 - > 0.3 Yes - - 5.66 7 1 0 

Magnetically 
and 
hydraulically 
actuated 
grippers 

Publication 
III 1.5 20 7.5 80 > 0.4 Yes Yes Yes 17.7 10 0 

1 Object mass/gripper mass 
2 Object diameter/gripper diameter 

3 Power the vacuum unit needs 
4 Estimated from Fig. 5 in 6 

5 Estimated from the video in 6 
6 Only the gripper mass excluding holder was reported 

7 Rrms value 
8 Estimated from the video in 92 

9 Separated filtering system for liquids is needed 
10 Depends the vacuum system used 

11 Estimated from the Fig. 1 in 87 
12 Estimated from the Figures in 87 
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3 SENSORS FOR SOFT ROBOTS 

The soft bodies and actuators are hardly robots without sensing. The robots need to 
get feedback about their position, movements, and surrounding environment to 
work safely and precisely. Since the robot bodies are soft, the sensors integrated 
them also need to be soft. Different kind of soft and stretchable sensors have been 
studied intensively during past decades in the fields of wearable electronics98–101 and 
health monitoring.32,102–104 Many of the sensors used in the aforementioned 
applications have been integrated into soft robotics,105 strain sensors being ones of 
the most common ones. 

3.1 Strain sensing methods 

The strain is suitable quantity to measure in soft robots since many of the actuators 
are based on elongation or bending of soft materials.15,21 The strain during the 
elongation or bending can be measured based on different phenomena. Classic metal 
foil strain gauges, proposed by E. Simmons and A. Ruge already in 1940s,106 are 
based on change in resistance of the meandering metal foils while they are stretched. 
The strains in these traditional strain gauges are often limited to only 5% and they 
are used for measuring small strains, such as deformations in rigid objects.105 In soft 
robots, the strains are often a lot higher. Thus, different stretchable and soft strain 
sensors have been proposed.10,107,108 

Measuring the strain based on the change in the resistance was the idea used in 
the first strain gauges and the idea has been used also in many new strain 
sensors.109,110 The change in the strain sensor resistance can be generated in multiple 
ways: by the intrinsic resistive response of the material, the geometrical effects, the 
tunnelling effect, the disconnection of micro-/nanomaterial and the controlled 
microcrack creation.105 

The first one, intrinsic resistance response of the material, is the method used in 
the traditional strain gauges and more recently in the semiconductor-based strain 
sensors. In semiconductor strain sensors, the external deformation changes the 
bandgap on interatomic spacing, leading to dramatic change in the resistance.105 
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The geometrical effect is based on the deformation of the material while 
stretching. When the material is stretched it will deform based on its Poisson’s ratio: 
its length will increase, and its cross-sectional area will decrease. The resistance of 
the conductor can be given by 
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where δ is the resistivity of the sensor material, Lr is the length of the conductor and 
Ar is the cross-sectional area of the conductive sensing films. Thus, in elongation the 
resistance of the conductor would increase. The resistance difference in liquid metal-
based strain sensors is mainly caused by geometrical effects.105 

Tunnelling is the third mechanism to produce resistance change. When 
nonconductive material is sandwiched between conductive nanomaterials, the 
electrons can pass through the nonconductive material with a certain cut-off 
distance. The tunnelling was found out to be the dominant mechanism of the 
resistance change in the strain sensors based on graphene or carbon nanotubes-
polymer nanocomposites.111 

The resistance change can also be based on the disconnection mechanism. In a 
conductive nanomaterial network, there is a certain threshold for the minimum 
number of nanomaterials for electrons to pass through the network based on the 
percolation theory. In stretching, the resistance of the conductive material increases 
since some of the nanomaterials loses their overlapping area. The disconnection is 
mainly caused by the mismatch between the stiffer conductive material (often 
nanowires or flakes) and stretchable scaffold material (soft silicone elastomer). 

In conductive brittle films, the change in the resistance is mainly based on crack 
generation. When the conductive ink printed on stretchable elastomer substrate is 
stretched, microcracks are generated in the film. The cracks restrict the electrical 
conductivity by increasing the resistance of the strain sensor. Crack generation has 
been reposted in carbon nanotube, graphene, metal nanowire and nanoparticle-
based sensors.105 

The strain can also be measured based on the change in the sensor capacitance. 
The capacitance change is often based on geometrical effect. Many of the capacitive 
strain sensors are fabricated by sandwiching a dielectric layer (an insulating film) 
between stretchable electrodes and the sensors can be considered as plate capacitors. 
The capacitance for a plate capacitor can be calculated as 
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where ϵ 0 is the vacuum permittivity, ϵ r is the relative permittivity of the dielectric 
layer, Lc is the length of the capacitor, ωc is the width of the capacitor and dc is the 
thickness of the dielectric layer. Upon stretching, the thickness of the dielectric layer 
decreases and the overlapping area increases which increases the capacitance of the 
strain sensors.10 Larson et al.10 fabricated highly stretchable (395%) capacitive strain 
sensors which also change their illumination upon stretching. 

Optical sensing has been also proposed for measuring the strain in soft 
robots.107,112 The sensors are stretchable soft wave guides composed of a cladding 
with lower reflective index and a core with higher reflective index, connected to a 
light emitter and a photo detector. When elongated, the geometry of the wave guide 
changes according to its Poisson’s ratio. This changes the transmission of the wave 
guide which can be measured by the light power difference. The loss in the output 
power caused by the stretching can be given by 

 
� = 10�����,    (3) 

where e is the absorptivity of the material and c is the concentration of chemical 
species in the medium that attenuate light, Lw is the initial length of the wave guide 
and ε is the engineering strain.107 Zhao et al.107 integrated stretchable waveguide 
strain sensors into a soft prosthetic hand for posture and tactile sensing. 

Recently stretchable strain sensors based on piezoelectric113 and triboelectric114 
effects have been proposed. In piezoelectric effect, external deformations generate 
a voltage due to the dipole moments in the piezoelectric materials.113 In triboelectric 
sensors, external mechanical deformations are converted to electricity which can be 
used to fabricate self-powered strain sensors.114 

In addition to electrical based strain sensing, the strain can be measured based on 
the change in the pressure. This method is potentially beneficial since many of the 
soft robots are actuated pneumatically. By shifting from electric sensing to 
pneumatic, the overall structure of the robot simplifies. Researchers have proposed 
that by measuring the pressure difference in the pneumatic chamber integrated in 
the soft robot structure, the strain in the robot can be reported. Yang et al.115 
integrated pneumatic sensing bodies into a soft gripper to measure tactile force and 
curvature. Other groups demonstrated similar pressure chambers in the robot force 
sensing116 and human-machine interface.117 

This pressure chamber-based method suffers from the permeability of the 
silicone elastomers: in long-term measurements, air slowly diffuses through 
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elastomer. The method is also vulnerable to any leakages in the chamber or 
connecting tubes since they will change the sensor output. 

Kusuda et al.118 proposed strain measurement based on the change in the fluid 
flow rate in the microfluidic channel integrated into a soft robot. With constant flow 
rate in the channel, slow diffusion or small leakages do not have major effect on the 
sensor output which makes this method more stable in long term measurements. 
However, Kusuda et al. did not study the behaviour in long term measurements nor 
behaviour under large strains. 

3.2 Integration stretchable strain sensors into soft robots 

Different materials and fabrication methods have been proposed for soft stretchable 
strain sensors. Usually, the sensor includes a conductive material integrated into soft 
elastomer, rubber, or natural based materials such as wool. The conductive materials 
that have been proposed include graphene, carbon black particles, carbon 
nanotubes, metallic nanowires, ionic liquids and conductive polymers.105 In this sub 
chapter some selected examples of the materials and fabrication methods of the 
strain sensors integrated into soft robots are discussed. 

First approach to measure strains in soft robots is to use commercial bending 
sensors. Gerboni et al.119 integrated commercial resistive bending sensors into a 
fluidic elastomer actuating system. The system consists of two pneumatic actuators 
symmetrically placed respect to the central plane. The strain sensors were placed into 
specific flat channels next to pneumatic chambers. The sensors were fixed only from 
the other end of the actuating system, so they were free to slide inside the flat 
channels while the actuators bend. Elgeneidy et al.120 proposed the usage of the 
commercial bend sensor. They integrated a resistive bend sensor onto the neutral 
plane of the fluidic elastomer actuator and used the sensory feedback to control the 
bending. A commercial bend sensor was used also in Homberg et al.121 together with 
a commercial force sensor to measure the curvature and force of the pneumatic 
gripper.  The commercial bend sensors in soft robotic devices were also tested and 
compared in Kim et al.122 The above-mentioned commercial sensors are limited in 
measuring small strains (bending) due to their material being not highly stretchable. 

Other common way to measure strains in soft robots is to use different 
conductive nanoparticles.11 The conductive particles are mixed in the soft and 
stretchable material, often silicone elastomer, to form stretchable and conductive 
composites. Thuruthel et al.11 mixed conductive carbon nanoparticles to PDMS, 
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added wires, and encapsulated the structure with softer silicone elastomer. Then they 
cut sensors by hand and placed them arbitrary along the fluidic elastomer actuator 
to simulate neural networks. They were able to model the kinematics of soft robot 
in real time and estimate applied forces when in contact with objects. 

By using liquid metals as conductors, extreme strains can be achieved. In this 
method, microchannels in soft silicone elastomer are filled with liquid metals e.g. 
eutectic gallium-indium (eGaIn), to form a conductive path. The microchannels are 
often fabricated with the same silicone casting methods used in soft robot 
fabrication. Hamaguchi et al.123 proposed eGaIn-based inductive strain sensor, 
which was used in bending and tactile sensing of the pneumatic actuator. The eGaIn 
was encapsulated with soft silicone elastomer. An external spiral coil circuit was used 
to measure the displacement of the eGaIn to measure the bending and force. Park 
et al.124 fabricated resistive strain sensors by filling microchannels with eGaIn. The 
sensors were used for the proprioceptive sensing of the soft pneumatic gripper. 
Similar resistive eGaIn sensors were also used for strain sensing inside the soft robot 
fish in the study from Lin et al.125 The main challenges for these types of sensors are 
the potential leakages and bubbles in the channels.  

Hydrogels have been also used in strain sensing in soft robots. Wang et al.126 
proposed a resistive ultra-stretchable (1200%) hydrogel strain sensor for curvature, 
twisting and tactile sensing for the soft pneumatic actuator. The mixed hydrogel was 
cast into a 3D printed mould, degassed and cured in UV light. Then the sample was 
placed in moist environment for stabilization. Last, wires were attached to the sample 
and it was sealed with tape to minimize the water evaporation. 

The soft optical waveguides proposed by Zhao et al.107 were used in curvature 
and haptic sensing in a soft prosthetic hand application. The wave guides were 
fabricated by four step casting process. First, the cladding (silicone elastomer) was 
cast into a 3D printed mould, and then cured and demoulded. Next, the cladding 
was filled with a core material (urethane rubber) and let cure. Finally, the wave guide 
was sealed with cladding material to form uniform cladding. In the prosthetic hand, 
each finger included three optical waveguides. In the study from Sareh et al.,112 three 
commercial macrobend optical fibres were sewn onto the surface of the continuum 
robot with three pneumatic actuators. The fibres were used for measuring the 
bending, elongation, and compression of the robot. 

Different printing technologies have been also used to fabricate sensors for soft 
robots. Pinto et al.109 used two-phase manual screen-printing to fabricate resistive 
curvature sensors for fluidic elastomer actuators. First, they printed carbon 
nanotube-based ink onto PDMS substrate for creating a distributed sensor array. 
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Then, a second mask was placed onto the cured ink and silver nanowire-based ink 
was applied to create conductive paths for the sensor array. Finally, copper wires 
were attached with silver paste and the sensor was encapsulated with PDMS. This 
sensor was bonded onto the bottom of a fluidic elastomer actuator and the sensor 
was able to measure the curvature of the actuator.  Yeo et al.43 proposed also screen-
printing for stretchable sensor fabrication. They printed silver nanoparticle ink onto 
silicone elastomer substrate and added connectors to both ends of the sensor. Then, 
the sensor was bonded to the fluidic elastomer actuator and sealed with fabric glove. 
The sensors were used to measure the curvature of the actuator. In a study from 
Ozel et al.,127 solid printing was used to fabricate magnetic curvature sensors for a 
soft robot snake. They printed the circuit on two substrates: copper clad and copper 
foil laminated polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film. The substrate was then etched, 
and the conductive paths were drawn manually. A magnet is bonded on the finished 
circuit and the whole structure is sealed with silicone elastomer and integrated in the 
middle of the snake robot. The curvature can be measured contactless by using Hall 
effect with an embedded magnet and a Hall sensor. 

3.3 Soft strain sensor performance 

Strain sensors can be exposed to extreme strains and long-lasting measurements if 
used in soft robots. Thus, it is important to evaluate the sensors performance in 
these conditions. Table 3 lists selected strain sensors used in soft robots and some 
common criteria to evaluate their performance. Table 3 also includes the sensors 
from Publication IV and Manuscript V, but they will be reported in detail in the 
results section in Chapter 6. 

The first important criterion for soft strain sensor is its stretchability. It is usually 
reported by the maximum engineering strain the sensors can be used to measure. 
Engineering strain � is defined as 

� = ����
��

,     (4) 

where L0 is the initial length of the strain sensor and L is the strained length. It 
depends heavily on the sensor material type and the used fabrication process.111 The 
maximum strains of recently proposed strain sensors vary from 2% to 1400%.105 

The hysteresis of the strain sensors becomes a crucial factor especially in dynamic 
measurements. The hysteresis of the strain sensor can be defined 1) as the difference 
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in the output between loading and unloading (in this thesis) or 2) as the dependency 
of the output of the sensor on its history, e.g. the output of the current cycle to the 
output of the previous cycle.105 Hysteresis is often reported as a percentage of the 
full range of the output of the sensor. In general, capacitive and optical strain sensors 
show less hysteresis than resistive strain sensors.105,107,128 

In soft robots, the strain sensors are possibly used for long times and thus the 
stability of the sensor is important. The stability can be studied by calculating the 
drift during certain period. For the resistive type strain sensor, the drift error DE of 
the sensor can be defined as 

 
�� = �����

��
,      (5) 

where R1 is the resistance at the beginning and R2 is resistance at the end of the 
measurement. Resistive strain sensors are known to be temperature sensitive129 
which causes drift in the output. It is often compensated by using them in 
Wheatstone circuits. They show also larger overshooting behaviour than capacitive 
and optic type strain sensors. 

The stability in the dynamic measurements is also important in soft robotic 
applications. The dynamic stability represents the sensor response in long term cyclic 
loading.105 It is often recorded by cyclically loading the strain sensors thousands of 
times and studying the drift during the experiment. 

Sensitivity of the strain sensor is often reported as its gauge factor GF. It is the 
relative change in the output signal versus the applied strain. For resistive-type 
sensors, the gauge factor GF is defined as 

 
�� = ∆�/��

 ,  (6)

where ΔR/R0 is the relative change in the output resistance of the sensor. The GF 
values for recently proposed resistive-type strain gauges vary a lot from 1.2 to over 
100,000. For capacitive-type sensor GF is given by 

�� =  ∆"/"�
 ,     (7) 

where ∆C/C0 is the relative change in the output capacitance. The change in the 
capacitance due the deformation (Eq. (2)) can be also expressed with the relative 
contraction of the thickness and width of the dielectric νd and electrodes νe, 
respectively. For an isotropic material, νd = νe, and thus: 
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By using equation (2) and (7), the theoretical maximum of the GF for the capacitor 
is: 

 
�� =  ∆"

"� = ($% )"��"�
"� = 1.    (9) 

The achieved GF is usually smaller than 1 with capacitive type strain sensors. 
However, recently researchers have reported capacitive type strain sensors with 
higher GF.98 For instance Nur et al.130 developed a capacitive strain sensor which 
has a wrinkled form when no strain is applied. In strain, wrinkled capacitor unfolds 
and has an additional degree of freedom perpendicular to strain direction. This 
enhanced the change is capacitance and increased GF. 

For the optical strain sensors, the GF is defined as the stretch-dependent power 
loss of the optical waveguide under deformation, such as bending or straining and 
reported in dB/ε.105,107 
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Table 3. Selected stretchable strain and curvature sensors used in soft robots, their materials, 
sensing method and some common factors for performance evaluation 

Fabrication 
method Materials Stretchability 

(%) 
Hysteresis 

(%) 
Sensing 

type 
Gauge 
factor, 

GF 
Reference 

Commercial Bend sensor® <10 10 Resistive 40 1 119,122 
Commercial Flex sensor® <10 13 Resistive 7 1 120,122 

Two-phase 
screen-printing 

Carbon nanotube 
and silver nanowire 

inks, silicone 
elastomers 

 

5 29 2 Resistive 250 3 109 

Screen-printing Silver nano ink, 
silicone elastomer 200 - Resistive 50,000 43 

Casting and 
mixing 
nanoparticles 
 

Carbon nanotubes, 
silicone elastomer - - Resistive - 11 

Silicone casting, 
filling 
microchannels 
 

eGaIn, silicone 
elastomer 23 5 4 Resistive 2 5 131 

Casting, mixing 
components, 
taping 
 

Hydrogel, tape 1200 - Resistive 1.3 126 

Silicone casting, 
filling 
microchannels 

eGaIn, silicone 
elastomer - - Resistive - 124 

Silicone casting, 
mixing 
components 

ZnS phosphor-
doper silicone 

elastomer, hydrogel 
 

490 - Capacitive 0.7 6 10 

Casting 
Silicone elastomer, 
polyurethane rubber 

 
85 ~0 Optical 18.75 

dB/ε 7 
107 

Commercial fibre 
Polyethylene optical 

fibre 
 

400 ~0 Optical - 112 

Silicone casting, 
filling channel 

Silicone elastomer, 
liquid metal 

 
- - Inductive - 123 

Solid ink printing, 
elastomer casting 

Copper clad, PET 
film, magnet, 

silicone elastomer 
- ~0 Magnetic - 127 

Screen-printing Silver flake ink, 
TPU 74 8 17 Resistive 6 Publication 

IV 
Screen-printing Carbon ink, TPU - 27 Resistive 7 Publication 

IV 
Silicone casting Silicone elastomer 300 ~0 Pneumatic ~0.7-1 Manuscript 

V 
1 From Table 1 in 122 and using relation � = .2/��, �� = 50.8 mm, 2 = 10 mm  

2 Estimated from Fig. 9a in 109 
3 Estimated from Fig. 6a in 109 

4 Estimated from Fig. 5 in 131 
 5 Value from 132  

6 Estimated from Fig. 2b in 10 
 7 Value from Table 1 in 105 

 8 Value from previous work 133 
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4 AIMS OF THE STUDY 

The main aim of this thesis was to develop new fabrication methods for sensors and 
grippers used in soft robots. The specific objectives and hypotheses were: 

1. To develop more capable fabrication methods for soft robotic devices 
including soft actuators, grippers, and sensors. The first hypothesis was that 
sacrificial manufacturing of the elastomer casts provide a simple and fast 
method for manufacturing soft devices (Publication I). The second 
hypothesis was that 3D printing can be used to create easily adaptable end-
effectors (grippers) for soft robots (Publications II and III). Third 
hypothesis was that elastomer casting can be used in soft sensor 
manufacturing to simplify the overall manufacturing process of the soft 
robot (Manuscript V). 

2. To manufacture adhesion switchable soft grippers by using the fabrication 
methods proposed in this thesis. The hypotheses were that the switching can 
be done by using pneumatic actuation (Publication II) and the combination 
of fluidic and magnetic actuation (Publication III). 

3. To integrate stretchable sensors into soft robots. The first hypothesis was 
that printed electronics can be integrated into soft actuators providing fast 
and easy way to add sensing to soft robots (Publication IV). The second 
hypothesis was that the same pneumatics used in actuation can be used for 
sensing by fabricating soft pneumatic strain sensors (Manuscript V). 
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5 EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

In this chapter, methods related to experimental work are described. First, the 
materials and the fabrication methods of the soft devices and sensors are discussed, 
following the characterization methods used in this thesis work. 

5.1 Castable soft elastomers 

The soft silicone structures used in this thesis were castable two component silicone 
elastomers (Table 4). The silicone elastomers were chosen based on their material 
properties, e.g., transparency or softness. The softness of the material can be defined 
by its Young’s modulus134  

 

� = 3
 =

4
5�

676�
6�

,     (10) 

where σ is tensile stress, F is the applied force, L0 is the initial length of a prismatic 
(uniform cross-section) bar and A0 is the initial area of the cross-section. E scales 
with the ratio of the applied force to the percent elongation of the prismatic bar. 
 

1Estimated by using Table I in Qi et al.135 

Figure 1 in Chapter 2 showed Young’s modulus values for some common materials. 
Young’s modulus is often measured by calculating the initial slope in the stress strain 
curve. For soft materials that behave linearly, Young’s modulus is usually calculated 

Table 4. Properties of the castable soft silicone elastomers used in this thesis based on their 
datasheets 

Trade name Shore Hardness 
A 

Shore 
Hardness 00 

100% 
Modulus (kPa) 

Elongation 
at break (%) 

Viscosity 
(Pa⋅⋅s) 

Sylgard 184 50 851 - 140 4 
Dragonskin 30 30 701 592 364 20 
Sorta-Clear 18 18 601 241 545 21 
Ecoflex 50 101 50 82 980 8 
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at 100% strain. However, soft silicone elastomers often have nonlinear hyperelastic 
behaviour. Then the modulus at 100% strain is only a rough estimate of Young’s 
modulus.136 Nevertheless it is a useful tool for describing the softness of the materials 
together with Shore Hardness (S) scales, which will be explained next. 

Shore (durometer) hardness test is a commonly used method to evaluate the 
hardness of the elastomeric materials. It is measured with a calibrated spring loaded 
indenter.136 The value depends on the depth the needle penetrates in the material 
and is dimensionless, varying from 0 to 100, the hardness increasing with the value. 
The spring calibration and shape of the durometer define the scale used, and in soft 
robotics often used scales are Shore D, A or 00, which are partially overlapping. 
Shore classes and Young’s modulus are correlated, but the relation between them is 
not perfect. One way to approximate Young’s modulus from Shore hardness is by 
A. Gent:137 

 
� =  �.�:;$(<>%?.>@AA>B)

�.$A?<�<(@<C�@.<CB),     (11) 

where E is in MPa and S is A type Shore hardness. Figure 5 also shows a rough 
estimate between Shore scales and Young’s modulus. 

 

 

Figure 5. Rough estimate of Shore hardness scales and Young’s modulus, adapted from Larson.136 
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5.2 3D printing 

In Publication I, the sacrificial moulds were 3D printed with a FDM 3D printer 
(Prusa i3 MK2, Prusa Research s.r.o.). The filament materials were selected based on 
their solubility. We used filaments that were intended to use as dissolvable support 
structures. Table 5 shows the used filaments, their manufacturers, main material 
components and solvent used to dissolve them. 

Table 5. Filaments used in sacrificial 3D printing, adapted from Publication I 

Trade name Manufacturer Main Material Solvent 

HIPS Orbi-Tech1 High impact polystyrene 
(HIPS) Limonene 

ABS miniFactory2 Acrylonitrile butadiene 
styrene (ABS) Acetone 

PVB Polymaker3 Polyvinyl butyral (PVB) Isopropanol 
Ethy-Lay CC-Products4 PVB Ethanol 
Hydrosupport 3D-Fuel5 Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) Water 
PVA MatterHackers6 PVA Water 
LAYaPVA CC-Products4 PVA Water 
Lay-Cloud CC-Products4 Undisclosed7 Water 
High-t-Lay CC-Products4 Undisclosed7 Water 

1. Orbi-Tech GmbH, Moltkestrasse 25, 42799 Leichlingen, Germany 
2. miniFactory Oy LTD, Kampusranta 9 C 60320, Seinäjoki, Finland 

3. Polymaker, Suzhou, Jiangsu, China 
4. CC–PRODUCTS, Auenweg 173 / Halle 10, 51063 Köln, Germany 

5. 3D-Fuel, Units 8/10 Moville Business Park, Glencrow, Moville, Co. Donegal, F93 DF84 Ireland 
6. MatterHackers, Lake Forrest, California, USA 

7. The exact material component was a trade secret 

In Publication II, the gripper bodies were 3D printed with a DLS 3D printer (M2 
Printer, Carbon, CA, USA) by using a soft silicone urethane resin (SIL 30, Carbon, 
CA, USA. Shore hardness: A 35). In Publication III, the gripper bodies were 3D 
printed with SLA 3D printer (Form 2, Form Labs, MA, USA) by using Elastic V1 
50A resin (Shore hardness A 50). 

5.3 Screen-printing 

In Publication IV, stretchable curvature sensors were fabricated for the soft 
actuators. The sensors were screen-printed onto soft TPU substrate by using 
conductive inks: silver ink (ECM / CI-1036) and carbon ink (ECM / CI-2051) (II in 
Figure 6). First, the substrate (IV in Figure 6) was slightly stretched, attached to an 
aluminium plate, and cleaned with isopropyl alcohol. Then, the sensor structures 
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were printed in two continuous printing cycles with a semi-autonomous screen-
printing machine (TIC / SCF-300). The squilgee (V in Figure 6) spreads the 
conductive ink onto the substrate through the mesh (III in Figure 6) on top the 
substrate. After this, the samples were placed in an oven for annealing process (silver 
ink: 30 min at 125 °C, and carbon: 10 min at 90 °C) and after cooling downs, the 
wires were attached with conductive glue (8331–14G, MG Chemicals). 

 

Figure 6. Screen-printing process a) a schematic and b) a photograph. Substrate (IV) is attached to 
the aluminium plate and a squilgee (V) spreads the conductive ink (II) onto the substrate through 
the mesh (III) creating the screen-printed sensors (I). 

5.4  Coating and casting soft silicone elastomers 

The soft silicone elastomers used in this thesis were two component elastomers 
(Table 4), which were mixed and degassed (Figure 7) before using them in coating 
or casting. To create a thin film for the grippers (Figure 7a) used in Publications II 
and III, uncured elastomer (Ecoflex 00-50, Smooth-On Inc., PA, USA) was spread 
onto a flat PET substrate. In Publication II, a thin film was created by using a bar 
coater. In Publication III, a thin film was created but by using a universal film 
applicator. In both methods, the applicator moves onto silicone elastomer on certain 
height and pushes the excess elastomer out of the way. 

In Publications I and IV and Manuscript V, the elastomer was cast into a 3D 
printed mould to create soft structure (Figure 7b and c). In the first publication, the 
moulds were made from sacrificial material, which allows them to be dissolved after 
the curing of the cast silicones (SortaClear 18, Smooth-On Inc., PA, USA and 
Sylgard 184, Dow Inc.) (Figure 7c). Thus, the moulds do not need to be removed by 
hand and overhanging structures can be created inside the silicone cast. In 
Publication IV and Manuscript V, the soft actuators and grippers were cast by 
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using 3D printed moulds (Figure 7b). Thus, the moulds were removed by hand after 
the silicone (Dragon skin 30, Smooth-On Inc., PA, USA) was cured. 

 

Figure 7. Two component silicone elastomer casting: parts are mixed and degassed before 
application. a) Uncured elastomer is poured onto a flat substrate and spread using a bar coater to 
form a thin film, b) uncured elastomer is poured into a 3D printed mould and cured elastomer piece 
is demoulded by tearing it from the mould, c) uncured elastomer is poured into a sacrificial 3D 
printed mould and the mould is dissolved by placing in into a solvent bath. 

The moulds used for soft pneumatic strain sensors in Manuscript V (Figure 8) were 
made by photolithography (negative photoresist SU-8 3050, Microchem). The 
moulds were treated with trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane before 
casting, to ease the mould removal. The elastomer piece (Eco-Flex 00-50 and 
Dragon skin 30, Smooth-On Inc., PA, USA) including the channels was then bonded 
to a flat silicone elastomer piece by spin coating a thin layer of uncured elastomer 
onto the flat elastomer substrate and then pressing the elastomer pieces together. 

After curing, the strain sensor was cut to the desired shape and holes for the inlets 
were made with a needle. Then metal inlets were inserted into the holes and sealed 
with silicone glue (Sil-Poxy, Smooth-On Inc., PA, USA). Figure 8 shows the detailed 
fabrication process of the pneumatic strain sensors. 
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Figure 8. Fabrication of the soft pneumatic strain sensors. First, two elastomer sheets are fabricated: 
one with open channels and the other one without any structures. After curing, the sheet with 
channels is demoulded. The flat elastomer sheet is placed in the spin coater and thin layer of 
uncured elastomer is coated on top of it. Then, the flat sheet with uncured elastomer is placed in 
the oven for 40 s at 60°C. Then the elastomer sheet with channels is placed on top of the uncured 
elastomer and let cure. The strain sensors are then cut from the elastomer piece. Holes for the 
inlet and the outlet are made with a needle and metal inlets are inserted into them. 

5.5 Design and fabrication of soft grippers 

In Publications II and III, soft suction grippers with thin film were designed and 
fabricated by 3D printing (Figure 9). In both publications, the gripper body has a 
hollow bell-like structure, with an inner diameter of 20 mm, a height of 12.5 mm and 
a wall thickness of 700 μm. In Publication II, the inlet diameter was 2 mm and in 
Publication III it was 4 mm. In both publications, the inlet was situated at the apex 
of the bell-like structure. 
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Figure 9. Schematic of the 3D printed gripper, including a soft 3D printed gripper body, a soft and thin 
elastomer film, an air tube and a rigid 3D printed holder.  

Then, the 3D printed gripper bodies were treated with oxygen plasma (Figure 10) to 
get them more hydrophilic and easier to bond to 400 μm thick silicone film (Ecoflex 
00–50, Smooth-On Inc., PA, USA). The gripper bodies and silicone films were 
bonded with silicone glue (Sil-Poxy, Smooth-On Inc., PA, USA) by dipping the 
gripper body in the silicone glue and then pressing it on the silicone film (Figure 10). 
After the glue was cured, the same glue was used to attach a silicone tube to the 
gripper body for the pneumatic and hydraulic connection. Then the gripper was 
attached to the 3D printed rigid holder (Figure 9). 

In Publication III, the sealed gripper was also filled with MR fluid (122EG and 
140CG, Parker Lord, PA, USA). This was done by first sucking a near vacuum inside 
the gripper chamber with an empty syringe. Then the vacuum was let to suck MR 
fluid inside the gripper chamber by attaching a syringe filled with MR fluid to the 
gripper (Figure 10). Then, the gripper was let to set in a vertical position so that all 
the small air bubbles moved from the gripper body to the syringe and could be later 
removed. 

 

Figure 10. The fabrication process of the magnetically and hydraulically actuated soft gripper. First, the 
gripper body is treated with oxygen plasma to have stronger bonding with silicone glue. Then the 
body is attached to the thin silicone film and let cure. After the glue is cured, a near vacuum space 
is applied inside the gripper chamber with an empty syringe. Then, the vacuum is let to suck the 
MR fluid inside the gripper chamber by attaching a syringe filled with MR fluid to the tube. 
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5.6 Integration of sensors into soft pneumatic actuators 

The fabricated stretchable sensors with wires (Publication IV) were integrated into 
soft pneumatic actuators.16 The actuators consist of two soft silicone components 
(Dragon skin 30, Smooth-On Inc., PA, USA, Shore hardness A 30): an upper part 
including the pneumatic chambers and a lower flat one (Figure 11). The strain 
limiting layer made from glass fibre was attached to the lower part during the silicone 
casting. The printed sensor was glued onto the lower silicone part on top of the 
strain limiting layer by using the same uncured silicone elastomer. Then the upper 
part was placed on the lower part and bonded also with uncured silicone elastomer 
(Figure 11). 

 

Figure 11. Integration of the screen-printed sensor into a soft pneumatic actuator. The screen-printed 
sensor on TPU sheet is placed on top of the strain-limiting layer between the upper and the lower 
soft silicone components. 

The pneumatic connection to the actuator was made by using 2 mm diameter biopsy 
puncher to make a hole in the silicone wall at one end of the actuator. Then 4 mm 
diameter tube was connected into the hole. 

The pneumatic strain sensors (Manuscript V) were also integrated into similar 
soft pneumatic actuators. The sensors were placed in the middle of the bottom of 
the pneumatic actuator. The bonding was done by using uncured silicone elastomer 
(Dragon skin 30, Smooth-On Inc., PA, USA) as glue. 
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5.7 Soft pneumatic gripper fabrication 

In Publication IV and Manuscript V, soft pneumatic grippers were fabricated. 
Both grippers were built from pneumatic actuators16 presented in previous Chapter 
5.6. In Publication IV, the gripper was made by bonding the upper parts of the 
pneumatic actuators to the common three-fingered base part, which included the 
strain limiting layer and the screen-printed strain sensors (Figure 29a in Chapter 6.3). 
Then, separate inlets for all the actuators were connected and the gripper was 
attached to the 3D printed rigid holder. 

In Manuscript V, three similar pneumatic actuators were connected by a 3D 
printed rigid piece. The 3D printed piece included a common pneumatic source to 
all the actuators (Figure 35a in Chapter 6.4). In this gripper, the upper parts of the 
actuators were bonded to the lower parts, which included the strain limiting layers 
and the pneumatic strain sensors integrated in the structure. 

5.8 Characterization methods 

The fabricated grippers and sensors were characterized to compare them with 
previously reported relevant research. The following chapters describe the relevant 
characterization methods used in this thesis. 

5.8.1 Suction gripper characterization 

The grippers were characterized by assembling them into a mechanical tester 
(Publication II: a custom measurement set up with GSO-1K, Transducer 
Techniques and LPS-65 2″, Physik Instrumente GmbH & Co. KG, Publication III: 
TA.XT Plus, Stable Micro Systems, Figure 12a and b). The systems used in the 
Publications II and III were different, but the working principle was similar. 

The gripping force measurements for the soft suction grippers (Publications II 
and III) were done by measuring the force necessary to retract and detach the 
gripper from the substrate. The following steps were included in the gripping force 
measurement, shown in Figure 12c: 

I. The gripper approaches the target surface. 

II. In contact, preload Fpre is applied.  
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III. A negative pressure Pneg is created by withdrawing either air (Publication II) or liquid 
(Publication III) from the gripper chamber. 

IV. The movable magnet is placed on top of the gripper once the desired amount of MR 
fluid has been withdrawn (only in Publication III). 

V. The gripper starts to retract from the surface.  

VI. The gripper detaches from the surface and the peak of the force is recorded. We call 
it the pull-off force, Foff .  

Figure 12c illustrates the measurement sequence for the magnetically switchable 
gripper. For the pneumatic gripper, we were able to measure also Pneg during the 
force measurements. It was measured with a pressure sensor from inside the tube 
attached to the gripper. 

 

 

Figure 12. Measurement sequence for the magnetically switchable gripper. a) a photograph and b) a 
schematic of the force measurement set up, c) measurement cycle: I) The gripper approaches the 
target surface, II) The gripper reaches the target surface and Fpre is applied, then III) fluid is 
withdrawn from the gripper body and IV) a magnet is applied on top of the gripper (only in 
Publication III). Then V) the gripper is started to withdraw from the surface and the maximum force 
measured is when VI) the gripper is detached from the surface. 

The tensile work WT needed to detach the gripper from the surface was also 
calculated in Publication III by integrating the gripping force as a function of the 
distance of the gripper from the surface. 

In Publication II, the repeatability of the gripper was studied. The gripper was 
attached to a six-axis torque sensor (Nano 17 Titanium, ATI Industrial Automation, 
USA) which was then attached to a seven degrees of freedom robotic arm (Franka 
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Emika, Panda Research, Germany) and a syringe pump, shown in Figure 13a and b. 
During the picking experiments, the forces were recorded, and a video was captured. 

 

 

Figure 13. Repeatability experiment. A) Photograph of the robotic arm with the 3D printed suction 
gripper picking a chip bag, and a syringe pump connected to the gripper. b) Schematic of the 
robotic arm set up: Gripper is mounted at tip of the robotic arm and connected to the syringe pump 
using a silicone tube. A force sensor is placed between the gripper and the robotic arm, and the 
sensor is connected to a computer. 

5.8.2 Surface roughness measurements 

The surface roughness of the target objects in Publications II and III was measured 
to evaluate how rough surfaces the gripper was able to pick. The surface roughness 
is evaluated in this thesis by reporting either the root mean squares surface roughness 
(Rrms) or maximum peak to valley depth in single sampling rate (Rz). The 
measurements were done by using either a laser confocal microscope or an optical 
profilometer. 

5.8.3 Pneumatic actuation 

To characterize the stretchable strain sensors in Publication IV and Manuscript V, 
the actuators were connected to a fluidic control board. The instructions to assemble 
the board are available in the Soft Robotics Toolkit 
(http://softroboticstoolkit.com/).138 The control board includes four solenoid 
valves (VQ11OU-5M, SMC), driven by Arduino microcontroller (Arduino MEGA 
2560) using pulse-width modulation. The pressure Pact supplied for the actuator is 
controlled by changing the duty cycle of the valves and measured with a pressure 
sensor (100PGAA5, Honeywell, 100 PSI GAGE 5V). 
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5.8.4 Curvature measurements 

To study the bending degree of the pneumatic actuator in Publication IV and 
Manuscript V, we calculated the curvature � of the actuator. The curvature 
measurements were conducted by taking pictures from the bending actuator (Figure 
14a and b) and then analysing these pictures by custom designed MATLAB script, 
which found the circular arc best fitting the bottom edge of the actuator. The inverse 
of the arc radius r is the curvature of the actuator at that time point. It should be 
noted that the curvature is not constant along the length of the actuator and thus 
curvature values should be understood only as the best-fit estimate. 

 

 

Figure 14. Curvature measurement of a) an unpressurized actuator and b) a pressurized actuator. 
Scale bar: 1 cm. 

5.8.5 Resistance measurement 

The resistances of the screen-printed curvature sensors were measured during the 
bending experiments with a data acquisition device (USB-4065, National 
Instruments). In the gripper application with multiple sensors measured 
simultaneously, we used strain/bridge input modules (National Instruments / NI-
9237). In bridge circuits 100 Ω or 102 Ω resistors were in series with the sensors 
while the quarter-bridge was made into a half-bridge with 120 Ω resistors. 
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5.8.6 Pneumatic resistance measurement 

The stretchable pneumatic strain sensors fabricated in Manuscript V were 
characterized by measuring the change in pressure inside the strain sensor while 
stretching or bending them. The strain applied to the strain sensor was produced 
with a mechanical tester (TA.XT Plus, Stable Micro Systems, in Figure 12b). The 
pressure inside the actuator was measured with pressure sensors (015PDAA5, 
Honeywell, 15 PSI Differential 5V) and recorded with a data acquisition device 
(USB-6356, National Instruments). 

5.8.7 Statistical analysis 

The data analysis in Publication II was performed with Origin software by 
calculating average and standard deviation (SD) values for the measurement data. In 
Publications III, the analysis was done with MATLAB Software. We calculated the 
average values and standard errors (SE) for the measured force data. We also 
calculated the P-values for the force data with and without a magnetic field applied 
by using Welch's unequal variances t-test. In Publication IV and Manuscript V, 
we used MATLAB software to calculate average values, SDs, SEs and interquartile 
ranges for the measured data. 
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6 SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS 

In this chapter, the main results of the thesis are summarized. First, sacrificial 3D 
printing as a fabrication method of soft device moulds is presented. Nine different 
3D printing materials were characterized and four the most suitable ones were 
selected for soft device fabrication. 

Second part of the results chapter reports the results from soft suction grippers, 
both pneumatic and magnetohydraulic. The fabricated grippers were characterized 
by measuring the force needed to retract them from various surfaces and by handling 
various objects with them.  

Last sub-chapter describes the novel sensing methods for soft actuators and 
robots. First, screen-printed stretchable curvature sensors integrated into soft 
actuators were characterized and discussed. Then, we integrated these sensors into a 
soft pneumatic gripper and demonstrated the actuation of three independent fingers 
with curvature sensors. In second approach we demonstrated that pneumatic 
microchannels in soft silicone elastomer can be used as pneumatic strain sensors. 
The pneumatic strain sensors were used under extreme strain (up to 300%), and in 
curvature sensing of a pneumatic actuator. We also integrated them into a three-
fingered pneumatic gripper and demonstrated that the picked object shape can be 
inferred with proposed pneumatic sensors. 

6.1 Sacrifial 3D printing for complex mould fabrication 
(Publication I) 

The first aim of this thesis was to develop more capable fabrication methods for soft 
robotics. Our first hypothesis of this aim was that sacrificial manufacturing of the 
elastomer casts would provide a simple and fast fabrication method for soft robots. 
Traditionally, soft devices are cast into moulds and demoulded after curing. The 
design of the mould is limited since one should be able to remove the cast from the 
mould without damaging the soft silicone. Therefore, overhanging structures or 
buried channels inside the silicone elastomer are particularly challenging to fabricate. 
In Publication I, moulds for elastomer casting were fabricated by using FDM 3D 
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printing with dissolvable filament materials which enables the fabrication of 
sacrificial moulds for soft elastomer casting. Since the mould material can be 
dissolved after the elastomer has cured, the design of the moulds can be more 
complex. 

To find out the most suitable materials to use in sacrificial mould fabrication, we 
studied the solubility of nine different commercially available 3D printing materials, 
which are listed in Table 6. Standard sized test pieces were 3D printed by using the 
selected filaments, and then the pieces were dissolved in the specific solvents 
(presented in Table 5 in Chapter 5.2) for 24 hours and their solubility was visually 
observed. The dissolving times are listed in Table 6 below. 

Table 6. Dissolving times under different conditions for the filaments used for sacrificial 3D 
printing 

 Dissolving time (h) 
Filament trade name Static Stirring Ultrasound bath 

HIPS 6 3.5 4 
ABS 11 10 4.5 
PVB >24 - - 
Ethy-Lay 11 18 3 
Hydrosupport 24 6 5 
PVA 24 6 5 
LAYaPVA 24 6 6 
Lay-Cloud >24 - - 
High-t-Lay >24 - - 

Then we selected six materials for further studies, since three of the materials did 
not dissolve in 24 hours. The tradenames of these filaments were HIPS, ABS, Ethy-
Lay, Hydrosupport, PVA and LAYaPVA. The same solubility experiments were 
done for these materials under two different conditions: with stirring the solution 
and in an ultrasound bath, and again the dissolving was visually observed. The times 
required to dissolve the materials are presented also in Table 6. Overall, the fastest 
dissolving times were reached with ultrasound and the pictures from that experiment 
are shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Solubility experiment for six different 3D printing filament materials (HIPS, ABS, Ethy-Lay, 
Hydrosupport, PVA and LAYaPVA) in an ultrasound bath. 

The fastest filament material to fully dissolve (3 h) was Ethy-Lay (PVB), which was 
dissolved in ethanol. HIPS (dissolved in limonene) and ABS (dissolved in acetone) 
were also dissolved under five hours unlike water-soluble filaments which all needed 
five hours or more. 

To show that these filaments can be used in the mould fabrication of soft devices, 
moulds including a buried channel were fabricated. Four fastest filaments dissolved 
were selected for mould fabrication: ABS, Ethy-Lay (PVB), Hydrosupport (PVA) 
and HIPS. The fabricated moulds were filled with two visually clear silicone 
elastomers: the softer one (Sorta-Clear 18, Shore hardness A18) and the harder one 
(Sylgard 184, Shore hardness A50). After the curing, the moulds were dissolved by 
using an ultrasonic bath. The results of the soft silicone pieces including buried 
channels filled with dyed water are presented in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16. Buried channels in soft silicones, first row: the softer silicone elastomer (Sorta Clear 18) and 
second row: the more rigid one (Sylgard 184). The channels are filled with dyed water. Scale bar 
1 cm. 

Figure 16 shows the elastomers absorbed the limonene which was used as a solvent 
with HIPS filament.  This caused the soft elastomer piece to swell and the more rigid 
one to rupture during the dissolving process. The buried channel structure was 
successfully 3D printed and dissolved with the other three materials. However, Ethy-
Lay and Hydrosupport materials absorb water, making the 3D printing of them more 
challenging. 

The fabricated buried channel structures showed that the mould material can be 
dissolved from the cavities inside the cured elastomer. However, it takes time, and 
in this study, the channels were relatively large. 

6.2 Compliant gripping (Publications II and III) 

The second aim of the thesis was to create delicate grippers with switchable adhesion 
for soft robots. Publications II and III present a soft suction cup gripper with a 
thin film attached underneath it (Figure 17). In our previous works, presented in 
Chapter 2,20,86 the gripper body was cast, and that fabrication process was time-
consuming including several steps. Here the gripper body (⌀ 20 mm) is 3D printed 
which makes the fabrication process faster and simpler, also allowing the easy 
modification of the gripper design. The gripper can be actuated pneumatically 
(Publication II) or with the combination of fluidic and magnetic actuation 
(Publication III). 
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Figure 17. 3D printed suction-based grippers proposed in this thesis. a) a pneumatic gripper and b) a 
hydraulically and magnetically actuated gripper. Scale bars: 2 cm. 

The pneumatic gripper (Figure 17a, Publication II) was characterized by measuring 
the pull-off force (Foff) with different applied negative pressures (Pneg) inside the 
gripper chamber. The negative pressure was generated by withdrawing different 
volume V of air from the gripper chamber by using a syringe pump. Additionally, to 
see the effect of the thin film, we did the same force measurement for a similar 
gripper without the thin film underneath it. Figure 18 shows that the gripping forces 
are significantly larger with the gripper including the film. We fitted first and second 
order polynomials to both force data and studied the fits with adjusted R2. We found 
out that second order polynomial fit is better for the gripper with film and first order 
fit for the gripper without film. Additionally, the achieved force values were more 
scattered with high negative pressures when the gripper without film was used.  

Figure 18. Maximum Pull-off forces for the 3D printed soft pneumatic suction gripper with different 
negative pressures on smooth glass plate. Colours are corresponding different withdrawal 
volumes. 2nd order polynomial (zero pressure excluded) was fitted in the data of the gripper 
including the film and 1st order polynomial to the data of the gripper without film. 
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To study if the roughness of the target surface has effect on the Foff values, we did 
the measurements with two different negative pressures (35 kPa and 47 kPa) and 
with five different surfaces with varying roughness. The surfaces were replicas of 
2000 and 1000 grit sandpapers, a rough polymer, a rough steel, and a concrete. 
Surface replicas made of clear epoxy were used so that the material of the target 
surface is always the same and the effect of the material can be ruled out. The surface 
topographies and Rrms values are presented in Figure 19a and b. 

 

Figure 19. Maximum pull-off forces with different surface roughness. a) Pull-off forces with rough 
surface replicas (2000 and 1000 grit sandpapers, a rough polymer, a rough steel, and a concrete) 
and a smooth glass and their corresponding Rrms values. Each bar indicates an average of five 
measurements, and error bars show SD. b) The topographies of the used surface replicas, 
measured using a laser confocal microscope. 

Figure 19 shows that the measured force values did not differ significantly from the 
smooth glass surface, which was used as a reference surface. The force depends on 
more the negative pressure used to retract the gripper which indicates that the 
operation principle of the gripper is mainly vacuum based. Hence, for the reliable 
gripping, Pneg has more significant effect than the roughness of the target object. 

The repeatability of the gripper was tested by assembling it to the robotic arm 
including six axis force sensor (Figure 13 and Figure 20b) and picking and releasing 
objects 15 times. We were able to pick and place all the different surface replicas 
fabricated. Figure 20a shows the force data of the concrete replica. The force 
maintains stable during the picking and releasing process, and we concluded that the 
gripper conducted the tasks repeatably. 
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Figure 20. Repeatability tests for the pneumatic suction gripper. a) force data (x=orange, y=pink and 
z=blue) from 15 repeated measurements with a concrete replica and inset of the data. b) Snapshots 
from a repeatability measurement. At t = 102 s, the gripper approach the target object. The gripper 
contacts the object at t = 104 s, and a negative pressure is applied inside the chamber (t = 106 s). 
At t = 112 s, the object is carried, and then released (t = 118 s). Scale bar: 2 cm. 

The traditional vacuum grippers cannot pick objects smaller than their diameter since 
they are sucked inside the vacuum system. Thus, we wanted to demonstrate the 
picking of such small objects. We fabricated small polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) 
discs and picked them with a robotic arm system (Figure 21a). The gripper was able 
to pick 6 mm diameter disc, but not release it repeatably. The picking and releasing 
were repeatable with discs having a diameter bigger than 16 mm. We additionally 
noticed that the target object did not have be exactly in the middle of the gripper 
during the picking. This can give more tolerance in the picking applications when 
the careful planning of the picking place can be removed reducing the complexity of 
the system. 

Finally, we showed that our gripper, in addition to small and rough objects, can 
pick other objects that are usually challenging to traditional vacuum grippers: uneven 
loads, fragile and thin surfaces. Here, this is demonstrated by picking a glass bottle 
on edge (429 g, Figure 21b) creating torque to the gripper, a peach (170 g, Figure 21c) 
and a banana (130 g, Figure 21d), and by flipping pages of a book (Figure 21e). The 
commercial suction cup gripper (Bellow suction cup SPB4 20 SI-55 G1/8-AG, 
Schmalz GmbH, Germany) could not grip the glass bottle on edge, left marks to the 
fragile surfaces and crumpled the pages of the book. Therefore, the proposed gripper 
can have applications for example in warehouse industry where versatile gripping is 
needed. 
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Figure 21. Demonstration with the 3D printed suction gripper. a-d) Photographs of the suction gripper 
holding challenging objects: a small object (6 mm), an orange juice bottle (429 g, highly uneven 
load), and soft fruits: a pear (167 g) and a banana (130 g). e) Snapshots of the experiment: Gripper 
turning the pages of the book. Scale bar in photographs: 2 cm. 

To add stiffens switching to the proposed gripper, the same gripper design was used 
to fabricate a magnetically and hydraulically switchable soft gripper. The chamber of 
the gripper was filled with MR fluid, which turns into solid-like in an external 
magnetic field. In this study, a neodymium magnet was used for the switching, by 
bringing the magnet close to the gripper. The photograph of the magnetically 
switchable soft gripper is presented in Figure 17b. 

The gripper was characterized by measuring Foff under varying withdrawal 
volumes V against smooth glass substrate without and with the external magnetic 
field applied, shown in Figure 22a. The force increased as a function of withdrawal 
volume, but started to saturate after 1.5 ml. There is a difference between the forces 
with and without the external magnetic field applied in all the cases, but the 
difference is the largest with bigger withdrawal volumes. The largest increase was 
with 1.5 ml: 90%. We also calculated the work needed to detach the gripper from 
the surface (tensile work WT.) The work increased as a function of the withdrew 
volume and was significantly higher when the magnetic field was applied, starting 
from the 1 ml volume. We concluded that the external magnetic field increases Foff 
if a sufficient volume is withdriven. 

In addition to the clean glass surface, we measured Foff with surfaces wet by water 
or oil. Figure 22b shows that with the same V the Foff does not change significantly 
between the surface conditions. The highest forces were achieved with dry surfaces 
and lowest with oily ones, but the drop was less than 20%. The picking of the watery 
surface was demonstrated also by wetting a beaker glass (116 g) and picking it with 
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the gripper, shown in Figure 23a. These results show that the adhesion of the gripper 
is not limited to dry surfaces. 

One known challenge for the grippers is to grasp the soft surfaces.18 Therefore, 
we measured the forces against ~0.7 cm thick, soft surfaces with Shore hardness 
varying from 00-10 to 00-80. The forces decreased as a function of the softness. 
Figure 22c shows that even with Shore 00-30 hardness (close to the softness of the 
human skin), the gripper can achieve almost 5 N forces. We further demonstrated 
the ability to pick soft objects with mango (418 g, Figure 23b) and banana (143 g, 
Figure 23c) which have soft surfaces. Thus, we conclude that our gripper can also 
pick extremely soft objects though with a reduced pull-off force. 

 

Figure 22. Maximum pull-off forces for the magnetohydraulic gripper. a) Pull-off forces and tensile 
works for the gripper with different withdrawal volumes on clean smooth surface. b) Pull-off forces 
and tensile works for different surface conditions: dry, deionized water and heavy mineral oil (V = 
1.5 ml). c) Pull-off forces with different soft surfaces (V=1.5 ml). The error bars show SE (n = 5) 
and the P-values are calculated using Welch's unequal variances t-test. 

The gripper’s ability of picking other typically challenging objects, such as rough, 
curved, or small objects, was tested by picking everyday objects. We picked a thin 
film (0.83 g, Figure 23d) which is known challenge for vacuum based grippers since 
the suction tends to crumple the films. A tape roll (164 g, Figure 23e) demonstrated 
that the gripper can adhere to the curved surfaces. Then, we demonstrated the 
picking of rough surfaces. A red grapefruit was selected, since its surface is rough 
(Rz=17.7 μm) but the object is also relatively heavy (441 g), shown in Figure 23f. 
Finally, we picked small discs (8-16 mm diameter) to demonstrate that the gripper 
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diameter does not limit the picking like in traditional suction cup grippers. 
Photographs of the picking are shown in Figure 23g and h. 

 

Figure 23. Gripping demonstrations: a) a wetted beaker (a wet object), b) a mango (a soft object, inset: 
a close-up of the surface of the mango), c) a banana (soft object), d) a thin plastic sheet, e) a tape 
roll (curved object), f), a red grapefruit (rough surface), g) ⌀ 16 mm 3D-printed disc, and h) ⌀ 8 mm 
3D-printed disc. Scale bars: 1 cm. 

To study how the external magnetic field affects the behaviour of the soft gripper, 
we recorded the film during the retraction with and without the external magnetic 
field applied, insets from the video shown in Figure 24. The insets in time 144 s and 
219 s show that without the external magnetic field, the MR fluids moves more in 
the chamber. We conclude based on these results that the external magnetic field 
stiffens the fluid. 

 

Figure 24. The soft film behaviour of the 3D-printed gripper. The snapshots of the video showing the 
film of the gripper a) under the magnetic field and b) without the magnetic field. Scale bar: 1 cm. 
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6.3 Screen-printed stretchable strain sensors for soft robotics 
(Publication IV) 

The third aim of the thesis was to integrate sensors into soft robots. In Publication 
IV and our previous work in the 2017 IEEE Sensors conference,139 we proposed 
that screen-printed strain sensors can be used for curvature sensing in soft pneumatic 
actuators. By placing the strain sensor inside the pneumatic actuator at distance from 
the neutral plane, the sensor would stretch while the actuator is bent, thus measuring 
the bending of the actuator. 

To demonstrate that screen-printing with conductive inks can be used to produce 
resistive strain sensors for soft robots, we fabricated silver and carbon ink-based 
strain sensors onto TPU sheets. The design of the sensor is shown in Figure 25a, a 
photograph of it in Figure 25b and scanning electron micrograph of the silver ink in 
Figure 25d. The sensor was then integrated into the soft pneumatic actuator on top 
of the neutral plane (Figure 25c). 

 

Figure 25. Screen-printed curvature sensor for the soft pneumatic actuator. a) Design of the printed 
resistive strain sensor. b) A photograph of the sensor. c) A photograph of the actuator with 
integrated strain sensor. Scale bars in photographs 3 cm. d) A scanning electron micrograph of the 
screen-printed silver sensor. Scale bar 10 μm. 

To characterize the strain sensors as curvature sensors, we measured the resistance 
of the strain sensor, curvature of the actuator, and pressure inside the actuator during 
30 repeated bending cycles. The cycles were slow (~5 min) to avoid viscoelastic 
effects of the soft structures. First, we studied the silver ink-based sensors. Figure 26 
shows the results. The initial resistance of the silver ink-based sensor Rsilver was 
15.8 Ω, pressure in the actuator Pact was 12 kPa and the curvature of the actuator � 
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was 7 m-1, and at the maximum bending Rsilver = 1.7 Ω, Pact = 12 kPa and  
∆� = 21 m-1. The overall behaviour of the sensors was linear but hysteric (17% of 
full range). A linear estimate (R2 = 0.92) was fitted to the resistance curvature data 
to calculate the sensitivity of the sensor (0.075 Ω/m-1). 

 

Figure 26. Characterization of the silver ink-based sensor. Rsilver as a function of � and Pact for the 
silver-based sensor. The data points are medians of 150 resistance measurements and 30 
curvature measurements (pink points). The curvature was interpolated between frames (grey data 
points). The error bars are interquartile range. The cycle was repeated 30 times. Scale bars: 3 cm. 

The resistance change of the sensor is based on the change is the applied strain. We 
wanted to estimate the linear strain of the sensors during the bending and first we 
used the ideal bending relationship 

 
Δε = GHIΔ�,

where dnp is the distance from the neutral plane. We assume that the neutral plane is 
half-way through the strain limiting fibreglass network. Then we get dnp = half of the 
fiberglass thickness (125 μm) + silicone adhesive (500 μm) + TPU thickness 
(50 μm) = 675 μm. Thus, using Eq. (12) Δε ≈ 675 μm ⋅ 21 m-1 ≈ 1%. We estimated 
the strain also by using the relationship between ΔRsilver and previously reported GF 
for small strains: GFsilver ≈ 5.759.133 

 
Δ� = J�KLMNO�

�KLMNO�∙QRKLMNO�
,
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which gives Δε ≈ 2%. Since the distance from the neutral plane is challenging to 
measure, we consider that the GF based estimate is more trustworthy. 

To show that also other conductive inks can be used in sensor fabrication, we 
made similar kind of sensor out of carbon-based ink. Similar characterization 
experiments were done than for silver-based ink, and Figure 27 shows the results. 
The initial resistance of the carbon-based sensor is higher (Rcarbon = 56.5 kΩ). The 
overall behaviour of the carbon sensor is less linear (R2 = 0.64) compared with the 
silver-based sensor. The maximum hysteresis of the carbon-based sensor is 27% and 
the sensitivity 0.31 kΩ/m-1. Since the silver-based sensor behaved more linearly and 
had less hysteresis, we selected it for the further experiments. 

 

Figure 27. Characterization of the carbon ink-based sensor. Rcarbon as a function of � and Pact. Each 
datum point is the median of 150 resistance measurements and 30 curvature measurements (pink 
points). The curvature was interpolated for the grey data points. The error bars are interquartile 
range. 

To make sure that the sensor measures the curvature of the actuator and not the 
pressure inside it, we measured the pressure and curvature of the actuator and 
resistance of the silver-based sensor in four different states: 1) neutral: no pressure 
or curvature is applied to the actuator, 2) driven: pressure and curvature are applied, 
3) blocked: pressure is applied, but bending blocked by hand, i.e. curvature does not 
change, and 4) forced: no pressure is applied, but curvature change is created 
manually by hand. 

Figure 28 shows the pressure of the actuator behaves like expected. The 
resistance of the sensor changes in driven, blocked and forced states. However, in 
the blocked state the change was significantly smaller when only the pressure was 
applied to the actuator. Therefore, we concluded that the sensor is measuring more 
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the curvature than the pressure of the actuator. The change during the blocked state 
is caused by the sensor responding to all the strains. Even though the actuator is 
prevented from bending, the actuator pressure applies some strain to the sensor. By 
using the method of least-squares, we estimated the curvature (pink line in Figure 28) 

 
�STUVWXUS = Y�Z[\]^� + _ àbc + d,    (14) 

 
where α, β and γ are the coefficients, having values of α= 17.1 m-1Ω-1, β= -0.230 m-

1kPa-1 and γ= -254 m-1. The estimate (pink line) follows the measured curvature 
(turquoise line) well. Approximately 
 

eJ
fJ� ≈ 70%,     (15) 

of the sensor signal comes from the curvature changes alone. 

 

Figure 28. Decoupling pressure contribution from the curvature measurement. The snapshots are from 
the experiment: the actuator in four different states: neutral, driven, blocked, and forced. Pressure, 
resistance, and curvature recordings from the blocking experiment of a silver ink-based sensor. 
Scale bar: 3 cm. 

Finally, we demonstrated that screen-printed strain sensors can be used in soft robot 
applications. We fabricated a three-fingered soft gripper with curvature sensing. The 
gripper was made by casting three pneumatic actuators onto common base part 
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(Figure 29a). All three fingers (Figure 29b) included curvature sensors, and they were 
independently actuated. 

 

Figure 29. Soft pneumatic three-fingered gripper. a) Gripper in an open state, sensors showing inside 
the gripper and b) the gripper in the closed state holding an apple. Scale bar: 3cm. 

To show that all three fingers can be independently actuated and measured, we 
recorded the pressures in the fingers and the resistances of the sensors while 
sequentially actuating the fingers. Figure 30 shows that sensors are mostly 
independent, but they have some response to the other fingers. 

 

Figure 30. Gripper demonstration. Snapshots from the experiment show the actuation of all three 
fingers sequentially. The pressure and resistance data of the experiment are shown below the 
snapshots. Scale bar: 3 cm. 
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6.4 Stretchable pneumatic strain sensors (Manuscript V) 

Third aim of this thesis was to integrate sensing into soft robots. Second hypothesis 
of that aim was that by shifting from electric sensors to pneumatic ones the overall 
structure of the soft robot would be simpler. In Manuscript V, we propose that the 
meandering microchannels in the soft silicone can be used as stretchable pneumatic 
strain sensors (Figure 31a, c and d). 

To demonstrate the operation of the pneumatic strain sensors, we fabricated 
meandering microchannels (200 μm width and 200 μm height) in the soft silicone 
elastomer (Ecoflex 00-50). The channel was 183 mm long with five turns, creating 
30 mm × 3.84 mm sensing area. For measuring the change in the pneumatic 
resistance, we connected the pneumatic strain sensor R in series with a constant 
fluidic restrictor Rc. A constant positive pressure Psupply (60 kPa) was applied to the 
circuit and air pressure Patm was used as a pneumatic ground. The pressure inside the 
strain sensor was called Pgauge and initially it was ~10 kPa and rose to ~24 kPa in 
300% engineering strain ε. 

To characterize the fabricated pneumatic strain sensors, we measured the relative 
pneumatic resistance ΔR/Rc under varying engineering strain ε from 0 to 300% 
(Figure 32a and b). We fabricated five similar samples and each of them was 
measured five time until 300% engineering strain. There was some variation between 
the samples, but the overall behaviour was very similar. 
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Figure 31. The concept of the soft pneumatic strain sensor. a) Schematic circuit for the soft pneumatic 
sensor. The measurement setup consists of a constant pneumatic resistor Rc and a pneumatic 
strain gauge R in series. A constant positive supply pressure Psupply is measured and applied to the 
constant pneumatic resistor Rc. The measured pressure between the resistor and the strain gauge 
is Pgauge. The strain gauge is vented to atmospheric pressure Patm. b) Electric equivalent for the 
pneumatic circuit in a). c) A scanning electron micrograph of the channel cross-sections. d) 
Photographs of the pneumatic strain sensor when its relaxed (I), twisted (II), bent (II), and stretched 
(IV). Channels are filled with blue liquid. Scale bars: 1 cm. 
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Figure 32. Relative change in the pneumatic resistance ΔR/Rc of the strain gauge as a function of the 
applied engineering strain ε. The five different coloured curves are from different samples and each 
curve is an average of five measurements with that sample. Error bars denote SD. b) Pneumatic 
strain sensor under 0%, 100%, and 300% engineering strain. Scale bar: 2 cm. 

Then, we studied the overall performance of the pneumatic strain gauges. First, the 
stability during long-term measurement was studied (Figure 33a). We recorded the 
ΔR/Rc while 50% engineering strain was applied for 12 hours. The ΔR/Rc drifted 
from 0.127 to 0.119 and after the release the ΔR/Rc returned close to its initial value. 
Overall, the behaviour was reliable and reversible. 

To investigate if the strain gauge has hysteric behaviour, we recorded ΔR/Rc while 
applying slowly (0.1 mm/s) 50% engineering strain five times (Figure 33b). The 
hysteresis was smaller than the noise level of the sensor (5% in tested range) and it 
cannot be observed even in the average curve of five repeats. 

The sensitivity of the strain gauge was studied by calculating its gauge factor: 
 

�� =  ��
��

�
�.     (16) 

We were not able to measure R, only �/�j , due to our measuring configuration. 
Additionally, we wanted to study the gauge factor as a function of the engineering 
strain ε(dL=L0 dε). By substituting these variables into Eq. (16), we obtained 

 

�� = �(�/�k)
� ∙ �

��
∙ �

� =
�l m

mkn
� ,    (17) 

shown in Figure 33c. The GF is roughly 1: when the length is doubled, the ΔR/Rc is 
also roughly doubled. 
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Figure 33. Pneumatic strain sensor characterization. a) Stability of the strain gauge when a static 50% 
engineering strain is held for 12 h. b) Hysteresis of the strain gauge when 50% engineering strain 
is applied for five cycles. c) Gauge factor of the pneumatic strain gauge. The solid line is the gauge 
factor, calculated using Eq. (17). The dashed line is the mean R/Rc of the five tested samples 
shown in Figure 32a, with the shaded area showing standard deviation. d) Stability of the strain 
sensor when a cyclic 67% engineering strain is applied for 1000 cycles. 

The strain gauge behaviour under dynamic strain was also studied (Figure 33d). We 
applied 63% engineering strain 1000 cycles with a frequency of 0.25 Hz. Figure 33d 
shows some minor drift during the experiment but the overall behaviour is stable. 
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Bending pneumatic actuators are commonly used in soft robots for grasping and 
moving.15,18 To study if the pneumatic strain gauges can be used to measure the 
curvature of the bending actuator, we integrated the strain gauge on the bottom of 
the same pneumatic actuator than used in Publication IV (Figure 34a). The actuator 
and the strain gauge were fabricated of the same soft silicone elastomer (Dragon skin 
30). 

The behaviour of the pneumatic strain gauge as a curvature sensor was 
characterized by measuring the ΔR/Rc while bending the actuator 30 times (Figure 
34b). At the initial stage, ΔR/Rc=−0.002 and �= 3.5 m-1, and at the maximum 
bending, ΔR/Rc=−0.022 and �= 24 m-1. The sensor was able to detect when the 
actuator was bent but the signal was noisy, suggesting that the strains were 
significantly smaller than in the tensile strain experiments. It should be noted that 
here the sensor is on the bottom of the actuator (i.e., compressing while bent). In 
Publication IV, the sensor was on top of the strain limiting layer and straining while 
bent. 

The strain during the bending was estimated with the same ideal bending 
relationship (Eq. (12)) than in Publication IV. Here the distance from the neutral 
plane dnp ≈ 2 mm, which gives Δε ≈ 4%. This value is roughly corresponding to the 
values in Figure 32a. 

Similarly than in Publication IV, we cannot rule out the possibility that the 
sensor is measuring the pressure inside the actuator. Therefore, we did the same 
experiment as in Figure 28 and measured the curvature �, pressure inside the 
actuator Pact and ΔR/Rc in four different states: neutral (Figure 34c, I), driven 
(Figure 34c, II), blocked (Figure 34c, III) and forced (Figure 34c, IV). Then we 
calculated the curvature �estimate by using the method of least-squares (Eq. (14)). Here 
α = −1249.3 m-1, β = 0.0116 m-1kPa-1, and γ = 2.66 m-1. Thus, only o pJqrs

fJ�/�k
o  ≈3% 

of the strain sensor output is from the pressure change in the actuator. The sensor 
is primarily measuring the curvature of the actuator. 
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Figure 34.  Pneumatic strain sensor as a curvature sensor. a) A photograph of the soft pneumatic 
actuator with an integrated strain sensor. b) Response of ΔR/Rc to curvature � in repetitive cyclic 
bending. c) Decoupling the actuator pressure from the measured curvature. Actuator pressure Pact, 
relative change in pneumatic resistance ΔR/Rc, and curvature � versus time in four different states. 
The estimated curvature is calculated using Eq. (14). Scale bar: 1 cm. 

To investigate if the pneumatic strain sensors integrated in the soft pneumatic 
actuators can be used in soft robot applications, we build a three-fingered soft 
pneumatic gripper (Figure 35a). The electric equivalent circuit for the gripper system 
is shown in Figure 35b. The fingers (C1,2,3) are similar pneumatic actuators than used 
before, and they were connected to a 3D printed part, which also included 
connection to a vertical motor. All the fingers were actuated by the same pressure 
signal Pact so they opened and closed in unison unlike in Publication IV, where the 
fingers were independent. The lower part of each finger included an independent 
strain sensor (R1,2,3) which was in series with constant pneumatic restrictor (Rc1,c2,c3) 
and they were all connected to a constant positive pressure source Psupply. 
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Figure 35. Pneumatic strain sensors in a soft pneumatic gripper. a) A schematic of the soft pneumatic 
gripper with three fingers, each including an independent strain sensor. b) Electrical equivalent 
circuit for the gripper. 

The curvature of the fingers of the pneumatic gripper depends on the shape of the 
picked object. To study if the shape of the object can be inferred from the sensor 
signals alone, we picked up nine times three differently shaped objects: a bottle 
(25 g), a lemon (155 g) and a lime (82 g). From each experiment, we calculated the 
relative change in pneumatic resistance before and during gripping the object. The 
data are shown in Figure 36 as a 3D scatter plot, where each axis corresponds to a 
different strain sensor. The objects form clear clusters which suggest that the sensor 
data can be used to infer the information about the shape of the object picked. 

 

Figure 36. Soft pneumatic gripper with perception. ΔR/Rc for each pneumatic strain gauge when three 
different objects (a lemon, a lime, and a water bottle) are picked nine times, and photographs from 
the picking experiment. Scale bar: 2 cm. 
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7 DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, the results are discussed and compared with previous related 
research. The structure follows three main aims proposed in Chapter 4 and last sub 
chapter is the outlook of the work. 

7.1 Alternative and more capable fabrication of soft robot 
components 

The fabrication methods of soft robot components depend heavily on the desired 
design and materials. The widely used soft silicone elastomers are often cast into 3D 
printed moulds. This method limits the design of the moulded part since the 
fabricated part have to be demoulded after curing. In Publication I, we showed that 
by using sacrificial 3D printing, silicone elastomer parts with complex structures, 
such as buried channels, can be cast at once. 

The fabrication time of the sacrificial moulding is longer than by using traditional 
casting techniques since the moulds have to be fabricated separately for every cast 
and then dissolved. However, the moulds are fabricated with FDM filaments and 
3D printers, which allow fabricating of multiple moulds at once and the filaments 
are relatively inexpensive. Compared to direct 3D printing of soft structures, the 
fabrication time of sacrificial moulds is also longer. 

The main advantage of sacrificial mould fabrication is that the soft elastomer 
piece was fabricated in a single cast and it included a buried channel. In this work, 
the fabricated channel was relatively large (~3 mm) which can limit the future usage 
in the soft robot applications. However, the demonstrated technique has been also 
used in the field of microfluidics140 to fabricate microchannels, so the fabrication 
method is not limited only to large structures.  

The direct 3D printing of soft robot body is still limited with extremely soft 
(Shore 00 scale) materials which is not a case with traditional casting. Sacrificial 
moulds allow the fabrication of complex structures in extremely soft elastomer 
without bonding separate parts together. The softest commercial 3D printing 
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materials have softness of ~30 A Shore but softer materials have been demonstrated 
with custom 3D printers. 37 

In the next two studies, Publications II and III, we demonstrated that by 3D 
printing the robot end-effectors, different designs can be fabricated fast at once. We 
were able to test and modify the fabricated grippers and eventually select the design 
most suitable for our purpose. 3D printing has been also used to fabricate soft 
actuators;14 thus, grippers and actuators of the robot can be potentially manufactured 
at once, simplifying the overall fabrication of the soft robot. 

Soft pneumatic strain sensors were fabricated in Manuscript V by using the same 
silicone elastomer casting techniques with 3D printed moulds that are widely used 
in soft actuator manufacturing. The method has limitations in the bonding of the 
parts together due the uncured elastomer blocking and the small and thin structures. 
The sensors do not need any other materials, such as liquid metals10 or conductive 
inks109 which is an advantage over the alternative proposed stretchable strain sensor 
fabrication methods. The same materials and fabrication methods also make possible 
to fabricate the actuators and sensors during the same process and integrate them 
into soft robots. Thus, the pneumatic strain sensors have potential to simplify the 
overall soft robot fabrication process.  

The fabrication of sacrificial and traditional moulds for soft robot actuators and 
sensors is more feasible due the rapid development of 3D printing. This supports 
the outlook that 3D printing, in various ways, is a suitable and valid method to 
fabricate soft robot, sensor and gripper components in the future. 

7.2 Grippers with switchable adhesion and stiffness 

In Publications II and III, we proposed soft 3D printed suction grippers for 
switchable adhesion and compliant gripping. In Publication II, the pneumatic 
actuation was used, whereas in Publication III we proposed the combination of 
magnetic and hydraulic actuation. 

In both publications, the maximum achieved pull-off forces were ~7 N with the 
same diameter grippers. Compared with previously reported suction grippers (in 
Table 2), the achieved pull-off forces and the diameter normalized pull-off forces 
were significantly higher. One exception being the gripper from Takahashi et al.95 
which had a higher pull-off force and a diameter normalized pull-off force. However, 
the measurements were done with a liquid surface, so the comparison was not 
straightforward. We attributed that the reason for higher pull-off forces is the 
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improved gripper design which was achieved by 3D printing the gripper bodies. 
Comparison of the maximum pull-off forces to other types of soft grippers was done 
in a lifting ratio (Table 2) because the gripper geometries vary. The hydraulic 3D 
printed suction gripper had a lifting ratio of ~80 when also the gripper holder and 
the connecting tube were included. The highest lifting ratio was achieved with the 
previously proposed soft suction gripper20 (476) and the gecko inspired gripper87 
(200) but it was not clear if the whole gripping systems were included in the grippers’ 
weights. Other gripper types had significantly lower values. The proposed 3D 
printed suction-based grippers achieve high pull-off forces compared to their masses 
which is in line with the previous reports of adhesion and suction based grippers. 

Adhesion on rough surfaces is known to be challenge for suction and gecko 
inspired grippers whereas actuation and stiffness switching grippers usually do not 
have such challenges.18 Thus, the adhesion to the rough surfaces was tested for both 
proposed grippers (Table 2). In Publication II, we measured the pull-off forces 
against surface replicas and for both proposed grippers, we picked rough surfaced 
real-world objects (such as red grapefruit and a page of the book). The surface 
roughness did not have major effect on the achieved pull-off forces, but the applied 
negative pressure had a significant effect. This is promising results considering the 
practical applications of the gripper: the gripper can adhere on various surfaces. 

The picking of small objects was tested for both proposed grippers (Table 2). The 
smallest picked objects were 30% of the gripper diameter for the pneumatic gripper 
and 40% for the hydraulic gripper. The other reported suction-based grippers were 
only tested with objects that were wider than the diameters of the gripper. Small 
objects can be a challenge for traditional suction grippers because they are sucked 
inside the gripper without filtering layers. Grasping and stiffness switching based 
grippers can also have challenges with small objects if there is a big size difference 
between the gripper and the target object. In addition to limitations with small 
objects, the large objects can be challenging for the grasping and the stiffness 
switching grippers since they need to enclose the picked object or at least a part of 
it to achieve a grasp.19,121 The suction and adhesion based grippers do not have such 
limitations and we showed that our proposed grippers can pick large films and parts. 

Unevenly distributed loads can be a challenge for many robotic grippers since 
these loads produce torques, leading to uneven stress distribution between the 
gripper and the picked object. In Publication II, a glass bottle containing fluid was 
picked with the proposed 3D printed suction gripper and a traditional suction 
gripper. The traditional suction gripper failed to maintain the grasp while the 3D 
printed gripper was successful. We attribute that the soft silicone elastomer film of 
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the gripper maintains the seal, preventing a small opening for developing a 
catastrophic loss of vacuum. This result suggests that the gripping planning does not 
have to be detailed: the picking place or angle does not have to be exact which is 
beneficial especially in the situations visual inspection is limited. 

Picking a wetted object is not a limitation for grasping6 or stiffness switching 
based grippers, but many adhesion based grippers have challenges with wet surfaces. 
In Publication III, the adhesion on watery and oily surfaces was tested for the 
proposed hydraulic suction gripper. The differences between the achieved pull-off 
forces were less than 20%, due to the merit of the gripper still working based on the 
vacuum principle. Thus, the gripper can adhere also on the watery surfaces like other 
vacuum based grippers.95 

Another challenge for grippers is the picking of soft and deformable objects.18 
The grasping-based grippers can damage the target objects during the gripping by 
squeezing the deformable objects. Stiffness switching grippers cannot deform to the 
target objects after the stiffness switching which can lead the loss of the grasp. The 
adhesion-based grippers can adapt to the deformations of the target objects, but the 
soft and deformable objects are still a challenge. In Publication III, the adhesion 
on multiple soft and deformable surfaces was measured, and additionally we picked 
soft objects in both publications (such as a banana and a mango). The reached pull-
off forces decreased with softer samples. However, even with Shore hardness A 30 
sample, softness close to skin, the gripper was able to reach 5 N (68% of the 
maximum force against a smooth glass surface) pull-off force. 

The target applications of the proposed suction-based grippers can be in the 
conveyer belts at the factories, where millions of picking cycles are repeated. Thus, 
the repeatability of the pneumatic suction gripper was tested in Publication II. The 
gripper was able to pick and release repeatable all the tested samples fifteen times. 
We conclude that the gripper is not limited to only smooth surfaces and can also 
release the objects. However, more thorough studies of repeatability are still needed. 

The switching possibility of both grippers is important that reliable picking and 
releasing can be produced. The adhesion switching can be a challenge for adhesion-
based grippers due to the sticky finger phenomenon: the object adheres to the 
gripper due van der Waals and capillary forces. Therefore, light objects were picked 
with both grippers: the grippers were able to also release light and small objects 
(80%) of the gripper diameter. 

In Publication III, two different switching methods were possible: hydraulic and 
magnetic. The magnetic switching is used to control the stiffness of the gripper and 
hydraulic the adhesion. We showed that the by adding the stiffness switching to the 
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grippers, the achieved pull-off forces were significantly higher. This enables soft 
touch during picking, stiff gripper structure for the transport and controllable release 
in the end. Compared other stiffness switching grippers, such as granular jamming, 
the advantage of our gripper is that it is not limited by the size of picked object: the 
gripper does not have to enclose the object or part of it. 

The operation speed is the main limitation to both demonstrated grippers. For 
the pneumatic one it was ~1 s and for the hydraulic gripper ~10 s (Table 2). The 
grasping and the stiffness switching grippers have faster operation speeds (< 0.1 s). 
However, we do not think the operation speed is a fundamental limitation of the 
gripper since faster syringe pumps can be used to achieve higher operation speeds. 
Another limitation to both proposed grippers is the risk of the raptures of the soft 
silicone elastomer used. The elastomer material is soft and sharp edges can cause 
raptures to the thin film which can lead to leakages in the gripper. The possible 
solution can be self-healing materials. 

The magnetohydraulic gripper in Publication III has limitations because it uses 
MR fluid. The sedimentation of the MR fluid can clog the gripper. If the gripper is 
unused for several days, the MR fluid starts to sediment. This failure can be solved 
by resuspending the iron particles in the oil by applying a strong varying magnetic 
field or by repeatedly withdrawing the fluid from the cavity. Another limitation is the 
manually applied magnetic field. It takes a few seconds to place the magnet on top 
of the gripper which limits the gripper operation speed. The limitation can be solved 
in the future by using strong electromagnets which can change their state in less than 
milliseconds. 

7.3 Stretchable strain sensors for soft robots 

This dissertation explored two different methods for fabricating stretchable strain 
sensors for soft robots. In Publication IV, we showed that screen-printed resistive 
strain sensors are suitable for measuring the curvature of the pneumatic actuator. In 
Manuscript V, soft pneumatic strain sensors were fabricated and their suitability for 
curvature sensing in soft grippers as well as their ultra-stretchable nature were 
demonstrated. 

The stretchability of the strain sensors is one of the crucial factors when their 
suitability for soft robots is considered. The soft pneumatic strain sensor 
demonstrated in Manuscript V could be used with extreme strains, up to at least 
300%. The failure was observed at ~500% engineering strain. According to the 
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datasheet of the strain sensor elastomer, it breaks at 980%. However, this value is 
for bulk material and the cracks usually initiate from the microstructures in the 
elastomer which explains the lower reached strain values in the study. These kinds 
of microstructures exist also in the pneumatic logic4 and actuators15 so their 
stretchability would be the same than the proposed pneumatic strain sensors. The 
maximum strains of the previously reported electric strain sensors varied greatly, 
from 2% up to 1400%.105 The reached 300% strain compares quite favourably to the 
hyper-elastic electric strain sensors. 

In case the strain sensors are used for measuring the bending of the soft actuator, 
the changes in the strains are small. The strain sensors proposed in Publication IV 
were only tested in bending (~2% strain). Suikkola et al.133 have reported earlier that 
half of the 30 samples of similar resistive sensors withstood a single 74% strain but 
the strains reached with printed resistive strain sensors are still significantly lower 
than with pneumatic ones. 

Especially when measuring small strains, the sensitivity of the sensor is in an 
important role. The sensitivity of the silver-based screen-printed sensor was 
0.075 Ω/m-1 and GF ≈ 5.759, whereas GF of the pneumatic strain sensor 
(Manuscript V) was only ~1. Some previously reported resistive strain sensors can 
reach GF values up to 100,000.141 Hence they can measure small strains accurately. 
When the strains are extreme (~300%), high GF can lead to the saturation of the 
output or even break the sensor. Thus, the sensor should be selected according to 
its target application. However, both our sensors were able to measure the bending 
of the actuator even the strains were small in bending. 

The hysteresis of the sensors is especially important when the sensors are used in 
cyclic loading: the hysteresis leads to different output reading in loading and 
unloading. Generally, the resistive based strain sensors have larger hysteresis than 
capacitive and optical ones (Table 3). The screen-printed resistive sensors in 
Publication IV had quite hysteric behaviour: 17% for the silver-based, and 27% for 
the carbon-based sensor. These values are consistent with the previous reports of 
the hysteric behaviour of the printed inks.142 The pneumatic strain sensors 
demonstrated in Manuscript V did not show any hysteresis within the limit of its 
noise level. Thus, the pneumatic strain sensors have more potential in the dynamic 
soft robot applications, such as rehabilitation devices. 

In soft robots, the strain sensors are potentially also used for long periods, for 
example in minimally invasive surgery.8 The stability in static and dynamic 
measurements are then crucial performance criteria. In Publication IV, the long-
term stability or dynamic stability of the sensor were not studied. In the previous 
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study from Suikkola et al.133 silver-ink based printed circuits were tested in 1000 
cyclic loading with 10%, 15% and 20% strains. A significant drift was observed in 
the output: the normalized resistances increased 2.5, 4.3 and 5.3 times to initial their 
values with 10%, 15% and 20% strains, respectively. These results are in line with 
the previous reports of the electric strain sensors: resistive sensors often suffer from 
the drift. The pneumatic strain sensors in Manuscript V show minor drift 
(DE = 6.3%) during the 12-hour measurement and only minor variations between 
cycles. The previously reported pressure chamber strain sensors are prone to drift in 
long-term measurements since the air slowly diffuses from the structure.115–117 

Over-shooting behaviour is typical for resistive and capacitive type strain sensors, 
but the resistive type strain sensors have typically larger over-shooting behaviour.  In 
the experiments with the three-fingered gripper in Publication IV, over-shooting 
after strain relaxation was not observed in the resistance, on the contrary, we 
observed slow creep in the output which is typical for elastomer based sensors.143 
The demonstrated pneumatic strain sensor did not show significant over shooting 
after 12-hour static 50% straining, so it also has potential in long term measurements. 

Both sensors proposed in this thesis have their own limitations. The resistive 
strain sensors suffered from a high hysteresis and a creep. Moreover, the maximum 
demonstrated strains in Publication IV were only ~2% which is a limitation in soft 
robotic applications. The printed sensors were integrated into a pneumatic soft 
actuator on top of the neutral plane by gluing them. We noticed that is some cases 
the sensor delaminated from the actuator after multiple loadings which often 
happens in case of heterogeneous materials. The other possible failure point in our 
resistive sensors is the connection between the sensor and the wires. The wires were 
attached by using silver paint. To minimize the risk of delamination we placed the 
wire connection inside the pneumatic actuator. However, the connection between 
the wires and the sensors was the weakest point of the sensor. After multiple loading 
cycles, some sensors were found malfunctional due to disconnected wires. 

The demonstrated pneumatic strain sensor in Manuscript V did not have 
delamination limitations since the whole sensor actuator system was made of the 
same material. The inlets for the pneumatic channels were sealed with silicone glue 
and in some cases, leakages occurred which is a known limitation in pneumatic 
systems. If the strain sensor channels run too close to the robot surface, the channels 
can be blocked by external force. In this case, the sensor would act also as a tactile 
sensor and the strain measurement can be disturbed. This limitation can be solved 
by placing the channels deep in the soft robot structure.  
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The fluid used in the strain sensors was pressurized air. The usage of liquids can 
be desirable in some applications, such as underwater robotics as they use the liquids 
for their actuators and power. Liquids are also incompressible which would simplify 
the theoretical analyses. However, the usage of the pneumatics is attractive for land 
based soft robots since the availability of air in abundance and pneumatic power can 
be generated from chemical reactions. 

Finally, both the resistive and the pneumatic strain sensors were used in soft 
pneumatic grippers for posture sensing. In Publication IV, the three-fingered 
pneumatic gripper with independent sensors and fingers was demonstrated, whereas 
in Manuscript V, three fingers had common pneumatic source, thus they were 
actuated in unison. In Publication IV, we showed that the fingers can be 
independently actuated and that the sensors are mostly independent. The sensors in 
the gripper in Manuscript V were suitable for inferring information about the shape 
of the picked object. The results are comparable to results in Homberg et al.121 where 
the experiment was done with electrical sensors. Thus, the pneumatic sensors can 
potentially replace the electrical sensors in practical soft robot applications. 

7.4 Future of all-pneumatic soft robots 

As discussed in Chapter 2, four key components of the robots are the actuators, the 
logic circuit, the power source, and the sensors. In soft robotics, the pneumatic 
actuation is one of the most used methods as the pneumatic actuators are capable of 
high grasping forces and operation speeds. This has inspired researchers to use the 
pneumatics also for the logic components of the soft robots such as pneumatic soft 
ring oscillators.4,13 In the future, all the needed logic components such as transistors 
and multiplexers should be researched and developed. 

To power the soft pneumatic robots, an external pneumatic power source and 
connecting cables have been needed. This has limited the practical applications since 
it increases the size and weight of the robot. As a replacement for the pneumatic 
cables and fixed pressure power sources, untethered solutions have been proposed 
such as portable gas tanks4 and combustion.17 However, these power units are not 
entirely soft and they compromise the compliance of the soft robot. In the future, 
fully soft untethered pneumatic power units, such as combustion26 should be futher 
studied. 

The soft pneumatic strain sensors demonstrated in this thesis are the fourth key 
component for all pneumatic, electronics free soft robots. Even though the strain 
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sensors were simple to fabricate since the used techniques (soft lithography and 3D 
printing) are well-known, the manufacturing included several steps and was time-
consuming. In the future, the focus should be in simplifying and scaling up the 
current fabrication processes to mass manufacturing. The recent developments in 
3D printing of soft elastomers and thus the soft robot structure directly at once is 
promising.14 In addition to scaling the fabrication process, the focus should be in the 
integration of the all the pneumatic robot components together. 

The all pneumatic, electronics free soft robots can have future applications in the 
situations electronics cannot be used, for example in medical magnetic resonance 
imaging, inflammable environments and in strong radiation that can destroy 
electronics. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

The main aim of this thesis was to develop fabrication methods for grippers and 
sensors used in soft robots. Together with the proposed three alternative techniques 
for fabrication, we successfully implemented switchable adhesion into soft grippers 
and integrated two different sensors into soft robots. Based on the results shown in 
this thesis the following conclusion can be drawn: 

1. Three different fabrication methods were successfully used in different soft 
robot component manufacturing. 

� Sacrificial 3D printing is a suitable method of fabricating moulds 
including complex structures e.g., overhangs and buried channels 
for soft devices. 

� Multiple different gripper designs can be fabricated fast by 3D 
printing the soft gripper bodies by using either DLS or SLA printing. 
3D printing enables to fast and easily modify the design to achieve 
the best design. 

� Soft highly stretchable strain sensors can be made by using the same 
traditional elastomer casting techniques and materials that are often 
used in soft body fabrication. This simplifies the overall soft robot 
manufacturing by reducing the needed fabrication steps and 
materials. 

2. Switchable adhesion was successfully implemented into soft suction 
grippers. 

� 3D printed soft pneumatic suction-based grippers enable switchable 
adhesion together with high pull-off forces. 
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� By using magnetorheological fluid as medium in a soft hydraulic 
suction gripper, in addition to adhesion switching, the stiffness of 
the gripper can be switched magnetically. 

3. Strain sensors were successfully integrated into soft pneumatic grippers to 
provide information about the gripper posture. 

� Screen-printing is a suitable method of mass manufacturing 
curvature sensors for soft pneumatic actuators. They were 
successfully used in a three-fingered soft gripper to provide 
information about the finger posture. 

� Microchannels in soft silicone elastomer can be used as pneumatic 
strain sensors. By shifting from electric sensing to pneumatic one, 
the overall complexity of the pneumatic robot reduces since the 
actuation and sensing are both done pneumatically. The pneumatic 
strain sensors were also successfully demonstrated in a three-
fingered soft gripper in which they could infer the information 
about the size of the picked object. 
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1Abstract— Casting silicone elastomers into 3D printed molds 

has seen a surge of applications in soft robots, soft manipulators, 

microfluidics, wearable technologies and stretchable sensors.  In 

such devices, buried fluid channels are used to transport fluids, 

as fluidic actuators and as sensors with liquid metal. However, it 

is difficult to demold structures with buried channels or 

overhangs. As a solution, using sacrificial molds made of 

dissolvable materials has been proposed. In this paper, we 

evaluate different commercially available 3D printing materials 

as dissolvable mold materials. We tested dissolving prints made 

of high-impact polystyrene (HIPS), acrylonitrile butadiene 

styrene (ABS), polyvinyl butyral (PVB) and polyvinyl alcohol 

(PVA) in limonene, acetone, isopropanol/ethanol and water, 

respectively. We further studied the effect of magnetic stirring 

and ultrasonic bath on the dissolution times. Finally, we 

fabricated buried channels using different mold materials and 

silicone elastomers. The results show that at least ABS, PVB and 

PVA can be used as mold materials. In particular, PVA is a 

promising material as it is soluble in water. The studied method 

simplifies the fabrication of soft devices, allowing the fabrication 

of overhangs and buried channels in a single casting step. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In past decades, rigid devices, such as manipulators and 
mobile robots, have served the needs of manufacturing 
industry well. Recently, new fabrication methods and 
materials have introduced soft devices to the world. These soft 
devices, composed of compliant materials, have found a 
number of new application areas beyond manufacturing, 
including soft manipulators [1], [2], wearable sensors [3], 
different bio-inspired robots [4], [5] and robots for challenging 
environments [6].  

Conventional production methods used in the fabrication of 
rigid devices are often not directly applicable to soft materials. 
Therefore, old fabrication methods have been re-invented or 
adapted for new purposes: casting elastomers into 3D printed 
molds [6]–[8], 3D printing of soft materials [7] or sculpting 
[9]. All these manufacturing processes have their advantages, 
such as the sculpting and 3D printing methods are moldless, 
but producing structures with accurate dimensions and designs 
is challenging. By contrast, casting elastomers into hard molds 
can replicate the mold features down to nanometer accuracy 
[10]. Casting has a drawback of needing multipart or 
articulated molds when more complex designs are required 
[11], [12]. In particular, it is challenging to cast objects with 
overhangs and buried channels. For instance in our previous 
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work [13], we used PneuNet actuators [14] which need three 
different molds to fabricate two different parts, which are 
bonded in a post assembly process.  

Consider the 3D printed mold in Fig. 1a. It is impossible to 
demold elastomer from this mold without breaking either the 
mold or the part, because the part design has a buried channel 
with a wider chamber in the middle. The traditional way to 
make such a channel is by casting two different pieces and then 
assembling and bonding them afterwards, which makes the 

whole process more complicated and time consuming. 
Adhesives bonds can also fail or leak. 

One way to remove the mold material from the buried 
channel is by using sacrificial mold materials. Recently, many 
different sacrificial materials for filament-fusion 3D printers 
have been introduced on the market. Their intended use is to 
serve as support structures during 3D printing, to be removed 
after the print. The removal is by dissolving the material in 
solvent. Such materials could also be used as sacrificial mold 
materials in elastomer casting. 

Fabrication of Soft Devices with Buried Fluid Channels by Using 

Sacrificial 3D Printed Molds 

Anastasia Koivikko and Veikko Sariola, Member, IEEE 

 
Figure 1. Fabrication process for sacrificial mold manufacturing. In fig. 1a, a 

sacrificial part is 3D printed, b) silicone elastomer is cast into the 3D printed 

mold, c) Sacrificial mold is dissolved in solvent, d) Final soft object with 

buried channel, e) Soft silicone device filled with dyed water and f) A 

photograph of a 3D printed test object. This object design was used in the 

dissolving experiments. a-e) have the same scale bar. 



  

Sacrificial 3D printed molds have been used in fabrication 
of scaffolds in tissue engineering, where polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS) elastomer and hydrogels have been cast into 
sacrificial polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) [15] and polyethylene 
glycol (PEG) [16] molds, respectively. Sacrificial 3D printed 
molds have also been used in the fabrication of complex 3D 
microfluidic chips, where acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 
(ABS) [17] and sugar alcohol isomalt [18] have been used as 
the sacrificial material. Additionally, a microcirculation 
phantom for visual analysis of hemodynamics has been 
fabricated by using sacrificial  ABS molds in elastomer casting 
[19]. 

In this paper, we compare common filament materials as 
sacrificial mold materials for casting buried channels in 
silicone elastomers, with the goal of finding mold materials 
that are easy to print and soluble in benign solvents. Fig. 1 
shows the fabrication steps of the studied method. First, the 
mold, including outer walls and complex inner structures, is 
3D printed out of sacrificial material using a fused-filament 3D 
printer (Fig. 1a). Then, soft silicone elastomer is cast into the 
mold and cured (Fig. 1b). After curing, the composite object, 
including dissolvable mold and soft material, is placed in 
solvent (Fig. 1c). Silicones being resistant to most solvents, the 
solvent dissolves only the mold, leaving only the silicone with 
the buried channel (Fig. 1d). Fig. 1e shows that the channel can 
be filled with liquid. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Filament materials 

Nine different commercially available 3D printing filament 

materials were selected for the initial study. Table 1 shows the 

trade names, manufacturers and main component materials of 

the filaments, and the solvents used in sacrificial fabrication. 

Chosen filaments were intended to be used as support 

structure materials in fused filament fabrication or were used 

in previous studies in sacrificial manufacturing [15], [17]. The 
solvents used were chosen based on the solvents suggested by 

the filament manufacturers or based on previous work. The 

chosen filaments varied from commonly used ABS to recently 

presented filaments such as Ethy-Lay. The filaments can be 

divided in two categories by their printing temperature: high 

temperature filaments: HIPS, ABS, Lay-Cloud and High-t-

Lay, and the lower temperature filaments: PVA, Ethy-Lay, 

Hydrosupport, PVA and LAYaPVA. 

B. 3D printing 

Molds and test objects were printed by using a fused 

filament fabrication 3D printer (Prusa i3 MK2, Prusa 

Research s.r.o., Czech Republic). The design of the test object 

is shown in Fig. 1f and was printed from all the different 

materials in Table 1. The printed test objects had same infill 

rate and surface pattern parameters in order to get as credible 

results from the solubility experiments as possible. In other 

words, the volume percentage occupied by the materials was 
the same and the surface roughness of objects made of 

different materials was close to each other. 

C. Solubility experiments 

In a preliminary solubility experiment, the 3D printed test 

objects (Fig. 1f) were placed in covered glass beakers filled 
with different solvents (Table 1). The beakers were kept in 

room temperature without stirring and photographed at 

selected time points for 24 hours. Time required to dissolve 

the test objects was examined visually. 

 Based on this first experiment, materials dissolvable within 

24 hours were selected for further study. With the selected 

materials, we tested the effect of magnetic hotplate stirring 

(VWR, 1200 rpm) and ultrasonic bath (Mechanical Ultrasonic 

cleaner, VGT-1730QT) on the dissolution times. The total 

duration of these experiments were 18 and 6 hours, 

respectively. 

D. Silicone casting 

Two different silicones were cast into 3D printed molds: 

Sorta-Clear 18 (Smooth-on, Shore A hardness: 18) and 

Sylgard 184 (Dow corning, Shore A hardness: 50). Both 

elastomers were optically clear so that the buried channels 

could be visualized. 

Both elastomers were two-component products, with 1:10 

mixing ratio by weight. Their components were mixed in a 

mixer (Kurabo Mazerustar/KK-300SS) and then poured into 

the sacrificial molds. After pouring, the elastomers were 

degassed in a vacuum chamber. Finally, the elastomers were 

fully cured in room temperature (24 hours for Sorta-Clear 18 

and 48 hours for Sylgard 184). Oven curing was not used to 

avoid any warping of the molds. 

E. Removing sacrificial molds 

To remove the sacrificial mold, the molds with the cured 

elastomers were placed in the designated solvent in a glass 

beaker inside an ultrasonic bath. For each solvent, the chosen 

TABLE I.  TESTED 3D PRINTING FILAMENT MATERIALS ANS SOLVENTS 

Trade name Manufacturer Main Material Solvent 

HIPS Orbi-Tech1 
High impact 

polystyrene 
Limonene 

ABS miniFactory2 Acrylonitrile 

butadiene styrene 
Acetone 

PVB Polymaker3 Polyvinyl butyral Isopropanol 

Ethy-Lay CC-Products4 Polyvinyl butyral Ethanol 

Hydrosupport 3D-Fuel5 Polyvinyl alcohol Water 

PVA MatterHackers6 Polyvinyl alcohol Water 

LAYaPVA CC-Products4 Polyvinyl alcohol Water 

Lay-Cloud CC-Products4 Undisclosed7 Water 

High-t-Lay CC-Products4 Undisclosed7 Water 

1. Orbi-Tech GmbH, Moltkestrasse 25, 42799 Leichlingen, Germany 
2. miniFactory Oy LTD, Kampusranta 9 C 60320, Seinäjoki, Finland 

3. Polymaker, Suzhou, Jiangsu, China 

4. CC–PRODUCTS, Auenweg 173 / Halle 10, 51063 Köln, Germany 

5. 3D-Fuel, Units 8/10 Moville Business Park, Glencrow, Moville, Co. Donegal, F93 DF84 Ireland 
6. MatterHackers, Lake Forrest, California, USA 

7. The exact material component was a trade secret.   

 



  

mold material was the one that was fastest to dissolve in the 

earlier solubility experiments. The sonication was continued 

until the outer edges of the mold were fully removed. Finally, 

the material left in inner channel was cleaned by using a 

syringe to inject solvent through the channel. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Dissolving without stirring 

Fig. 2 shows the results from the solubility experiment 

where no stirring was used. The fastest to dissolve was HIPS 
(~ six hours), followed by ABS and Ethy-Lay (~ 11 hours). 

Hydrosupport, PVA and LAYaPVA were mostly dissolved in 

24 hours. PVB, High-t-Lay and Lay-Cloud had barely 

softened in 24 hours despite they being reported to be 

dissolvable support materials (Lay-Cloud and High-t-Lay) or 

were known to dissolve in certain solvent (PVB). Therefore, 

PVB, High-t-Lay and Lay-Cloud were excluded from further 

studies. 

Note that ABS test object was considered as dissolved even 

if actually the material had only swelled, softened and flown 
to the bottom of the container. Nevertheless, the acetone was 

chosen to be the solvent because it was used in previous work 

[17] and found to be suitable for sacrificial manufacturing.  

Other filament materials were known to dissolve in the 

selected solvents: HIPS in limonene [20], Ethy-Lay (PVB) in 

the ethanol [21] and  PVA in the water [22] and it can be seen 

in the Fig. 2.  

B. Dissolving with magnetic stirrer 

Fig. 3 shows the results from the solubility 

experiment done with the magnetic stirrer. The 

fastest filament material to dissolve was HIPS 

(~3.5 hours). Then followed by Hydrosupport 

and PVA (~six hours), LAYaPVA (~eight 

hours), ABS (~ten hours) and Ethy-Lay (~18 

hours). The ABS part was only softened and 

swelled and the stirring movement caused it to 

center in the middle of the beaker. 

 Comparing the times required to dissolve test 

objects in certain solvents with or without 

stirring, one can see that all the materials 

dissolved faster in stirred solvents, as expected. 

Nevertheless, the effect of the stirring to 

dissolving speed varied between materials. PVA 

based filament materials (Hydrosupport, PVA 

and LAYaPVA) dissolved in 24 hours without 

stirring, but in stirred water, the times required to 

 
Figure 2. Dissolving different materials in their designed solvents in room temperature. Fig. 1f shows the design of the test 

object being dissolved. HIPS was fully dissolved already after 6 h.  

 
Figure 3. Dissolving with magnetic stirrer. The solvent was stirred (1200 rpm) while 

test objects were dissolved. Images on the bottom line show the fully dissolved test 

objects and times required for dissolving. 



  

dissolve them were under eight hours. In contrast, the time 

required to dissolve PVB-based Ethy-Lay decreased only 

from 24 hours to 18 hours. 

C. Dissolving in ultrasonic bath 

Third solubility experiment was conducted in ultrasonic 

bath and results are shown in Fig. 4. The fastest material to 

dissolve was Ethy-Lay (~three hours), followed by HIPS 

(~four hours), ABS (~4.5 hours), Hydrosupport and PVA 

(~five hours) and LAYaPVA (~six hours). Excluding HIPS, 

the times required to dissolve the printed test objects 

decreased with all the materials when compared to the two 

previous experiments. For HIPS, the time required dissolving 

the test object increased by half an hour, so no significant 

difference was observed in the dissolving time.  

In ultrasonic experiment, the times required for dissolving 
the test objects were more close to each other in contrast to 

two previous experiments. Specially, the Ethy-Lay, which 

needed 18 hours for dissolving in previous stirring 

experiment, needed only three hours in ultrasonic bath. This 

encourage us to use ultrasonic bath for dissolving the 

sacrificial molds in the casting experiment. 

When considering all three experiments done, HIPS was the 

fastest material to dissolve. However, the solvent used with 

HIPS, limonene, is the most hazardous of the solvents tested. 

Furthermore, HIPS can suffer from warping in the printing 

process [23]. ABS was dissolved with acetone and Ethy-Lay 

with ethanol, which are more hazardous compared to water. 
The dissolving speeds of ABS and Ethy-Lay varied more 

among the dissolving experiments in contrast to HIPS and 

PVA filaments. This should be considered when choosing the 

sacrificial material and the way to dissolve it. One should also 

consider that HIPS and ABS contain styrene, which is emitted 

during 3D printing and is potentially carcinogenic. In contrast, 

PVA is relatively harmless and dissolves with benign water. 

D. Fabrication of buried channels 

To show that the sacrificial mold materials can be used to 

fabricate buried fluidic channels in elastomers, we 3D printed 

molds (Fig. 1a) out of four different materials and filled them 
with two different elastomers. Molds made of HIPS, ABS, 

Ethy-Lay (PVB) and Hydrosupport (PVA) were tested. These 

materials were soluble in limonene, acetone, ethanol and 

water, respectively. The two tested elastomers had varying 

hardness: Sylgard 184 and Sorta-Clear 18 had Shore A 

hardness of 50 and 18, respectively. 

Fig. 5 shows the fabricated channels. The functionality of 

the fabricated channels structures was studied by filling them 

by dyed water so one can observe if the channel is open i.e. if 

there is no mold material left blocking the channel. Video 1 

shows a channel buried in PDMS being filled, where ABS 

was used as the sacrificial mold material.  

Fig. 5a shows a functional channel could be fabricated 

when ABS, Ethy-Lay and Hydrosupport were used as mold 

materials. Air bubbles can be seen in the channels, which 

might be caused by the roughness on the surface of the 

elastomer. The roughness could be avoided by smoothing the 

surface structures by improving printing quality or by using 

surface smoothing techniques such as vaporizing or coating 

[19]. On the other hand, if the structures are used for actuation 

in pneumatic actuators [14], the surface roughness is not so 

critical. When comparing the results from the two different 

elastomers, no big differences could be observed (Fig. 5a). 

When HIPS was used as sacrificial mold material, 

limonene was used as the solvent. Silicones swelled in 

limonene and shrank while drying, as reported before [24]. In 

case of Sylgard 184, the shrinking caused the elastomer to 

crack while drying (Fig. 5b). Sorta-Clear 18 elastomer 

swelled as well, but the drying did not cause cracking. 

However, the drying made Sorta-Clear 18 less transparent and 

turned it yellow, which made it challenging to observe the 

channel structure visually. For both elastomers, the drying of 

the limonene took several days. Therefore, HIPS 

is less suitable as the mold material for the 

studied fabrication method.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

We evaluated different commercially 

available 3D printing materials as dissolvable 

mold materials for fabricating buried channels 

into silicone elastomers. We found that at least 

ABS, PVB and PVA based filaments could be 

used. HIPS was less suitable as a mold material, 
because the limonene used to dissolve HIPS 

could swell and crack the elastomer during 

drying. The fabrication process simplifies the 

elastomer casting because no multipart or 

articulated mold is needed. Additionally, we 

proved that the fabrication method is not limited 

only to a specific material or solvent. 

The major limitation for presented fabrication 

method is that the material has to be 3D printable 

 
Figure 4. Ultrasound experiment. The object was placed in ultrasound bath during the 

solubility experiment.  On the bottom line, can be seen the fully dissolved test objects 

and times required for that. 



  

and dissolvable. We found at least four materials (HIPS, ABS, 

PVB and PVA) which fulfil both of these requirements. These 

are some of the more commonly used 3D printing filament 

materials; it remains as a future work to expand this list of 

suitable materials and solvents. 

Another shortcoming of this fabrication method is the 

limited resolution of fused filament 3D printers. However, the 

resolution of these printers has consistently improved during 

the past few years. For many applications e.g. pneumatic 

actuation, the resolution is already good enough. 

In the future, this fabrication process will be adapted to 

elastomer casting of soft robots. The method might allow the 

casting of whole robot at once without post assembly. The 

possibility to use two or more sacrificial materials in a single 

mold should be also studied. Each of the materials could be 

dissolved sequentially and the channels filled with another 

material. This kind of sacrificial multimaterial molds could be 

used to create even more complex structures. 
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Figure 5. Fabricated soft devices with buried channels. a) Comparing the 

fabrication results with three different mold materials and two different 

silicone elastomers. b) Cracking of PDMS in Limonene (on the left), Filled 

channel in misted Sorta-Clear 18 (on the right) when HIPS was mold material. 

Scale bar: 1 cm. 
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3D-Printed Pneumatically Controlled Soft Suction Cups for
Gripping Fragile, Small, and Rough Objects

Anastasia Koivikko, Dirk-Michael Drotlef, Cem Balda Dayan, Veikko Sariola,
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1. Introduction

An ideal robotic gripper should be gentle, i.e., not deform or
break the manipulated object by applying too large stresses on
it, grip the object strongly, i.e., be able to lift at least the weight
of the object and overcome the adhesion of the object to its
substrate, be able to release the object from its grip easily at
will, and be able to pick objects of varying sizes, shapes, rough-
ness, and fragility. To fulfill the gentle handling requirement,

many different soft grippers have been
proposed.[1,2] Gentle gripping methods
include capillary forces-based gripping,[3,4]

switchable electroadhesive surfaces,[5–7]

where a voltage applied to electrodes on
the gripper induces a charge on the manip-
ulated object, and switchable dry microfi-
brillar adhesive surfaces,[8–11] inspired
by the adhesive footpads of the gecko.
However, capillary grippers and adhesive
grippers generally do not achieve a very
strong grip of the object: the applied pull-
off forces to pick and lift the objects from
these grippers are usually small. Strong
grips can be achieved with claw grip-
pers[12–14] and with grippers that can
control their shape and stiffness by
using shape memory materials[15–17] and
granular jamming.[18–20] Claw grippers
can release the object very quickly, while
thermal shape memory materials-based
grippers tend to have longer response

times because heating up and cooling down the material is slow.
One limitation of claw grippers and granular jamming grippers
is that they are limited to objects that they can enclose; flat objects
being particularly challenging for both types of grippers.
Meanwhile, adhesive and vacuum grippers excel at picking flat
objects. Overall, all the different gripping techniques tend to
excel in some aspects but have limitations in other aspects.
A gripping technique that would excel in all these four different
aspects would still be highly desirable.

Vacuum suction-based gripping is a fast and efficient way to
handle objects.[21] In industrial production lines, vacuum grip-
pers are common due to their simple operation principle and fast
speed. These grippers generate a negative pressure between the
gripper and the target object to achieve a grasp.[22] Grippers can
use either passive or active vacuum for generating the suction
effect. In passive vacuum, the adhesion is generated by pushing
the fluid from under the gripper, thus creating a negative pres-
sure between the gripper and the target object. In active vacuum,
the suction is generated using a pump. Vacuum grippers are suit-
able for objects with a flat, smooth, and nonporous surface,
which is wider than the gripper to achieve proper vacuum
sealing.[1]

Due to many advantages of the vacuum gripping, researchers
have proposed different suction cup designs.[21,23,24] Takahashi
et al.[25] proposed an octopus-inspired suction gripper with a film,
using a combination of vacuum and jamming phenomena for
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A 3D-printed pneumatically actuated soft suction gripper with an elastomer film
is proposed. Suction in such gripper is actively controlled by applying a negative
pressure behind the film. The elastomeric gripper body is 3D-printed, making it
easy to customize and integrate into future robotic gripping systems. The gripper
can pick a wide variety of objects, such as delicate fruits, small parts, and parts
with uneven loads, with high pull-off forces (over 7.4 N with ∅ 20 mm/55 kPa).
The achieved pull-off forces are significantly higher than the previously reported
suction cup grippers with films and more comparable with commercial vacuum
grippers. The pull-off forces show no significant differences with surfaces of
varying roughness (up to root-mean-square roughness of 5.66 μm) and the
gripper is able to pick and release target objects repeatedly. The gripper is also
compared with a commercial vacuum gripper with comparable dimensions. It
outperforms the commercial gripper in the case of fragile objects, objects smaller
than the gripper diameter, and objects with uneven loads. It can apply high pull-
off forces while having controllable release, and is suitable for gripping a wide
variety of real-world objects, including heavy, rough, small, thin, and fragile ones.
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the gripping. They fabricated a 14mm wide gripper with micro-
pumps and glass beads inside the gripper body. The maximum
pull-off force they reported was 2.1 N. They also reported the
enhancing effect of liquid on the surface[26] when the same grip-
per design was used. Horie et al.[27] reported an octopus-inspired
microgripper for medical microelectromechanical systems.
Mazzolai et al.[28] reported an octopus-inspired actuator with inte-
grated suction cups. Their suction cups had three different
designs (a suction cup without film, with film underneath the
cup, and with curve shaped film underneath the suction cup)
depending on the desired function. They reached 3.3 N pull-
off forces with the combination gripper.

Despite the many advantages of vacuum gripping, there are
still some unsolved shortcomings. Due to the required preload
in passive vacuum grippers or negative pressure in active vac-
uum grippers, the surface of the object cannot be neither soft
nor delicate: the negative pressure of a vacuum gripper can leave
a print on soft and delicate surfaces. The load of the vacuum
gripper should also be even so that vacuum sealing is preserved
during the object handling. In addition, the picked object should
be able to be released after its transport. Finally, these challenges
should be solved without compromising high pull-off forces to be
able to carry heavy objects or to maintain grip during fast
accelerations.

In our previous works,[9,29] we proposed designs of soft cup-
shaped grippers with thin silicone elastomer films. The adhesion
could be actively controlled by applying a negative pressure
behind the film. Two different films were demonstrated: a film
with a gecko-inspired microfibrillar topography[9] and a flat non-
structured film.[29] The operation principle of the gecko-inspired
gripper relied on adhesion control by equal load sharing, whereas
in the flat film gripper, the film acts as a suction cup when a
negative pressure is applied behind the film. This, combined
with the adhesion of the object to the elastomeric film, creates
the force necessary to pick an object. We found that the pull-
off forces of the flat film gripper against rough surfaces were
larger than those of the gecko-inspired gripper. The fabrication
of our previous gripper’s body included several time-consuming
and complex molding, silanization, demolding, and assembly
steps. Also, the achieved pull-off forces were significantly lower
than the commercial vacuum grippers of comparable size. To
solve these issues, in this article, we propose an improved design
of a 3D-printed soft vacuum gripper (Figure 1a,b). It is fabricated
using direct 3D-printing (Carbon Digital Light Synthesis) with
elastomeric silicone resins. The gripper consists of a 3D-printed
gripper body with a negative pressure chamber, attached to a soft
elastomer film. 3D-printing was selected to speed up and sim-
plify the fabrication process of the gripper body. We were able
to modify the design easily and 3D-printed multiple different
designs at once. The film material and thickness were selected
to be a balanced trade-off between the maximum pull-off force
and conformation to rough surface, as reported in our previous
study.[29] The material of the gripper body was also stiffer than
the one in our previous study. Unlike in our previous study,
where the extremely soft material stretched significantly during
the retraction and made the accurate positioning of the objects
challenging, in this study the stiffer material reduces the stretch-
ing, and also prevents the gripper body to collapse on the soft film
immediately after the withdrawal has been started.

We show that the gripper can handle objects smaller than its
diameter because the film prevents the objects from being
sucked into the gripper. In addition, we demonstrate that it
handles highly uneven loads because the adhesion of the film
enhances the sealing and thus prevents leaking. The improved
gripper design can also achieve significantly higher pull-off
forces even when the surface is rough. Finally, due to its softness
and film, the gripper can pick soft and delicate objects without
damaging them.

The grasping of the gripper is based on the vacuum suction
principle. The pressure inside the vacuum chamber is called
Pneg. Initially, it is same with the atmospheric pressure P0
and the gripper has a dome shape (I in Figure 1c,d). When grip-
per is brought into contact with the target object and a preload
Fpre is applied, small amount of air is captured between the film
and the object (II in Figure 1c,d). Pressure in this volume is
called PS. After the preload, a negative pressure Pneg is applied
inside the gripper by a syringe pump and then Pneg< PS¼ P0
(III in Figure 1c,d). When the gripper is retracted from the sur-
face, the pressure between the gripper and the object starts to
decrease and Pneg< PS< P0 (IV in Figure 1c,d). The pull-off
force Foff is reached when (or a few seconds before) the gripper
finally detaches from the surface (V in Figure 1c,d).

To see the effect of the negative pressure Pneg on the pull-off
force Foff, we measured Foff against a smooth glass surface while
varying Pneg from 0 to �55 kPa (Figure 1e). The maximum pull-
off force was around 7.4 N, reached when a �55 kPa negative
pressure was applied. The pull-off forces are higher with a larger
negative pressure; however, the increase is nonlinear and
saturates. To capture this nonlinearity, we fitted a second-order
polynomial y¼�0.003683� 0.4171x� 4.49x2, excluding the
outlier when Pneg¼ 0, with an adjusted R2 value of 0.996.
We also tested linear fits for all the data and by excluding the
V¼ 0 case and all these resulted in lower adjusted R2 values.
The good fit of the second-order polynomial implies
reduced gains for high vacuums. Note that 55 kPa is already
0.54 atm, �1 atm being the theoretical maximum in the ambient
environments.

To confirm how the elastic film affects the vacuum gripping
forces, we repeated the pull-off experiments with the same grip-
per design, but without the film (Figure 1e). A fitted straight line
had adjusted R2 value of 0.8425. Without the film, the pull-off
forces were always lower and more scattered than with the grip-
per with the film. The colors related to the applied withdrawal
volumes also show that the achieved negative pressures were
smaller and more scattered when the film was missing from
the gripper. The gripper without the film fails as soon as there
is a leakage from the edge, but the gripper with the film prevents
the loss of vacuum under the gripper propagating immediately
from one side to another. These results indicate that the film
enhances the gripping forces. To see the effect of the object
surface roughness, we measured pull-off forces against surfaces
with varying roughness. To exclude the effect of the material, all
surfaces were fabricated from the samematerial (EpoxAcast 690),
by replicating the roughness of original surfaces through replica
molding. For reference, we also tested the adhesion against a
smooth glass surface. The masters for replicated surfaces were
rough steel, 1000 and 2000 grit sandpaper, rough polymer, and
concrete. The pull-off force results and Rrms (root-mean-squared
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surface roughness) values of the surface replicas are shown in
Figure 2a, and micrographs for the corresponding surfaces
are shown in Figure 2b. The selected surfaces are from the
everyday objects, including also highly rough surfaces such as
a sandpaper. The surface pattern in each object is different: in
the sandpaper, the pattern is small with sharp peaks; in the rough
polymer and concrete, the patterns are smoother and larger; and
in the steel, there are long grooves and the structures are not as
steep as the earlier ones. The measured pull-off forces were
practically identical for all different test surfaces. However, the
pull-off force did depend heavily on Pneg. This indicates that
the operation principle of the gripper is mainly vacuum based.
Thus, for reliable gripping, controlling Pneg is a much more
important than the material/roughness of the object being
picked, which is a promising result considering the practical
applications of the gripper. Figure 1e also shows that the forces

start to saturate after the �55 kPa, which limits the maximum
pull-force values that can be reached.

The film of the gripper makes it also possible to pick objects
smaller than the diameter of the gripper. To demonstrate this, we
tested picking of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) disks of vary-
ing diameters. The smallest disk we were able to pick had a diam-
eter of 6 mm (30% of 20mm gripper diameter) (Figure 3f ).
However, the gripper could not release this disk, but the disk
remained adhered to the film. The smallest disk that we were
able to both pick and release had a diameter of 16 mm. To better
quantify the ability of the gripper to pick small objects, we mea-
sured the pull-off forces against two different diameter glass
spheres, 30mm and 15mm. Spheres were used in these experi-
ments because spheres do not require alignment of the gripper
with the target object. The gripper adhered well to the bigger
30mm sphere but did not adhere to the smaller 15mm sphere.

Figure 1. Concept and characterization of the 3D-printed soft vacuum gripper with an integrated elastomeric film. a) Schematic of the gripper and its
holder. b) Photograph of the gripper holding a soft and delicate banana fruit (127 g), scale bar: 2 cm. c) Schematic of a pull-off force measurement and
d) example data from a pull-off force measurement on a flat glass plate. I) The gripper is approaching the glass plate, II) a target preload Fpre (1 N) is
applied after contacting the object, III) a negative pressure is applied in the gripper chamber, IV) the gripper is retracted from the object, V) the pull-off
force Foff (the maximum force measured before the gripper detached from the object) is reached. e) Pull-off forces with different negative pressures on a
smooth glass plate for grippers with (circles) and without (squares) the elastomeric film. With the film, the fitted line is a second-order polynomial with
zero pressure point excluded. Without the film, the fitted line is linear. Different colors indicate the applied withdrawal volume in each measurement
point.
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This is shown in Figure S3, Supporting Information. The results
indicate that the gripper is able to grip small, flat, and light parts,
due to its soft film, but would fail with highly curved objects.

The repeatability of the gripper was tested by attaching the
gripper to a robotic arm with a three-axis force sensor
(Figure 3c). The pick-and-place operation (Video S1, Supporting
Information and snapshots in Figure 3b) was repeated 15 times
for the same five surface replicas as before and two small PMMA
parts with diameters of 18 and 16mm. The target objects were
selected to be light (�10 g), to test the adhesion of the gripper to
the objects. Even in the absence of vacuum, the gripper might
adhere to the object simply due to van der Waals and capillary
forces (sticky finger phenomenon). An example (concrete replica)
of the force data recorded during one of these repeatability
experiments is shown in Figure 3a. In each pick-and-place
cycle, the force profile stays similar and the gripper was able
to reliably and reproducibly pick and release every tested object.
This shows that the gripper would not be limited only to smooth
surfaces in potential future applications and it is capable to
release also light objects.

To test whether the gripper leaves marks or dints on surfaces,
we picked two delicate objects: a pear (170 g) and a banana
(130 g), as shown in Figure 1b and 3e. Picking and releasing
the fruits was successful, and the gripper did not leave any visible
dints on the surface. We attribute that as the gripper, including
the gripper body, is entirely soft, there is no risk of local high
stresses and thus the gripping is gentler. As a control experi-
ment, we did the same manipulation tasks with a commercial
suction cup (Bellow suction cup SPB4 20 SI-55 G1/8-AG,
Schmalz GmbH, Germany). The commercial suction cup was
used with a vacuum generator (Vacuum Unit VER 15,
Schmalz GmbH, Germany), set to �60 kPa pressure as
recommended by the manufacturer for continuous suction.
Figures S1a,b, Supporting Information, show that the commer-
cial suction cup left visible prints on both surfaces. To test if

the gripper leaves visible contamination on picked
surfaces, we picked a cleaned glass plate and a silicon wafer with
the gripper (Figure S4, Supporting Information). Both surfaces
and the gripper were cleaned before the picking with acetone,
isopropyl alcohol, and deionized water. We did not observe
any visible contamination on the surfaces after inspecting them
with an optical microscope. However, silicone elastomers are
known to contaminate surfaces in nonvisible ways,[30] which
can be reduced, for example, by oxidating the silicone elastomer
before picking.[31] We conclude that our gripper can handle sig-
nificant loads without leaving visible dints on the soft surfaces of
the objects that can be easily damaged. Also, it does not leave
visible contamination marks on the clean surfaces.

Thin objects and films are often a challenge to robotic
grippers: both grasping and suction grippers may inadvertently
wrinkle or even crumple the film. To demonstrate that our grip-
per can pick thin objects, the gripper was used to flip the pages of
a book (Video S2, Supporting Information and snapshots in
Figure 3g). The gripper managed to grip and release the pages,
without leaving visible crumples on the pages of the book.

Objects with uneven load distribution are difficult for many
robotic grippers, as such loads results in torque, leading to an
uneven stress distribution between the gripper and the object.
To see if our gripper can pick uneven loads, we tested picking
a fluid-containing bottle (429 g) from the edge of the bottle
(Figure 3d). For comparison, we tested gripping the bottle using
the same commercial vacuum gripper as before (Video S3,
Supporting Information and snapshots in Figure S1c,
Supporting Information). Our gripper could pick the bottle from
the edge, i.e., when the load was uneven, whereas the commer-
cial gripper could grip the bottle only from the middle, i.e., when
the load was even. This ability to grip uneven loads could be from
the soft silicone film that maintains the seal between the gripper
and the object, preventing a small opening developing into a cat-
astrophic loss of vacuum. This reduces the need to carefully plan

Figure 2. Pull-off forces for surfaces with varying roughness. a) Pull-off forces with smooth glass and replicas of rough surfaces (2000 and 1000 grit
sandpaper, rough polymer, rough steel, and concrete) and Rrms values of the corresponding replicas. Pull-off force measurements were conducted with
35 and 47 kPa negative pressures. Each bar indicates an average of five measurements, and error bars show standard deviation. b) 3D topographies of the
surfaces measured by a laser confocal microscope.
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the gripping. The angle and spot to grip the object do not have to
be exact, making it especially suitable for situations where visual
inspection of the object is limited.

In conclusion, we fabricated and characterized a 3D-printed
soft suction cup gripper with a thin film underneath it.
3D-printing the gripper is faster and simpler than our
previously[9,25,28,29] reported casting techniques: there are less
fabrication steps, they take less time to complete, and they are
more reproducible. This rapid prototyping also makes it easier to
integrate our gripper into future applications in fully 3D-printed
soft robotic systems including actuators and sensors. The design
of the proposed gripper is closed unlike in traditional suction cup
grippers. The closed design prevents particles from entering and
clogging the pneumatic channel, making the gripper more reli-
able in dirty environments. The design also allows the gripping
of objects smaller than the gripper diameter. The soft gripper

conforms to the 3D shape of the object, which reduces the need
to position the gripper accurately when picking objects. Because
of these features, the gripper can have future various industrial
manipulation or assembly applications, where the objects often
have varying sizes and the position of the target objects may vary,
for example, when they arrive on a conveyor belt. Finally, com-
pared with previously reported soft suction grippers,[9,29] the
pull-off force of our gripper is significantly higher (7.4 N), as
shown in Table 1. The pull-off force was also higher when com-
pared with the gripper diameter and area normalized pull-off
forces. The exception is the gripper proposed by Tomokazu
et al.,[26] which has higher pull-off force and diameter normalized
pull-off force. However, their measurements were conducted
with liquid enhancing in the gripper-object contact so the com-
parison is not straightforward. We attribute the higher pull-off
forces are due to improved design and materials of the gripper

Figure 3. Pick-and-place repeatability tests and demonstrations using a robotic arm. a) Three-axis force data (x¼ blue, y¼ red, and z¼ orange) from the
15 repeated measurements with concrete replica and inset of that data. b) Snapshots from a repeatability measurement. At t¼ 102 s, the gripper is
approaching the target object. The gripper contacts the object with preload at t¼ 104 s, and then a negative pressure is applied inside the chamber
(t¼ 106 s). At t¼ 112 s, the object is carried, and then released (t¼ 118 s). c) Schematic of the robotic arm setup: gripper is mounted at tip of the robotic
arm and connected to the syringe pump using silicone tubing. A force sensor is between the gripper and the robotic arm, and the sensor is connected to a
computer. d–g) Demonstration with the robotic arm: d–f ) photographs of the gripper holding different objects: an orange juice bottle (429 g, highly
uneven load), a pear (167 g), a soft object, and a small object (6 mm). g) Snapshots of the video: the gripper turns the pages of a book. Scale bar in all
photographs: 2 cm.
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body which were able to achieve due to fat fabrication methods.
This pull-off force is comparable with industrial suction grippers
and that is why we compared our gripper to the same size com-
mercial suction cup gripper with 11 N pull-off force. We demon-
strated that our gripper can perform the same tasks as the
commercial gripper in the given pull-off force limit, but addition-
ally our gripper could perform tasks that are challenging for the
commercial gripper, such as picking uneven loads, delicate sur-
faces, and smaller objects than the diameter of the suction cup.
The operation speed of our 3D-printed gripper is slower than the
commercial suction cup. The speed of the proposed gripper is
currently limited by the used vacuum pump, and by changing
the vacuum unit, the operation speed can be increased.
Because of such versatility of our gripper, we believe that it could
find use in future warehouse applications, where objects can be
expected to vary in surface material, size, and shape.

2. Experimental Section
Design and Fabrication of the Soft Gripper: The fabrication steps of the

soft gripper are shown in Figure S2, Supporting Information. The gripper
consists of a 3D-printed soft gripper body with 700 μm wall thickness, a
soft silicone film, air tubing, and a rigid 3D-printed holder. The diameter of
bottom part of the body is 20mmwith 0.3 mmwider outer ring to enhance
the sealing when in contact. The inner volume of the gripper is 1.4 mL.
The 3D-printed part was fabricated by using Carbon Digital Light
Synthesis (Carbon DLS) and M2 Printer (Carbon, CA, USA) by using a soft
silicone urethane resin (SIL 30, Carbon, CA, USA. Shore hardness: A35).
3D-printer had a 75 μm xy-resolution and 100 μm z-resolution. After the
3D-printing, the parts were cleaned with isopropyl alcohol to get rid of any
residual resin. Then, the parts were placed in the oven for 8 h at 120 �C.
After that, the supporting structures were removed from the gripper
bodies. Then, the 3D-printed gripper body was bonded onto 400 μm-thick
bar-coated soft silicone film (Ecoflex, Smooth-On Inc., USA. Shore hard-
ness: 00–50) with a silicone adhesive (Sil-PoxyTM, Smooth-On, USA).
Then air tubing was attached into upper part of the gripper and sealed
by using the same silicone adhesive. Finally, the gripper was attached
to a 3D-printed rigid plastic holder designed for the gripper.

Fabrication of the Rough Surface Replicas: The rough surface replicas
were fabricated by first creating a negative mold of the original surface,
by pressing a glass plate with a layer of uncured vinylsiloxane polymer

(Flexitime medium flow, Heraeus Kulzer GmbH) onto the original surface.
The mold was cured for 5 min at room temperature, and then removed
from the surface. Next, a positive replica of the original surface was made
by casting clear epoxy (EpoxAcast 690, Smooth-On Inc., 10:3 ratio by
weight) into the mold, with another glass plate pressed on top. The posi-
tive replica was cured for 48 h before removing it from the mold.

Adhesion Measurements: To characterize the adhesion and pull-off
forces of the gripper, the gripper was attached to a high-resolution load
cell (GSO-1K, Transducer Techniques), measuring the reaction forces
normal to a smooth glass substrate. High-precision piezo motion stages
(LPS-65 2 00, Physik Instrumente GmbH & Co. KG) were used to move the
gripper vertically. The interface between the gripper film and the
glass substrate was observed from below using an inverted optical
microscope (Axio Observer A1, Zeiss) with a video camera
(Grasshopper3, Point Gray Research Inc.). A programmable syringe pump
(Legato 210p, KD Scientific, USA) was used to control the pressure inside
the gripper body.

Repeatability Tests and Demonstrations: The repeatability of the gripper
was tested with 7 degrees of freedom robotic arm (Franka Emika, Panda
Research, Germany). Figure 3c shows the measurement setup. We
attached the gripper and the holder to a six-axis torque sensor
(Nano 17 Titanium, ATI Industrial Automation, USA) which was attached
to the tip of the robotic arm. In these experiments, we used the same
syringe pump as before to apply the negative pressure inside the gripper
chamber. In the repeatability tests, the robotic arm was programmed to
pick and place the objects 15 times and the syringe pump was operated
accordingly.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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Table 1. Comparison of the proposed 3D-printed suction gripper and previously reported suction-based grippers.

Gripper name Diameter
[mm]

Pull-of force
per area

[[N] mm�2]

Pull-off force
per diameter
[[N] mm�1]

Pull-off
force [N]

Fabrication
method

Max. Surface
roughness

picked (Rrms) [μm]

Reference

Dielectric suction cup 12 – – – Thin films stacked together – [21]

Magnetically switchable gripper 10 0.012 0.09 0.9 Casting – [23]

Octopus-inspired gripper 14 0.014 0.15 2.1 Casting – [25]

Octopus-inspired gripper with liquid membrane 60 0.016 0.77 46a) Casting 1.2 [26]

Micro sucker 3–10 0.0035 0.03 �0.1b) Casting – [27]

Octopus-inspired gripper 9–14 – – 3.3c) Casting d) [28]

Soft suction gripper 18 0.011 0.15 2.7 Casting, bar coating 1.6 [29]

Commercial Suction gripper 20 0.035 0.55 11 – – Schmalz

3D-printed soft suction gripper 20 0.024 0.37 7.4 3D-printing, bar coating 5.66 This work

a)Force measured with a liquid membrane between the gripper and the object; b)Measurement was conducted with a chicken breast (wet), estimated from Figure 4 in ref. [27];
c)Measurement was conducted by using the whole robotic arm and many suction cups, the whole diameter not known; d)Rough surfaces tested, where Rz¼ 36.5 μm.
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a b s t r a c t

Grasping is one of the key tasks for robots. Gripping fragile and complex three-dimensional (3D) objects
without applying excessive contact forces has been a challenge for traditional rigid robot grippers. To
solve this challenge, soft robotic grippers have been recently proposed for applying small forces and
for conforming to complex 3D object shapes passively and easily. However, rigid grippers are still
able to exert larger forces, necessary for picking heavy objects. Therefore, in this study, we propose
a magnetically switchable soft suction gripper (diameter: 20 mm) to be able to apply both small and
large forces. The suction gripper is in its soft state during approach and attachment while it is switched
to its rigid state during picking. Such stiffness switching is enabled by filling the soft suction cup
with a magnetorheological fluid (MR fluid), which is switched between low-viscosity (soft) and high-
viscosity (rigid) states using a strong magnetic field. We characterized the gripper by measuring the
force required to pull the gripper from a smooth glass surface. The force was up to 90% larger when
the magnetic field was applied (7.1 N vs. 3.8 N). We also demonstrated picking of curved, rough, and
wet 3D objects, and thin and delicate films. The proposed stiffness-switchable gripper can also carry
heavy objects and still be delicate while handling fragile objects, which is very beneficial for future
potential industrial part pick-and-place applications.

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Grasping is one of the most important tasks for robots in
manufacturing lines, food industry and warehouses. When ma-
nipulated objects are not fragile and their shape is well-defined,
traditional rigid grippers perform well due to their ability to
exert large forces and to maintain their shape during grasping.
However, they struggle with fragile objects as they may damage
the objects by applying too much local stress at the contact
points. Furthermore, when the object shape is not well-defined
(e.g. most biological objects), the grasping needs to be carefully
planned, based on vision or otherwise, to account for variations
in the object shape.

To overcome these challenges, soft robotic grippers [1] have
been proposed. Being made of soft material, they can conform to
the shape of the target object, distributing the stress more evenly.
Multiple different soft grippers have been proposed: bioinspired
suction cups [2,3], grippers with controlled adhesive surfaces
[4–8], grippers with multiple soft fingers [9–13], grippers based
on state change [14,15] and so-called jamming grippers [16–
19], which envelope the target object with a switchable material
that turns from soft to rigid (e.g. granular material [16,17] or
magnetorheological fluids (MR fluids) [18–20]).

∗ Corresponding author.
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All of the aforementioned gripping methods have their short-
comings: (1) suction cups and adhesive grippers generally exert
smaller forces than rigid and jamming grippers; (2) jamming
grippers can only pick objects that can be partially or completely
enveloped by the gripper; and (3) adhesive grippers are mostly
limited to dry and clean surfaces. To develop a gripping method
without such short-comings, we decided to explore how the
gripping forces of our existing soft suction cup gripper design [21]
could be improved, without compromising its soft touch.

In this paper, we show that a soft suction cup gripper, filled
with an MR fluid, can act as a switchable soft/hard gripper (Fig. 1a
and b). The gripper consists of a 3D-printed bell-shaped gripper
body, attached to a cast soft elastomer film (Fig. 1a and b).
Between the body and the film is an internal cavity. At the top of
the bell shaped body is an inlet, through which the cavity can be
filled with an MR fluid. The inlet is connected to a syringe pump
with silicone tubing. The basic gripper design is same as in our
previous works [4,21]; however, unlike in our previous works,
where the gripper cavity was filled with air, here the gripper is
filled with an MR fluid, which enables the switchable stiffness.

During approach in Fig. 1c, I, the magnetic field is off, and the
gripper is soft, conforming to the target object to get the best
possible attachment without damaging the surface in Fig. 1c, II.
Then, the magnetic field is applied in Fig. 1c, III; in this work by
bringing a permanent magnet near the gripper. The magnetic field
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the proposed stiffness-switchable gripper and its gripping demonstrations. (a) A photograph and (b) a schematic of the gripper. The soft gripper
body is 3D-printed and attached onto a soft elastomer film. A silicone tube is attached to the inlet for the hydraulic connection. The gripper is filled with an MR fluid
and attached to a 3D-printed holder including a removable magnet. (c) Schematic of the pick-and-place manipulation process and (d) corresponding photographs
from a real experiment. (I) The gripper approaches the target object. (II) A preload is applied while withdrawing the MR fluid from the inside the gripper chamber.
(III) A magnet is placed on top of the gripper for enhancing the pull-off force. IV) The gripper picks the object. Gripping demonstrations: (e) a mango (inset: a
close-up of the surface of the mango), (f) a banana, (g) a wet beaker, (h) a thin plastic sheet, (i) a cardboard packet, (j) a tape roll, (k) a plastic water bottle, (l)
∅ 16 mm 3D-printed disc, (m) ∅ 10 mm 3D-printed disc and (n) ∅ 8 mm 3D-printed disc. Scale bars: 1 cm.

stiffens the MR fluid, so it does not move inside the gripper during
the picking process in Fig. 1c, IV. The stiffness of the gripper
prevents the object from peeling off and helps maintaining a good
suction, effectively increasing the pull-off force. The entire grip-
ping sequence is illustrated in Fig. 1c and d and demonstrations
with varying objects in Fig. 1e–n.

MR fluids are often mineral or silicone oils containing micron
sized iron particles. Under the external magnetic field, they show
a reversible transformation from a liquid to a nearly solid-like
state in less than milliseconds [22]. They are typically used in
hydraulic dampers, brakes and control valves [22,23], but also as
a semi-active actuation method in robotic grippers [24]. In soft
grippers, they have been used by mixing them into silicones to
create magnetic elastomers [25], by filling empty structures with
them to create jamming effect based grippers [18–20], and in
controllable wet adhesive grippers [26].

The main advantages of our new approach are: (1) the ad-
hesion can be switched to apply large and small gripping forces
as needed to grip heavy or fragile objects, respectively; (2) the
softness of the gripper during approach allows it to conform to
the shape of the object; (3) the gripper can pick both small and
large objects (relative to its size); and (4) the gripper can adhere
to many different surfaces, including curved, soft, rough, wet or
oily ones.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Gripper design and fabrication

The gripper body was stereolithography printed (Form 2,
Formlabs, Somerville, MA, USA) with an elastic resin (Elastic V1,

Shore A 50). The body is a hollow bell-like structure, with an inner
diameter of 20 mm, a height of 12.5 mm and a wall thickness
of 700 μm. An inlet with a diameter of 4 mm is at the apex
of the bell-like structure. To fabricate the soft elastomer film,
we spread silicone elastomer (EcoflexTM 00–50, Smooth-On Inc.,
Macungie, PA, USA) onto a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) sheet
by using a universal film applicator (UA 3000, Mtv Messtechnik
oHG, Germany). The thickness of the elastomer film after curing
was ∼400 μm.

To bond the film to the gripper, we cleaned the gripper with
oxygen plasma (PICO with RF Generator, Diener electronic, 20 s at
30 W). Immediately after plasma treatment, we dipped the grip-
per in a silicone adhesive (Sil-PoxyTM, Smooth-On Inc., Macungie,
PA, USA) and pressed onto the cured elastomer film. The same
silicone adhesive was used to attach a silicone tube (∅ 2/4 mm)
to the inlet. Fig. S1 shows a schematic of the fabrication method.

2.2. Magnetorheological fluid

We tested filling the gripper with two different magnetorheo-
logical fluids (122EG and 140CG, Parker Lord, Macungie, PA, USA).
The properties of the fluids are summarized in Table 1. To fill the
gripper without having air bubbles, we first evacuated air from
the gripper using an empty syringe, creating a near vacuum inside
the gripper. Then, we swapped the syringe to one filled with an
MR fluid and the vacuum was let to suck the fluid into the gripper
cavity (Fig. S1). The total mass of the gripper with the fluid was
approximately 9 g.
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Table 1
Properties of the two MR fluids tested.
MR fluid property 122EG 140CG

Viscosity (mPa s) 42 ± 20 280 ± 70
Yield stress at 100 kA/m (kPa) 20 44
Density (g/cm3) 2.28–2.48 3.54–3.74
Solid content by weight (%) 72 85.44

2.3. Characterization setup

A mechanical tester (TA.XT Plus, Stable Micro Systems, Surrey,
UK) was used to characterize the gripping forces. The approach
and retraction speeds of the tester were set to 0.1 mm/s. The
gripper was attached to a 10 kg load cell, using a custom-made
3D-printed holder. The holder included a pole to which a ring-
shaped neodymium magnet (grade N42, ∅ 5/12 mm, height:
12 mm, 4.4 kg holding power, weight: 8.5 g) could be placed. The
center of the magnet was approximately 15 mm from the center
of the gripper.

The characterization experiments were done against a smooth
and clean glass surface unless otherwise noted. A 45◦ mirror
was mounted beneath the glass surface for observing the attach-
ment of the soft film during the experiments. To control the MR
fluid flow, a syringe pump (Aladdin Single-Syringe Pump, High
Pressure, World Precision Instruments) was used. The pump was
computer controlled over a serial port interface. The flowrate
was 1 ml/min in all the experiments. Fig. 2a and b show the
characterization setup.

Example of a typical characterization experiment is shown in
Fig. 2c. First, the gripper approaches the target surface and once in
contact, a preload force Fpre of 1.47 N is applied. Then, a volume V
of the MR fluid is withdrawn from the gripper, which flattens the
gripper body and creates vacuum under the film. A closed-loop
controller maintains the preload during fluid withdrawal. After
the withdrawal is finished, the external magnetic field is applied
by placing the magnet on top of the gripper. The gripper then
retracts and detaches from the surface. We call the peak force
during the retraction as the pull-off force Foff and integral of the
tensile part of the force–distance curve as the tensile work WT
(Fig. 3a).

3. Results and discussion

To confirm the effect of the magnetic field and suction on the
gripping forces, we performed characterization experiments with
and without the magnetic field applied and with varying volumes
V of fluid withdrawn from the gripper. The representative force–
distance curves from such experiments are shown in Fig. 3a and
b.

The gripper film detached in multiple sudden jumps from
the surface, which is seen as spikes in both Fig. 3a and b. The
number and placement of the spikes varied between experiments,
but they could be seen in almost all the experiments with and
without external magnetic field applied. However, the overall
shape of the curve, including the location and magnitude of the
pull-off force peak, is quite comparable between the experiments,
despite the smaller spikes seen in the experiments. The smaller
spikes are due to parts of the film detaching at different times
and vacuum readjusting under the gripper in a step-like manner.
Another reason for the spikes is the step-like detachment of
the gripper body from the soft film. When the MR fluid was
withdrawn from the cavity, the gripper body collapsed onto the
soft film. When the gripper started to retract from the surface,
the gripper body detached from the soft film also in a step-like
manner. The collapse of the gripper body onto the soft film is
further illustrated in Fig. 5.

The average pull-off forces and tensile works from five re-
peats with different combinations of experimental parameters are
shown in Fig. 4a. The largest increase (90%, from 3.8 N to 7.1
N) in pull-off force with the magnet is seen when V = 1.5 ml.
Note that, in the undeformed shape, the volume of the gripper
chamber is ∼1.5 ml, so V = 1.5 ml corresponds to 100% of the
gripper chamber volume and majority of the MR fluid is already
withdrawn from the chamber. When V was only 0.5 ml (33%
of the chamber volume), the pull-off force was not observed to
increase with the magnet. The pull-off forces increased with V
until 1.5 ml, but no difference was seen in pull-off forces between
1.5 ml and 2 ml (133% of the gripper volume) when the magnetic
field was applied. At such a large V, majority of the MR fluid is
already withdrawn from the chamber and the extra withdrawn
volume results in the compression of the silicone tubing connect-
ing pump to the gripper, which is likely why the pull-off force
was not observed to increase significantly after V = 1.5 ml.
The tensile work was increased with the magnet for all tested
withdrawal volumes from 1 ml and up. We conclude that, as
long as a sufficient volume of fluid is withdrawn, the magnet can
increase the adhesion significantly.

Many switchable adhesive grippers, such as electroadhesives
and gecko inspired adhesives, fail to grasp surfaces wetted by
water or oil [1]. However, most suction grippers do not suffer
from this limitation [2]. To see how our gripper adheres to wet
surfaces, we measured its adhesion against a glass surface wet-
ted with deionized water or heavy mineral oil (CAS 8042-47-5,
Sigma-Aldrich). The results are shown in Fig. 4b. The results show
that the adhesion was largest to dry surfaces, and smallest to oily
surfaces. However, the drop in pull-off forces was less than 20%
between dry and oily surfaces. These results show that, due to
merit of still working based on the vacuum principle, our gripper
can adhere not only to dry surfaces, but also to wet and oily ones,
unlike many previously reported switchable adhesive grippers
that do not enclose the object.

Another challenge for switchable adhesive grippers can be
gripping soft and deformable objects. To study our suction-based
soft gripper’s performance in this challenge, we characterized
how our gripper adheres to soft surfaces. We measured the max-
imum pull-off forces against ∼0.7 cm thick flat objects having
Shore-00 hardness ranging from 10 to 80. Note that these objects
are still much softer than the gripper body (Shore ∼A50). The
objects were made by casting 20 g of elastomer into a petri
dish, from which they were removed after being cured. Fig. 4c
shows the results. The pull-off forces decreased as the Shore
hardness decreased. Shore-00 30 corresponds approximately to
human skin and even at this softness, the gripper was able to
reach almost 5 N forces. We conclude that our gripper can pick
also soft objects, although with reduced gripping forces, unlike
many other switchable adhesive grippers [1].

The pull-off forces and tensile works are expected to vary
with the MR fluid, due to different MR fluids having different
properties, as documented in Table 1. To see the effect of MR fluid
on the adhesion, we did the same characterization experiments
for two different MR fluids, 122EG and 140CG. The representative
curves are shown in Fig. S2. A gripper filled with 140CG fluid
had much smaller pull-off force than a gripper filled with 122EG.
The high viscosity and solid content of the 140CG fluid makes
withdrawing it difficult: the fluid does not move smoothly inside
the gripper during the withdrawal. With 140CG, all pull-off forces
were observed to be less than 1 N. We conclude that the viscosity
of the MR fluid is a highly critical parameter for successful grip-
ping, because (a) the viscosity limits how quickly the fluid can
be withdrawn from the cavity; and (b) high viscosity is related
to high solid content, which can result in agglomeration of the
magnetic particles at the inlet, clogging the inlet.
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Fig. 2. Pull-off force measurement method schematic and details. (a) Photograph of the experimental setup and (b) schematic. Experimental setup includes a syringe
pump with a MR fluid and the gripper attached to a load cell of the mechanical tester. The target surface under the gripper is mounted to a holder containing a
mirror for observing the attachment of the gripper during the experiment. Scale bar in the photograph: 1 cm. (c) An example of the measurement data. (I) The
gripper approaches the target surface. (II) Once in contact, a preload force Fpre of 1.47 N is applied. (III) A volume V of the MR fluid is withdrawn while maintaining
the preload. In this example, V = 1.5 ml and the fluid is 122EG. To maintain the preload while the gripper collapses, the controller decreases the distance as can be
seen in the distance curve. (IV) The magnet is placed on top of the gripper. (V) The gripper retracts from the surface. (VI) The gripper comes off from the surface and
the pull-off force Foff is measured. In this example, Foff = 7.47 N. The pull-off is not instantaneous but several peaks can be seen, due to parts of the film detaching
at different times, until the gripper comes off completely.

Fig. 3. (a) Representative force–distance curves for the tensile part of the characterization experiment with and without the magnet. The retraction speed is 0.1 mm/s
after constant preload Fpre of 1.47 N. The force needed for complete detachment is called Foff (here 4.05 N without magnetic field and 7.41 N with magnetic field
applied). The area under the curve represents the tensile work WT needed for detachment (here WT = 13.65 mJ without magnetic field and 24.39 mJ with magnetic
field applied). (b) Representative force–distance curves with different volumes V of fluid withdrawn (fluid:122EG). The magnetic field was applied in all these
experiments.

Fig. 4. Characterization of the gripper. (a) Pull-off forces and tensile works for the gripper with different withdrawal volumes (fluid: 122EG). (b) Pull-off forces and
tensile works for different surface conditions: dry, deionized water and heavy mineral (MR fluid: 122EG, V = 1.5 ml). (c) Pull-off forces for the gripper with objects
with different softness. The error bars show standard error (n = 5) and the P-values are calculated using Welch’s unequal variances t-test.
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Fig. 5. The behavior of the soft film of the 3D-printed gripper. Snapshots of the video showing the film of the gripper (a) under magnetic field and (b) without
magnetic field. Orange circle indicates where the soft gripper body touches the soft film during the retraction. The body collapses against the film when the fluid is
withdrawn. Due to the way the body is manufactured, it has small spots. The spots are clearly visible in some of the photographs. When the spots are visible, we
know that there is a thin enough layer of MR fluid between the film and the body to allow the spots to be seen through the fluid. At the 219 s time point, there is
a marked difference between (a) and (b): when the magnetic field is applied, the MR fluid does not flow and the body remains collapsed against the film, whereas
the fluid can rearrange itself from the edges to the center when magnetic field is applied. Scale bar in all the photographs 1 cm.

Rough surfaces can be challenging for adhesive grippers. To
demonstrate that our gripper does not suffer from similar lim-
itations, we picked up a red grapefruit (441 g, Fig. 1c) and a
cardboard packet (44 g, Fig. 1i). The red grapefruit was rough
(Rz = 17.7 μm, measured using an optical profilometer) with a
visible pattern. These demonstrations show that the gripper can
pick relatively heavy parts even with rough surfaces, which are
typical for many everyday objects.

Fragile and thin objects can be difficult for jamming and vac-
uum grippers because the objects can break, or thin sheets can
be sucked into the gripper. To demonstrate that our gripper
can handle such objects, we picked up a mango fruit (418 g,
Rz = 9.9 μm, Fig. 1e) and a thin plastic sheet (0.83 g, Fig. 1h). The
gripper did not leave visible print onto the surface of the mango
(Fig. 1e inset), even though the load was relatively large, and the
surface was delicate and soft. Similarly, the plastic sheet did not
show any visible marks, despite being thin.

Further gripping demonstrations included a banana fruit
(143 g, Fig. 1f, uneven load/torque), a wetted glass beaker (116 g,
Fig. 1g, a practical example of a wet surface), a tape roll (164 g,
Fig. 1j, an example of a curved object), and a water bottle (518 g,
Fig. 1k, a relatively heavy object). Taking all these demonstrations
together, we conclude that the gripper is not highly specific to a
particular material or surface type but can robustly pick many
different types of everyday objects.

One potential drawback of suction cup grippers is that they
might fail to pick objects smaller than the cup diameter, due
to no vacuum forming between the film and the object. To see
how our gripper fares with such objects, we tested picking disc-
shaped objects with progressively smaller diameters (Fig. 1l–n).
The smallest disc we could pick was ∅ 8 mm, which is already
markedly smaller than the cup diameter (∅ 20 mm). These results
show that the gripper cannot only pick objects larger than its
diameter, but also objects slightly smaller than its diameter.

To confirm that the magnetic field has an effect on the MR
fluid inside the gripper and to observe how this affects the de-
tachment of the film from the substrate, we recorded a video of
the film detaching from the substrate with and without the exter-
nal magnetic field applied. Video S1 and snapshots in Fig. 5 show
the results. In the video, it can be observed that the fluid moves
less when the magnetic field is applied (there is MR fluid in the
middle of the gripper without external magnetic field applied).
In the snapshots, this is most visible by comparing the snapshots
from 219 s to the snapshots from 144 s: with the magnetic field
is applied, the shape of the film and the fluid changes less than
without the magnetic field. We take these results as an evidence
that the magnetic field inhibits the movement of the fluid inside
the gripper.

During all the experiments, we observed a few different ways
the gripper can fail or break. The bonding between the film

and the gripper body is a critical weak point and can tear (Fig.
S3a) when excessive loads are gripped. In future, we aim to
improve the film bonding by using different silicone adhesives
and bonding surface treatments. Another failure mode is the
sedimentation of the MR fluid in the silicone tube (Fig. S3b):
if the gripper is unused for a few days, the magnetic particles
start to sediment, separating the oil and the iron particles. This
failure is not catastrophic, as the particles can be resuspended in
the oil by repeatedly withdrawing the fluid from the cavity or
by applying strong, varying external magnetic field. Finally, the
silicone elastomers are air permeable and in a long period of time
(∼days), some air can be found inside the gripper cavity and the
inlet tube. This failure can be remedied by refilling the gripper
with the MR fluid.

Table 2 compares the performance of our gripper to some
of the grippers previously reported in the literature. Shintake
et al. [1] reviewed different soft robotic grippers and grouped
different reported grippers whether they are based on actuation,
controlled stiffness, or controlled adhesion. To our comparison
table, we selected a few representative grippers belonging to each
of these groups. For a more thorough review of the literature, we
refer to the excellent review by Shintake et al. [1]. Compared to
granular jamming and MR fluid jamming gripper, both stiffness-
controlled grippers, our gripper can handle objects much heavier
than its own mass. Also, unlike jamming grippers, our gripper
does not need to completely enclose the target object or part
of it. Jamming-based grippers are still faster than the current
prototype of our gripper. Currently, the total time of the pick-
and-place cycle of our gripper is limited by two different things:
(1) it takes approximately 10 s for the syringe pump to withdraw
the fluid (1.5 ml) from the cavity; and (2) manually placing
the neodymium magnet to apply the magnetic field takes a few
seconds. We do not think these are fundamental limitations of our
gripper: faster pumps surely exist and MR fluids known to switch
states less than in milliseconds [22]. A strong electromagnet could
be used to quickly turn on the magnetic field. Typically, adhesion-
controlled grippers (e.g., so-called gecko grippers) require the
surface to be dry. There are attempts to enhance gecko-inspired
adhesives so they adhere under water [27], but such adhesives
require complex surface coatings which may degrade over time.
Adhesive surfaces also struggle with contaminations, requiring
careful consideration how to clean such surfaces to maintain their
stickiness [28]. Our gripper does not require the surface to be
dry and it is also very easy to clean our gripper, as the gripping
surface is just a flat silicone film.

Finally, compared to commercial vacuum grippers, our gripper
can handle a larger variety of objects: our proposed gripper,
with its thin film, can pick thin films and objects somewhat
smaller than its diameter. Wet/oily surfaces are also challenges
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Table 2
Comparison of few proposed gripping methods to fabricated gripper with MR fluid.
Gripper type Ref. Max.

Preload
(N)

Gripper
diameter
(mm)

Max.
Pull-off
force (N)

Max.
lifting
ratioa

Diameter
ratio
limitsb

Surface conditions Max. Surface
roughness
tested Rz (μm)

Time to
acquire
grip (s)

Power required
to maintain
grasp (W)

Dry Watery Oily

Granular
jamming

[16] 150 86 100 ? 0.1–0.85 Yes ? ? ? 0.1–1.1 c

MR fluid
jamming

[20] 40 108 50 1.7 0.2–0.4 Yes ? ? ? <0.1 75

Bioinspired
suction gripper

[2] 0.5–1 9–14d 3.3 3.9 >2e Yes Yes Yes 36.5 20f ?

Magnet-
embedded
suction cup

[29] 0.3 10 0.9 ? >3 Yes Yes Yes ? 140g 0

Same size
commercial
suction cup for
uneven
workpieces

[30] ? 20 11 >48 >1 Yes Yesh Yesh ? <0.1i c

Gecko-inspired
gripper

[31] ? 180j 43 200 >0.5k Yes ? ? ? <0.1 0

This work 1.5 20 7.5 80 >0.4 Yes Yes Yes 17.7 10 0
aObject mass/gripper mass.
bObject diameter/gripper diameter.
cPower the vacuum unit needs.
dDiameter of a single suction cup.
eEstimated from Fig. 5 in [2].
fEstimated from the video in [2].
gEstimated from the video in [29].
hSeparated filtering system for liquids is needed.
iDepends the vacuum system used.
jEstimated from the Fig. 1 in [30].
kEstimated from the Figures in [31].

to traditional open vacuum grippers, as liquids may contaminate
the vacuum line. One advantage of our gripping method is that
the film seals the fluidic line completely from the environment.

4. Conclusion

We have demonstrated a magnetically switchable soft suction
gripper which can handle a wide range of fragile and complex
3D objects and surfaces. The switching mechanism is based on
a magnetorheological fluid, which allows the gripper to stiffen
under the presence of an external magnetic field. The gripper can
handle over 7 N loads while the diameter of the gripper is only
∼20 mm.

We envision that our gripper will be particularly useful for
future packaging and warehouse applications, which typically
involve gripping many different types of objects. The strength of
our gripper in such applications is that it can pick rough, soft,
wet, oily and curved surfaces and objects of various sizes. Another
advantage of our gripper is that the gripping force can be carefully
controlled: delicate light objects could be gripped with small
suction and without the magnetic field, while heavy objects can
use a combination of strong suction and magnetic field.

Another potential future application of our gripper is in indus-
trial assembly. When soft, our gripper can conform to the shape
of the object, allowing greater tolerances during picking and
releasing. High precision tasks e.g. precision assembly will benefit
from the gripper being in rigid state. Our proposed gripper design
may also simplify the overall system complexity, by reducing the
need for carefully measuring the object position before picking,
or even by completely eliminating the need for visual feedback
during picking.

Finally, our gripper is light-weight, relatively easy to fabricate,
and can tolerate alignment errors during picking. These aspects
suggest it will be feasible to use several of such grippers in par-
allel: multiple grippers picking multiple objects simultaneously.
Every gripper would not need its own fluid line and magnet, but
a single line and a magnet could be shared by several grippers. In
parallel operation, our gripper has potential to greatly increase
the throughput of industrial pick-and-place operations.
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Abstract— Castable elastomers have been used to fabricate
soft robotic devices and it has been shown that the technique
scales well from prototyping to mass manufacturing. However,
similarly scalable techniques for integrating strain or curvature
sensors into such devices are still lacking. In this paper, we show
that screen-printed silver conductors serve well as curvature
sensors for soft robotic devices. The sensors are produced onto
elastomer substrates in a single printing step and integrated
into soft pneumatic actuators. We characterized the resistance-
curvature relationship of the sensors, which allows the curvature
of the actuators to be estimated from the sensor measurements.
Hysteresis was observed, which does limit the absolute accuracy
of the sensors. However, temperature characterizations showed
that the sensor measurements are not significantly affected
by temperature fluctuations during normal operation. Dynamic
experiments showed that the bandwidth of the sensors is larger
than the bandwidth of the actuators. We experimentally validated
that these sensors can be used to detect whether the motion
of an actuator has been blocked, clearing the way toward
simple-to-fabricate soft robots that react to their surroundings.
Finally, we demonstrate a three-fingered soft robotic gripper
with integrated sensors. We conclude that screen-printing is a
promising way to integrate curvature sensors into soft robots.

Index Terms— Mechanical sensors, flexible printed circuit, soft
robotics, strain measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOFT robots [1]–[4] made of easily deformable materials
are a recent innovation with promising applications in

manipulators/grippers [2], [5]–[7], mobile robots [8]–[10],
exoskeletons/rehabilitation [11] and monitoring human
motion [12]. Soft actuators have been made by embedding
small fluidic channels in an elastomer, and then inflating them
by gas [2], [13], [14] or liquid [15]. The quick, monolithic
fabrication technique of casting elastomers into 3D printed
molds has enabled the rapid prototyping of different soft
robot designs [2], [10], [16], and this technique scales well
for mass manufacturing. However, in their simplest form,
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the fluidic actuators do not include any strain or curvature
sensors. Such sensors would enable closed-loop position
control or the ability to detect whether an obstacle is blocking
the motions of the robot.

The first approach to integrating sensors into soft robots was
to embed commercially available bending sensors [17], [18]
or custom-designed sensor modules [19] into the cast-
ing/assembly. However, this approach is not ideal as the
sensor design cannot be adapted quickly to new robot designs.
The second approach was to fabricate flexible/stretchable
sensors [20]–[23] as needed. Flexible or stretchable strain
sensors based on carbon [24], carbon black particles [25],
liquid metals [12], [26], and silver nanowires [27], [28] have
all been proposed. In particular, carbon nanotubes [29], hydro-
gels [30], liquid metals [31] and optical sensing [32], [33]
have been utilised for curvature sensing in soft fluidic actu-
ators. However, many of these examples involve multistep
fabrication or materials which are difficult to handle, so they
are not suitable for mass manufacturing. There is still a
clear need for a simple, low-cost and scalable method for
manufacturing sensors for soft robots.

Printed electronics as an additive manufacturing method is a
good candidate to fulfill these needs. Functional materials have
been printed to fabricate flexible circuits [34], temperature
sensors [35] and electrodes [36]. Screen-printing, in particular,
is the most common printing method used in electronics.
Screen-printing is one of the oldest printing technologies in
existence, originating in China over a thousand years ago.
Today, screen-printing is applied not only in electronics, but
also in textiles, signs, product labels and many other products.
Consequently, screens, inks and automated printing machines
are widely available.

Recently, our coauthors have shown that screen-printing
with conductive inks can be used to produce stretchable
conductors directly onto elastomer substrates [37]. Here we
show that these conductors, printed in a single step, can serve
as resistive curvature sensors for soft robots. These sensors
yield information about the true curvature of a soft robotic
actuator within the limits of the hysteresis and the creep of
the sensor. By creep, we mean slow change observed in the
sensor output, even when the actuator is not moving. The main
advantages of these sensors are that they: a) can be fabricated
in a matter of hours; b) require only a little extra effort in
the fabrication of the actuators; and c) are based on widely
available equipment and materials.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Overview of the Fabrication Method

The fabrication method is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Conductive ink was added onto a screen lying on a

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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Fig. 1. The concept of soft actuators with sensors. The sensors (I) are screen-
printed by applying a resistive silver or carbon ink (II) on a screen (III) lying
on top of a polyurethane elastomer substrate (IV). The ink is spread by a
squeegee (V). By assembling a stack of silicone components (VI), a fiberglass
strain-limiting layer (VII) and a sensor, a smart pneumatic actuator (VIII) is
produced. The actuator is pressurized with the pressure p. The measuring
resistance R (IX) gives the curvature κ of the actuator.

thermoplastic polyurethane elastomer sheet. The ink is
transferred to the substrate through a mesh, except in the
areas covered by a stencil.

In a single step, we fabricate a shape with two pads and
a long, conductive path (Fig. 2a). We used a silver flake-
based ink for the sensors. A photograph of the screen-printing
process is shown in Fig. 2b. After printing, the sensors are
wired, cut and integrated into the pneumatic actuators. The
actuator consists of two parts: an upper part with pneumatic
chambers and a base with a strain-limiting layer (fiberglass).
Upon pressurizing, the neumatic chambers expand, resulting
in the bending of the actuator. The sensors are stacked on top
of the strain-limiting layer before the assembly of the actuator.
Resistance measurement can be used to estimate the curvature
κ of the actuator. Photographs of the fabricated silver sensors
and actuators are shown in Fig. 2 c-d. A scanning electron
micrograph (Fig. 2e) shows the flaked structure of the screen-
printed silver. The stretchability of these conductors comes
from this microstructure [37].

B. Fabrication of the Curvature Sensors

The sensors were fabricated on thermoplastic polyurethane
substrate (Epurex Platilon / U4201), which is a stretchable,
abrasion resistant, chemically inert, 50 μm thick, transparent
sheet. Most of the results in this paper were done using
silver ink (ECM / CI-1036), but we also tested carbon ink
(ECM / CI-2051) for comparison. The silver ink had a quoted
sheet resistance of < 10 m� sq−1 at 25.4 μm and a curing

Fig. 2. Fabrication results. (a) Print design of the sensors. Units: mm.
(b) Photograph of the screen-printing process. I: Mesh/screen. II: Print direc-
tion. III: Silver ink. IV: Rubber squeegee. V: Metal squeegee. (c) Photograph
of the sensor. (d) Photograph of the actuator. Scale bars in all photographs:
3 cm. (e) Scanning electron micrograph of the screen-printed silver sensors.
The light areas are silver flakes and the darker background is polymer.
Scale bar: 10 μm.

temperature of 120°C for 10 minutes, which is lower than the
softening range of the elastomer. The carbon ink had a quoted
sheet resistance of < 40 � sq−1 at 25.4 μm. The screens
(Finnseri Oy) had a mesh count of 79 threads cm−1 and a
mesh opening of 69 μm−1.

The screen-printing starts by slightly stretching the substrate
and attaching it to an aluminum plate. The substrates are
then cleaned with isopropyl alcohol. The printing is done in
two continuous printing cycles by a semi-automatic screen-
printing machine (TIC / SCF-300). The process is completed
with an oven annealing (silver ink: 30 min at 125 °C, and
carbon: 10 min at 90 °C). The annealing temperature and time
were increased for the silver due to the heat absorption of the
aluminum carriers [35]. The sheet resistances of the silver and
carbon traces (measured after the annealing) are approximately
45 m� sq−1 and 300 � sq−1, respectively. Finally, wires
are attached to the pads of the conductive print using silver
paint (MG Chemicals / 8331–14G).

C. Fabrication of the Soft Pneumatic Actuators

The pneumatic actuator design is from Mosadegh et al. [14]
and detailed drawings can be found in the Soft Robotics
Toolkit (http://softroboticstoolkit.com/) [16]. We cast sili-
cone (Smooth-On / Dragon skin 30. Shore A hardness: 30)
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into 3D-printed plastic molds. The actuator consists of an
upper part, with the pneumatic chambers, and a lower part, the
base. The base is a stack of several layers: Dragon Skin 30,
a fiberglass strain limiting layer, a sensor on polyurethane
facing away from the fiberglass, and another layer of Dragon
Skin 30. We bonded all the parts using a silicone adhesive.

In our initial trials, when we placed the sensor on the outer
bottom wall of the actuator, the sensors delaminated easily.
In our final design, the sensors were placed inside the actuator
to avoid this delamination. The last layer of Dragon Skin 30 on
the sensors prevents slipping and delamination of the sensors
while the actuators are moving.

D. Resistance Measurements

We measured the resistance R of the sensors using a digital
multimeter (National Instruments / USB-4065). Multichannel
strain measurements were made using a strain/bridge input
module (National Instruments / NI-9237). For the bridge
measurements, 100 � or 102 � resistors were added in series
with the sensors, while the quarter-bridge was made into a
half-bridge with 120 � resistors.

E. Pressure Control

The fluidic control board was based on the instructions from
the Soft Robotics Toolkit (http://softroboticstoolkit.com/) [16].
Briefly, solenoid valves were driven by an Arduino microcon-
troller using pulse-width modulation at 56 Hz. The pressure
p was controlled by changing the duty cycle of the valves.
Pressure sensors measured the pressure p at the control board.
Supply pressure was from a regulator at ∼2 bar.

F. Curvature Measurements

The actuator was mounted on an aluminum frame from the
air inlet side (Supplementary Fig. 1). A computer-controlled
digital camera took photographs. The photographs were saved
along with the pressure and resistance data. The images were
analyzed by a custom-designed Matlab script, which used an
optimization algorithm to find a circular arc that best fit the
pixels on the bottom edge of the actuator. The inverse of the
arc radius is taken as a measure of the curvature κ . Note that
the soft bending actuators do not have constant curvature κ ,
but it is still a reasonable estimate [38].

G. Temperature Measurements

We used K- and J-type thermocouples to monitor the
temperature of the actuator during the experiments.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Resistance – Curvature Relationship of the Silver Sensors

To characterize the silver sensors, we measured the resis-
tance R and curvature κ while repeatedly cycling the pres-
sure p of the actuator (30 cycles). Each cycle was slow
(∼ 5 min) to avoid dynamic effects from the viscoelasticity
of the elastomers. The results of the measurements are shown
in Fig. 3. In the initial state, R = 15.8 �, p = 12 kPa, and

Fig. 3. Resistance R versus curvature κ and pressure p for the silver sensor.
Curvature κ was estimated from photographs (insets). The data points are
medians of 150 resistance measurements and 30 curvature measurements (blue
points). The curvature κ had to be linearly interpolated between frames (gray
data points). The error bars show interquartile range. The cycle was repeated
30 times. Scale bars in photographs: 3 cm.

Fig. 4. Pressure-curvature relationship for the actuator used in Fig. 3. The
return curve points are slightly above the fitted curve, but the effect is much
smaller than in Fig. 3.

κ = 7 m−1. At their peak, �R = 1.7 �, �p = 47 kPa and
�κ = 21 m−1. The sensitivity was 0.075 �/m−1.

The relationship between resistance R and curvature κ is
linear and hysteretic, with a maximum hysteresis of 17 %
(Fig. 3). The relationship between pressure p and curvature
κ is non-linear and without hysteresis (Fig. 4). This data is
consistent with the previous reports of the hysteretic behavior
of conductive inks [39]. However, even a linear resistance-
curvature model has an R2-statistic of 0.92. We conclude that
the silver sensor can yield useful proprioceptive information
from the actuator, limited by the hysteresis of the sensor
material.

Note that the sensor is ∼ 90 mm long, while the whole
actuator is ∼ 110 mm long. Each small segment of the sensor
is responsive to local strains and thus to local curvatures of
the actuator, but when we measure the total resistance of
the sensor, we are measuring the average curvature κ of the
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Fig. 5. Resistance R of a silver sensor as a function of the temperature T .
Data points are means of six measurements, error bars show standard error.

actuator, except in the small area at the tip not covered by the
sensor. In practice, the local curvatures do not deviate much
from the average curvature κ for these types of actuators [38].

B. Temperature – Resistance Relationship for
the Silver Sensors

The data in Fig. 3 does not rule out that the hysteresis is
caused by temperature fluctuations within each cycle. To rule
out this possibility, we measured the temperature coefficient
of resistance and the normal temperature fluctuations during
the experiments. We placed the actuator flat on a hot plate and
measured the resistance R as a function of the temperature.
The thermocouple was inserted into the pneumatic chamber
inside the actuator. The resistance R was recorded at the
moment when the temperature was first reached. The results of
these measurements are shown in Fig. 5. The temperature coef-
ficient of the resistance is (d R/dT )/R|T =20 °C ≈ 0.01 °C−1,
which is slightly higher than the temperature coefficient of
pure silver: 0.0038 °C−1.

To see if this could contribute to the hysteresis in our
cycling experiments, we measured the temperature fluctuations
of the air entering or leaving the actuator. The air temperature
was taken from the air entering / exiting the actuator, right
next to the inlet. The results (Fig. 6) show that during the
first cycle, the air heated up from 25.0 °C to 25.7 °C, but
after the first few cycles, the temperature fluctuations are
within �T ≈ 0.3 °C. These fluctuations are caused by our
pressure controller, and the estimated contribution to resistance
change is (d R/dT )�T ≈ 0.04 �. Thus, we conclude that the
air temperature fluctuations cannot be the dominant effect to
explain the hysteresis in Fig. 3.

C. Linear Strain Estimates

To estimate the linear strain ε for our silver sensors, our
first approach was to use the ideal bending relationship

�ε = d�κ, (1)

Fig. 6. Temperature fluctuations during the cycling experiment in Fig. 3.

where d is the distance from the neutral plane. Assuming
that the neutral plane is half-way through the fiberglass,
the stack between the sensor and neutral plane is: fiber-
glass (d = 125 μm, half of the nominal thickness), sili-
cone adhesive (we take d = 500 μm, but this is difficult
to measure and varies from one sample to another) and
polyurethane (d = 50μm, nominal), the total distance from
the neutral plane is d = 675 μm. Thus, using (1), we estimate
�ε ≈ 675μm ·21m−1 ≈ 1%. Our second approach was to use
�R and the previously reported [37] small-strain gauge factor
of G F ≈ 5.759 and the relationship

�ε = �R

R · G F
, (2)

to estimate �ε ≈ 2%. Because of the difficulties of measur-
ing the thickness of the soft sensor stack and the distance from
the neutral plane d , we consider the resistance-based estimate
of 2% strains to be more trustworthy.

D. Carbon Sensors

To show that our approach is not limited to silver-based inks,
we also tested printing the sensors using carbon-based inks.
The resistance-curvature characterization for the actuator with
a carbon sensor is shown in Fig. 7. Due to the specific resis-
tance of the ink being higher, the absolute resistances are also
higher; in a neutral state, the resistance Rcarbon = 56.5 k�.
The sensitivity of the carbon sensor was 0.31 k�/m−1, and
the maximum hysteresis 27 %. Compared to the silver sensors,
there is more non-linearity and creep in the carbon sensors,
which is why we focused on the silver sensors in our studies.
Nevertheless, a linear resistance-curvature model still has a
R2-statistic of 0.64, supporting our claim that carbon sensors
can also be used to estimate the bending of the actuator.

E. Decoupling Pressure Contribution From the
Curvature Measurement

We then checked whether the pressure changes make a
direct contribution to the silver sensor measurements. We mea-
sured the curvature κ , resistance R and pressure p in four dif-
ferent states (Fig. 8), where the actuator was bent or prevented
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Fig. 7. Resistance Rcarbon versus curvature κ and pressure p for the
carbon sensor. Data points are medians of 150 resistance measurements and
30 curvature measurements (blue points). The curvature was interpolated for
the gray data points. The error bars show interquartile range.

Fig. 8. Pressure p, resistance R and curvature κ recordings from the external
blocking experiment. Snapshots are from a video. Scale bar: 3 cm.

from bending by an external force (a hand) in addition to
being driven by internal pressure. The resistance measurement
is closer to the curvature measurement, but also shows some
response to the pressure changes. The underlying reason for
the pressure response is that the sensor responds to strains,
but during pressurization of the actuator, not all strains are
just from ideal bending. Simple linear decoupling found using
the method of least-squares

κestimate = αR + βp + γ, (3)

where α = 17.1 m−1�−1, β = −0.230 m−1kPa−1 and
γ = −254 m−1 yielded the estimate shown in Fig. 8. Thus,

TABLE I

COMPARISON TO LITERATURE

approximately �κ
α�R ≈ 70% of the sensor signal comes from

the curvature changes alone. Furthermore, comparing κestimate
to the pressure curve allows the detection of whether the
actuator has been blocked or is being forced. We conclude
that the sensor is mainly a curvature sensor and an external
pressure measurement can be used to decouple the curvature
estimate.

F. Dynamic Response of the Actuator and the Sensor

To study the dynamics of the system, we performed step
experiments by fully opening or closing the valve, with the
supply pressure adjusted to ∼ 50 kPa. Ground truth was
recorded using a 50 fps video. Fig. 9 shows the results. The
actuator exhibits approximately underdamped, second-order
dynamics, with a damping ratio of ∼ 0.03 and a damped
natural frequency of ∼ 2.8 Hz. This is comparable to the
previously reported response times of 130 ms for similar
actuators [14]. These oscillations are clearly visible in the
sensor signal. However, there is additional slow creep in the
sensor, which is not seen in the ground truth. Such creep is
typical for elastomer-based sensors and mathematical models
have been developed to compensate for it [40]. We conclude
that the dynamic response of the sensor is faster than that of
the actuator, so the sensor is not limiting the sensor-actuator
system bandwidth, but the slow creep limits the absolute
accuracy of the sensor.

G. Integrating Sensors Into a Three-Fingered
Soft Robotic Gripper

To show a practical application of the smart actuators
in soft robots, we fabricated a three-fingered gripper with
sensors (Fig. 10). The fingers can be driven independently.
One base was shared between the fingers and included the
sensors. Fig. 10b shows the gripper picking up an object.
Fig. 10c shows snapshots of an experiment where each of the
fingers was sequentially actuated (see also the Supplementary
Video for the experiment). Fig. 10d shows the resistances
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Fig. 9. Dynamics experiment. Several step experiments were done by fully opening or closing the valve. The actuator has approximately second-order
dynamics and oscillates at around 2.8 Hz after a pressure step. The oscillations can easily be seen by the sensor, but there is additional slow creep in the
sensor.

Fig. 10. Demonstration of the fabricated sensors in a soft robotic gripper. (a-b) A three-finger gripper in open and closed state. (c) Snapshots from the
supplementary video, showing an experiment where all three fingers are actuated sequentially. (d) Pressure p and resistance R of the fingers during the
experiment. Scale bars: 3 cm.

and pressures during the experiment. The channels are mostly
independent. This demonstration shows that the sensors can
be applied in practical robot designs.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The screens and inks we used are readily available and the
sensors can be printed directly onto elastomeric substrates in a
timeframe of hours. Different sensor designs can be achieved
simply by changing the screen stencil. The gauge factors, neu-
tral resistances and dynamic characteristics vary from one sam-
ple to another, due to variations in the printing runs. We recom-
mend calibrating every sensor individually. Also, the effects of
hysteresis, temperature and creep limit the absolute accuracy
of the sensors. We foresee using Preisach-type hysteresis mod-
els [41] to compensate for the hysteresis. Temperature effects
could be reduced by using half-/full-bridge measurements.
However, many practical robotic applications do not need
absolute accuracy, only relative. For example, only relative

measurement is needed to detect whether a soft robot finger
has just collided with an object, as we have demonstrated.

Table I compares our results to the literature in which
strain sensors have been applied for soft robotic actuators.
In particular, Pinto et al. [29] have printed their carbon
nanotube-based sensors with the aid of a stencil. Compared
to that work, the main advantages of our method are: a) our
sensors can be fabricated in a single print, instead of the two
prints required in their method; b) using a mesh and a semi-
automated screen-printer, the thickness can be controlled better
than it can when the ink is applied manually through a stencil.

In Table I, we also see that the hysteresis values reported
here are quite typical for resistive sensors. In particular,
compared to [29], the hysteresis of our silver sensors was
slightly lower. However, optical sensors generally have much
lower hysteresis than resistive sensors, so they might be a
better choice for applications where high-accuracy absolute
measurements are needed. The main advantage of resistive
sensing is the ease of measurement.
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Finally, Table I shows that the strains we tested are quite low
compared to other studies. This is not due to a fundamental
limitation of our sensor, but a consequence of the sensor
placement in our actuators. Our coauthors have previously
shown that the silver ink does not fail, even at 50 %
strains [37]. In summary, we have shown that screen-printing
is a promising route for the integration of curvature sensors
into soft robots. This clears the path towards soft robots that
react to their surroundings.
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